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Chapter 1

Introdu tion

1.1 Geometri networks
A network is, informally speaking, a olle tion of \obje ts" with ertain \ onne tions" between the obje ts. An obvious example of a network is a omputer
network. Here the obje ts are omputers and there is a onne tion between two
omputers if there is a physi al able onne ting them. Other obvious examples
are road or railway networks. In the latter type of network the obje ts are the
stations, and the onne tions are the tra ks onne ting the various stations.
There are also many other types of networks, however, where the onne tions
do not ne essarily have a physi al realization. For example, in so ial s ien es one
studies so ial networks, where the obje ts ould be people and two people are
onne ted if they have a ertain so ial relationship| see Figure 1.1. Another
example is formed by biologi al networks su h as neural networks, gene regulatory
networks or protein-protein intera tion networks| see Figure 1.2.
Sometimes networks an be rather small|the network in Figure 1.1 for example is quite small|but sometimes they an also be huge, like the Internet (whi h
has more than 500 million hosts) and the webgraph|a graph whose nodes orrespond to stati pages on the web and whose ar s orrespond to links between
these pages|whi h has billions of pages that are onne ted by billions of links.
For example, in 2003 Google sear h engine indexed 1.6 billions of URLs and this
in reased to 4.2 billions in 2004.
From these examples it is lear that networks form a fundamental model in a
variety of appli ation areas. It is not surprising therefore, that there has been a lot
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The network of intera tions between major hara ters in the novel

Les Miserables by Vi tor Hugo, divided into 11 ommunities represented by di erent

olors [NG04℄.

of resear h on designing, analyzing, and optimizing networks. The mathemati al
on ept orresponding to networks are graphs. (In the sequel, we will use the
terms graph and network inter hangeably.) A graph G is a pair (V; E ) where V is
a (usually nite) set of nodes and E ⊂ V × V is the set of onne tions between the
nodes. Based on the network, we an make the graph (edge/vertex) weighted or
dire ted/undire ted. For example for a graph whi h models a road network, the
weight of an edge an represent the length of the road. Also by making it dire ted
we an show one-way or two-way roads.
In some appli ations it is relevant to assume that the set of verti es of the
graph is a subset of a metri spa e and the weight of ea h edge in the graph is
the distan e between its endpoints. A metri spa e is de ned as a set where a
distan e between elements of the set is de ned. The distan e fun tion d ( alled a
metri ) should be non-negative, symmetri , have d(x; y) = 0 if and only if x = y,
and satisfy the triangle inequality. Obviously any set of points in the plane with
the Eu lidean distan e as a distan e fun tion makes a metri spa e. As a more
omplex example, for ea h graph G(V; E ) with positive edge weights, we an easily
de ne a distan e fun tion (or metri ) d su h that (V; d) makes a metri spa e. To

3
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Figure 1.2:

A yeast protein intera tion network [MS02℄.

this end, we de ne the distan e between ea h pair (u; v) ∈ V 2 as the length of the
shortest path between u and v in G. We all (V; d) the metri spa e indu ed by
the graph G.
A geometri

network omes from adding geometry to a network. More preisely, if the vertex set of the network is a subset of d-dimensional Eu lidean spa e,
and the metri is the Eu lidean metri , then the network is a geometri network.
Geometri networks model naturally (at least approximately) many real-life networks, su h as road networks, railway networks, and so on. In this ase we an
use geometri properties to design or analyze a network. In this thesis we always
onsider undire t geometri networks, unless expli itly stated otherwise.

1.2

t-Spanners

When designing a network for a given set V of points, several riteria an be
taken into a ount. In many appli ations it is important to ensure a fast onne tion between every pair of points in V . For this it would be ideal to have
a dire t onne tion between every pair of points|the network would then be a
omplete graph|but in most appli ations this is una eptable due to the high
osts. This leads to the on epts of spanners, as de ned below. Spanners were
introdu ed by Peleg and S ha er [PS89℄ in the ontext of distributed omputing
and by Chew [Che86℄ in a geometri ontext.
Let V be a subset of a metri spa e and for ea h u and v in V , let d(u; v)
denote the distan e between u and v in the metri spa e. The aim is to design a
network whi h ensures a \fast" onne tion between ea h pair of points but with

4
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a sub-quadrati number of edges. Note that the number of edges in the omplete
graph is quadrati in the number of verti es. To obtain a \good" graph with a
sub-quadrati number of edges we have to allow a (hopefully short) detour between
pairs of points. For example, instead of asking for a dire t onne tion between
ea h pair of points, we are allowed to have a small detour. The length of the detour
is given by a real number t > 1. Given the parameter t, a onne tion between u
and v in the graph G is \good" if the distan e between u and v in the graph G,
denoted by dG(u; v), is at most t times the distan e between u and v. We all
su h a path a t-path between u and v in the graph G. The ratio dG(u; v)= d(u; v)
is alled the dilation between u and v in G. A graph G is a t-spanner of its vertex
set if the dilation between ea h pair of verti es in G is bounded by t. Figure 1.3
is an example of 1:5-spanner on 532 US ities.

Figure 1.3:

A 1:5-spanner networks on 532 US ities [NS07℄.

Here is the formal de nition of t-spanner.
De nition 1.2.1 (t-spanner of a point set) A graph G(V; E ) is a t-spanner of V ,
for a real number t > 1, if for ea h pair of points u; v ∈ V , we have that

dG(u; v) ≤ t · d(u; v):

The dilation, or stret h fa tor, of a network G(V; E ) is the minimum t for whi h G
is a t-spanner of V . When a geometri graph satis es the t-spanner ondition, we
all it a geometri t-spanner.

5
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Intuitively, the t-spanner property is stronger than the graph onne tivity property, i.e. we should not only have a path between ea h pair of points in the graph
but also the length of the path should be lose to the distan e between the pair of
points. The parameter t de ides how lose the t-spanner approximates the omplete graph. In other words, the loser t is to one, the loser the t-spanner is to
the omplete graph.
We an easily extend De nition 1.2.1 to a t-spanner of a given graph. Re all
that for any two verti es u and v in a graph G with positive edge weights, dG(u; v)
denotes the distan e between u and v in the graph V , that is, the length of the
shortest path between u and v in G.
De nition 1.2.2 (t-spanner of a graph) Let G(V; E ) be a graph with positive edge
weights. A graph G′ (V; E ′ ) on the same vertex set but with edge set E ′ ⊆ E is a
t-spanner of G if for ea h pair of verti es u; v ∈ V we have that
dG (u; v) ≤ t · dG (u; v):
By omparing De nition 1.2.1 and De nition 1.2.2 one an see two di eren es.
First, a t-spanner of a given graph G is a subgraph of G. Therefore omputing a
t-spanner of a graph G is sometimes alled a pruning of G. The se ond di eren e
is that, to he k the t-spanner ondition, the distan e between ea h pair in the
t-spanner is ompared to the distan e between them in the input graph. Note that
in De nition 1.2.2 it is not ne essary that the verti es of the input graph belong
to a metri spa e. Instead we use the metri spa e indu ed by the input graph to
measure the distan e between them.
A t-spanner on a point set V |whi h is subset of a metri spa e| an be seen
as a t-spanner of the omplete graph on V , denoted by G (V ), where the weight
of ea h edge in the omplete graph is the distan e between its endpoints.
The main question in designing t-spanners is whether spanners exist that have
\good" properties. The desirable properties are the following:
Size: The number of edges in the graph. This is the most important measurement and generating spanners with a small, ideally near-linear, size is desirable.
The fa t that geometri spanners with a near-linear number of edges and small
dilation exist has made the onstru tion of spanners one of the fundamental tools
in the development of approximation algorithms for geometri al problems.
Degree: The maximum number of edges in ident to a vertex. This property
has been shown to be useful in the development of approximation algorithms
[GLNS02a, Yao82℄ and for the onstru tion of ad ho networks [ALW+03, Li03℄
where small degree is essential in trying to develop fast lo alized algorithms.
Weight: The weight of a network G(V; E ) is the sum of the edge weights.
(Re all that for geometri graphs the weight of an edge is simply the Eu lidean
distan e between its two endpoints.) The best that an be a hieved is a onstant
′

6
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times the weight of the minimum spanning tree, denoted wt(MST (V )). Low
weight spanners have found appli ations in areas su h as metri spa e sear hing [NP03, NPC02℄|see Se tion 1.3.2|and broad asting in ommuni ation networks [FPZW04℄|see Se tion 1.3.3. Also, it has been used in the onstru tion of
several approximation algorithms, see [CL00, RS98℄.
Spanner diameter: De ned as the smallest integer D su h that for any pair of
verti es u and v in V , there is a t-path in the graph between u and v ontaining
at most D edges. For wireless ad ho networks it is often desirable to have small
spanner diameter sin e it determines the maximum number of times a message
has to be transmitted in a network. If a graph has spanner diameter D then it is
said to be a D-hop network.
It has been shown that for any set V of n points in Rd and for any xed t > 1
there exists a t-spanner with O(n) edges, onstant degree, and whose total weight
is O(wt(MST (V ))) [DN97, NS07℄. Arya et al. [AMS99℄ designed a randomized
algorithm whi h generates a t-spanner of expe ted linear size and expe ted logarithmi spanner diameter.
Note that some of the above properties are ompeting, e.g., a graph with
onstant degree annot have onstant spanner diameter, and a graph with small
spanner diameter annot have a linear number of edges [ADM+ 95℄.
In most ases we are interested in t-spanners, where t is lose to 1. More
pre isely, we are interested in s hemes where we an spe ify any t > 1 and then
obtain a spanner of dilation t. To emphasize the fa t that t is lose to 1, we will
sometimes speak about (1 + ")-spanners instead of t-spanners.

1.3 Why spanners?
Spanners for omplete graphs as well as for arbitrary weighted graphs nd appli ations in roboti s, network topology design, distributed systems, design of parallel
ma hines, and many other areas. Re ently spanners found interesting pra ti al appli ations in areas su h as metri spa e sear hing [NP03, NPC02℄ and broad asting
in ommuni ation networks [ALW+03, FPZW04, Li03℄.
Several well-known theoreti al results also use the onstru tion of t-spanners
as a building blo k. For example, Rao and Smith [RS98℄ made a breakthrough
by showing an optimal O(n log n)-time approximation s heme for the well-known
Eu lidean traveling salesperson problem, using t-spanners (or banyans). Similarly, Czumaj and Lingas [CL00℄ showed approximation s hemes for minimum- ost
multi- onne tivity problems in geometri graphs. The problem of onstru ting
geometri spanners
has re eived onsiderable attention from a theoreti al perspe tive, see [ADD+ 93, ADM+ 95, AMS99, BGM04, DHN93, DN97, DNS95, GLN02,
Kei88, KG92, LL92, LNS02, Sal91, Vai91℄, the surveys [Epp00, GK07, Smi00℄ and
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the book by Narasimhan and Smid [NS07℄. Note that signi ant resear h has also
been done in the onstru tion of spanners for general graphs, see for example, the
book by Peleg [Pel00℄ or the re ent work by Elkin and Peleg [EP04℄ and Thorup and Zwi k [TZ01℄. In this se tion we mention some of the appli ations of
t-spanners.
1.3.1

Approximate minimum spanning tree

The problem of nding a minimum weight spanning tree (MST) of a given graph
has re ently attra ted a lot of attention. There are linear time algorithms for omputing MST in a randomized expe ted ase model [KKT95℄ or with the assumption
that edge weight are integers [FW94℄. For deterministi omparison-based algorithms, slightly superlinear bounds are known [GGST86℄.
In the geometri ase, for any dimension d, one an nd a minimum spanning
tree of a set of n points in O(n2 ) time by onstru ting the omplete graph and
omputing all the edge weights (=pairwise distan es) in O(n2 ) time, and then
running any MST algorithm (su h as Prim's algorithm). Most of the faster algorithms for the geometri ase use a simple idea: nd a sparse subgraph of the
omplete graph whi h ontains an MST, and then ompute an MST of this sparse
subgraph. In the plane, the Delaunay graph is the appropriate graph to use sin e
it only has O(n) edges and an be onstru ted in O(n log n) time [SH75℄. It is
not helpful in higher dimensions be ause the Delaunay graph an have a quadrati
number of edges [Eri01℄.
Salowe [Sal91℄ showed that if G′ is a (geometri ) t-spanner of a graph G
and wt(MST′ (G)) denotes the weight of the minimum spanning tree of G, then
wt(MST (G )) ≤ t · wt(MST (G)). Using this result, we an use any (sparse)
t-spanner of a graph to ompute an approximate minimum spanning tree of the
graph. For more details about approximating the minimum spanning tree see the
survey by Eppstein [Epp00℄.
1.3.2

Metri

spa e sear hing

The problem of \approximate" proximity sear hing in metri spa es is to nd the
elements of a set whi h are \ lose" to a given query under some similarity riterion.
Similarity sear hing has be ome a fundamental omputational task in a variety of
appli ation areas, in luding multimedia information retrieval, pattern re ognition,
omputer vision and biomedi al databases. In su h environments, an exa t mat h
has little meaning, and proximity/distan e on epts (similarity/dissimilarity) are
typi ally mu h more fruitful for sear hing. In all of these appli ations we have a
metri whi h shows the similarity between obje ts. The smaller the distan e is
between two obje t, the more similar they are | see [ZADB06℄ for more details.
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A typi al query q is:
• nd all elements in the database whi h are within distan e r from q .
• nd the k losest elements to q in the database.
If the database ontains n elements, we an answer a query by performing O(n)
distan e omputations. But evaluating distan es is expensive and the goal is to
redu e the number of distan e evaluations. In general, there are several methods to
redu e the number of distan e evaluations, see the survey [CNBYM01℄. A widely
used te hnique for this is AESA [Rui86℄. The main drawba k of this te hnique is
that it omputes all pairwise distan es and stores them in a matrix whi h requires
a lot of spa e.
Navarro et al. [NPC02℄ used a t-spanner as a data stru ture for metri spa e
sear hing to redu e the spa e needed for the AESA. The key idea is to regard
the t-spanner as an approximation of the omplete graph of distan es among the
obje ts, and to use it as a ompa t devi e to simulate the large matrix of distan es
required by su essful sear h algorithms su h as AESA. The t-spanner property
implies that we an use the shortest path in the t-spanner to estimate any distan e
with bounded error fa tor t.
They propose several t-spanner onstru tion, update, and sear h algorithms
and experimentally evaluated them. The experiments show that their te hnique
is ompetitive against urrent approa hes, and that it has a great potential for
further improvements.
1.3.3

Broad asting in

ommuni ation networks

Wireless networks onsist of a set of wireless devi es ( alled nodes) whi h are
spread over a geographi al area. These nodes are able to perform pro essing as
well as ommuni ating with ea h other. The nodes an ommuni ate via multihop wireless hannels: a node an rea h all nodes inside its transmission region
while nodes far away from ea h other ommuni ate through intermediate nodes.
Wireless ommuni ation networks have appli ations in various situations su h as
emergen y relief, environmental monitoring, and so on.
There are two ommon types of wireless networks: sink-based networks and
ad ho networks. In a sink-based network, like ellular wireless networks, there is
one or multiple sink nodes whi h are in harge of olle ting data from all nodes
and managing the whole network. On the other hand, in ad ho networks there
are no su h sink nodes and all nodes are equal in terms of ommuni ation and
network management.
Energy onsumption and network performan e are the most riti al issues in
wireless ad ho networks, be ause wireless devi es are usually powered by batteries
only and have limited omputing apability and memory.

1.3 Why spanners?
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A wireless ad ho network is modeled by a set V of n wireless nodes distributed
in a two-dimensional plane. Ea h node has the same maximum transmission range
R whi h, by a proper s aling, we an assume that all nodes have the maximum
transmission range to be equal to 1. These wireless nodes de ne a unit disk graph,
denoted by UDG(V ), in whi h there is an edge between two nodes if the Eu lidean
distan e between them is at most 1. The most ommon power-attenuation model
in the literature laims that the power needed to support a link (u; v) is kuvk ,
where kuvk is the Eu lidean distan e between u and v and is a real onstant
between 2 and 5 depending on the wireless transmission environment. So the
power onsumption of a network is a fun tion of the weight of the network. The
minimum possible weight for a onne ted network is the weight of a minimum
spanning tree, however, this might have low performan e.
Several graph theoreti al models are used to design ad ho networks with low
energy onsumption and good performan e|see [Wat05℄. Using
a low weight
t-spanner of the unit disk graph is one of the ways|see [ALW+ 03℄. This gives
us more exibility to onstru t a network whi h has low energy onsumption as
well as good performan e, like bounded degree. Note that in ad ho networks, a
network with small node degree, has a better han e to has small interferen e.
1.3.4

Proteins visualization

One of the most important open problems in bioinformati s is the problem of
protein folding. A protein is a long hain of mole ules alled amino a ids. In
nature there exist 20 di erent amino a ids and several experiments show that the
3D-stru ture of a protein is ompletely determined by the sequen e of amino a ids.
The protein-folding problem is the problem of determining the 3D-stru ture
of a protein given its amino a id sequen e. Various omputational methods have
been applied to ta kle the protein-folding problem, with varying su ess. Among
these are neural networks, approximation algorithms, metaheuristi s, bran h-andbound, distributed systems and omputational geometry.
Nowadays, using high omputing power and large s ale storage, resear hers
are able to omputationally simulate the protein-folding pro ess in atomisti details. Su h simulations often produ e a large number of folding traje tories, ea h
onsisting of a series of 3D onformations of the protein under study. As a result, e e tively managing and analyzing su h traje tories is be oming in reasingly
important.
Re ently, Russel and Guibas [RG05℄ suggested using geometri spanners for
mapping a simulation to a more dis rete ombinatorial representation. They apply geometri spanners to dis over the proximity between di erent segments of
a protein a ross a range of s ales, and tra k the hanges of su h proximity over
time. This makes the task of understanding and exploring the spa e of protein
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motions easier. Using their stru ture it is possible to visualize proteins in motion whi h none of the ommonly used software pa kages su h as RasMol [Ras℄,
ProteinExplorer [Mar02℄, or SPV [GP97℄ have been able to a hieve.

1.4 Thesis overview
In this thesis we onsider several problems related to the design and analysis of
geometri networks.
In Chapter 2, we introdu e the on ept of region-fault tolerant spanners for
planar point sets, and prove the existen e of region-fault tolerant spanners of small
size. For a geometri graph G on a point set V and a region F , we de ne G⊖F to
be what remains of G after the verti es and edges of G interse ting F have been
removed. A C -fault tolerant t-spanner is a geometri graph G on V su h that for
any onvex region F , the graph G⊖F is a t-spanner for G (V )⊖F , where G (V )
is the omplete geometri graph on V . Fault-tolerant spanners provide high levels
of availability and reliability in network onne tions. These networks keep their
good properties, even after some part of the network is destroyed e.g. by a natural
disaster.
We prove that any set V of n points admits a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner
of size O(n log n), for any onstant " > 0; if adding Steiner points is allowed then
the size of the spanner redu es to O(n), and for several spe ial ases we show how
to obtain region-fault tolerant spanners of size O(n) without using Steiner points.
We also onsider fault-tolerant geodesi t-spanners : this is a variant where, for any
disk D, the distan e in G⊖D between any two points u; v ∈ V \ D is at most t
times the geodesi distan e between u and v in R2 \ D. We prove that for any
point set V we an add O(n) Steiner points to obtain a fault-tolerant geodesi
(1 + ")-spanner of size O(n). These results are based on [AdBFG07℄.
In appli ations|think of road networks, for instan e|a spanner network is
sometimes expanded by adding one or more extra onne tions. The main question
is then how to do the expansion su h that the resulting network is as good as possible. In Chapter 3 we study a problem of this type. In parti ular, we onsider the
problem of adding an edge to a given network su h that the dilation of the resulting
network is minimized. We present one exa t algorithm and several approximation
algorithms. The best approximation2 algorithm omputes a2 (2 + ")-approximation
of the optimal solution in O(nm + n log n) time using O(n ) spa e, where n is the
number of verti es and m is the number of edges in the input network. For the
spe ial ase, when the dilation of the input network is onstant, we an improve
the approximation fa tor to 1 + " and the running time to O(n2 ). These results
are based on [FGG05a℄.

1.4 Thesis overview
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Chapter 4 studies the problem of dilation optimal edge deletion. More pre isely
we are given a geometri network in the plane and we want to nd an edge in
the network su h that its removal minimizes, or maximizes, the dilation in the
network. An obvious appli ation is when we want to remove some onne tions in
an existing network, e.g. due to budget onsideration, and we want to know whi h
edges should be removed to minimize the e e t on the quality of the network.
We solve the problem in the restri ted ase when the network is a simple y le.
A randomized algorithm
is presented whi h, given a y le on a set of n points,
omputes in O(n log3 n) expe ted time, the edge of the y le whose removal results
in a polygonal path of smallest possible dilation. It is also shown that the edge
whose removal gives a polygonal path of largest possible dilation an be omputed
in O(n log n) time. If the input y le is a onvex polygon, the latter problem an
be solved in O(n) time. Finally, it is shown that given a y le C , for ea h edge e
of C , a (1 − ")-approximation to the dilation of the path C \ {e} an be omputed
in O(n log n) total time. These results are based on [AFK+07℄.
In Chapter 5 we present algorithms for omputing the spanner diameter of
a t-spanner. This is the rst algorithm for omputing spanner diameter of a tspanner, to the best of our knowledge. The time omplexity of the most eÆ ient
algorithm is O(D· mn), where n is the number of verti es, m is the number of edges
and D is the spanner diameter of the input graph, and it requires O(n) spa e. We
also ompare the running time of the presented algorithms experimentally. These
results are based on [FG06℄.
The empiri al study of algorithms is a rapidly growing resear h area. Implementing algorithms and testing their performan e shows their eÆ ien y in pra ti e
and bring the algorithms to the pra ti al stage. In Chapter 6 we experimentally
study the performan e and quality of the most ommon t-spanner algorithms for
points in the Eu lidean plane. The experiments are dis ussed and ompared to
the theoreti al results and in several ases we suggest modi ations that are implemented and evaluated. The quality measurements that we onsider are the
number of edges, the weight, the maximum degree, the spanner diameter and the
number of rossings. We ompare the running times of the algorithms and suggest
some improvements. This is the rst time an extensive omparison has been made
between the onstru tion algorithms of t-spanners. These results are based on
[FG05℄ and [FG07℄.
Finally in Chapter 7 we on lude the thesis and state some open problems.
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Chapter 2

Region-Fault Tolerant
Spanners

2.1 Introdu tion
As we mentioned before, geometri networks have appli ations in VLSI design,
tele ommuni ations, roboti s and distributed systems. The major issues with
designing su h a network are performan e and reliability. The spanner on ept
aptures the performan e when short onne tions between the points are important. The main question is then whether spanners exist that have a small dilation
and a small, ideally near-linear, number of edges. Other desirable properties of a
spanner are for example that the total weight of the edges is small, or that the
maximum degree is low. As dis ussed in the introdu tion, su h spanners do indeed
exist: it has been shown that for any set P of n points in the plane and for any
xed " > 0 there exists a (1 + ")-spanner with O(n=") edges, O(1=") degree, and
whose total weight is O(wt(MST (P ))="4), where wt(MST (P )) is the weight of a
minimum spanning tree of P [DN97, NS07℄.
Reliability is on erned with the fa t that in many appli ations the nodes
and/or links in a network may fail. In a omputer network, for instan e, nodes
may fail be ause omputers an rash, and in a road network links may fail be ause
roads an be ome ina essible due to a idents or maintenan e. A network is
reliable when it retains its good properties even after some nodes or links fail.
With respe t to spanners this means there should still be a short path between
any two nodes in what remains of the spanner after the fault.
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Fault-tolerant spanner were introdu ed by Lev opolous et al. [LNS98℄. In this
paper and a follow-up paper [LNS02℄ they showed the existen e of k-vertex (or:
k-edge) fault-tolerant geometri spanners with O(nk log n) edges. This was improved by Lukovszki [Luk99℄, who presented a fault-tolerant spanner with O(nk)
edges, whi h is optimal. Later Czumaj and Zhao [CZ03℄ showed that a greedy approa h produ es a k-vertex (or: k-edge) fault-tolerant geometri (1 + ")-spanner
with degree O(k) and total weight O(k2 · wt(MST (P ))); these bounds are asymptoti ally optimal.
The papers on fault-tolerant spanners mentioned above all onsider faults that
an destroy an arbitrary olle tion of k verti es or edges. For geometri spanners,
however, it is natural to onsider region faults : faults that do not destroy an
arbitrary olle tion of verti es and edges, but faults that destroy all verti es and
edges interse ting some geometri fault region. This is relevant, for instan e, when
the spanner models a road network and a natural (or other) disaster makes all the
roads in some region ina essible. This is1 the topi of this hapter: we study the
existen e of small spanners in the plane that are tolerant against region faults.
Before we present our results, let us de ne region-fault toleran e more pre isely.
Let F be a family of regions in the plane, whi h we all the fault regions. For
a fault region F ∈ F and a geometri graph G on a point set P , we de ne G⊖F to
be the part of G that remains after the points from P inside F and all edges that
interse t F have been removed from the graph|see Figure 2.1. (For simpli ity we
assume that a region fault F does not ontain its boundary, i.e. only verti es and
edges interse ting the interior of F will be a e ted.)

F

Figure 2.1:

The input graph G and a fault region F , the graph G⊖F , and the
graph G (P )⊖F .

De nition 2.1.1 An F -fault tolerant t-spanner is a geometri graph G on P su h

that for any region F ∈ F , the graph G⊖F is a t-spanner for G (P )⊖F , where
G (P ) is the omplete geometri graph on P .
1 The on epts and many of the results arry over to d-dimensional Eu lidean spa e. However,

we feel the on ept is mainly interesting in the plane, so we on ne ourselves to the planar ase
in this hapter.
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We are mainly interested in the ase where F is the family C of onvex sets.2
We shall also onsider the ase where we are allowed to add Steiner points to the
graph. In other words, instead of onstru ting a geometri network for P , we are
allowed to onstru t a network for P ∪ Q for some set Q of Steiner points. Then
we say that a graph G on P ∪ Q is a C -fault tolerant Steiner t-spanner for P if,
for any F ∈ C and any two points u; v ∈ P \ F , the distan e between u and v in
G⊖F is at most t times their distan e in G (P )⊖F .
We also study another variant of region-fault toleran e. In this variant we
require that the distan e between any two 2points u; v in G⊖F is at most t times
the geodesi distan e between u and v in R \ F . Note that the geodesi distan e
in R2 \ F |that is, the length of a shortest path in R2 \ F |is never more than the
distan e between u and v in G (P )⊖F . We all a spanner with this property an
F -fault tolerant geodesi t-spanner. It is not diÆ ult to show that nite size F -fault
tolerant geodesi spanners do not exist unless we are allowed to use Steiner points.
Even in the ase of Steiner points, nite size F -fault tolerant geodesi spanners
do not exist when F is the family C of all onvex sets. Hen e, we restri t our
attention to D-fault tolerant geodesi spanners, where D is the family of disks in
the plane.
We obtain the following results.
•

•

•

•

In Se tion 2.2 we present a general method to onvert a well-separated pair
de omposition (WSPD) [CK93℄ for P into a C -fault tolerant spanner for P .
We use this method to obtain linear-size C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanners
for points in onvex position and for points distributed uniformly at random inside the unit square, and to obtain linear-size C -fault tolerant Steiner
(1 + ")-spanners for arbitrary point sets.
In Se tion 2.4 we onsider two spe ial ases, fat triangulations and polygonal
region faults with limited number of edge dire tions, for whi h linear-size
C -fault tolerant spanners an be obtained.
In Se tion 2.5 we study small C -fault tolerant (non-Steiner) spanners for
arbitrary point sets. By ombining a more relaxed version of the WSPD
with ideas from -graphs [Kei88℄, we show that any point set P admits a
C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner of size O(n log n).
In Se tion 2.6 we address a slightly di erent problem. Instead of designing
a C -fault tolerant spanner, it is also interesting to he k whether an existing
network is C -fault tolerant or not. In Se tion 2.6 we give an algorithm whi h,
given a graph G , he ks whether it is fault tolerant under onvex region faults.

2 It is easy to see that there are no small region-fault tolerant -spanners with respe t to nononvex faults: if HH denotes the family of regions that are the union of two half-planes, then
G ( ) is the only HH-fault tolerant -spanner for , for any nite .
t

P

t

P

t
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•

In Se tion 2.7 we study the geodesi ase. We show that for any set P of n
points there exists a D-fault tolerant geodesi Steiner (1 + ")-spanner with
O(n) edges and O(n) Steiner points.

2.2 Constru ting C -fault tolerant spanners using
the WSPD
In this se tion we show a general method to obtain a C -fault tolerant spanner
from a well-separated-pair de omposition of a point set P . Although in general
the spanner an have (n2) edges, we show that for some spe ial ases a smaller
bound an be proven. We also show how to use the approa h to obtain small
Steiner spanners. Before we start we prove a general lemma showing that, when
onstru ting C -fault tolerant spanners, we an in fa t restri t our attention to halfplane faults. This lemma will also be used in later se tions. Let H be the family
of half-planes in the plane.
Proposition 2.2.1 A geometri graph G on a set P of points in the plane is a
C -fault tolerant t-spanner if and only if it is an H-fault tolerant t-spanner.

Proof. Obviously a graph is H-fault tolerant if it is C -fault tolerant. To prove
the other dire tion assume that G is an H-fault tolerant t-spanner and that F ∈ C
is an arbitrary onvex region fault. We need to prove that between every pair of
points u; v ∈ P \ F there is a path in G⊖F of length at most t times the length of
the shortest path in G ′ = G (P )⊖F .
Π(u, v)

u

u

u

F

v

Gc (P ) ⊖ F

F

F

(a)

h

(b)
Figure 2.2:

v

v

()

Illustration of the Proposition 2.2.1

If u and v are not onne ted in G ′ we are done. Otherwise, let (u; v) be a
shortest path between u and v in G ′ , see Figure 2.2(a). We laim that for every
edge (p; q) in (u; v) there is a path in G⊖F of length at most t · kpqk. Sin e
the edge (p; q) lies outside F and F is onvex, there must be a half-plane h that
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B

ρ

CB

≥s×ρ
A

ρ

CA
Figure 2.3:

De nition of well-separated pair.

ontains F but does not interse t (p; q), see Figure 2.2(b). Sin e G is an H-fault
tolerant t-spanner there is a path (p; q) between p and q in G⊖h of length at
most t · kpqk. Furthermore, sin e F ⊂ h the path (p; q) also exists in G⊖F , see
Figure 2.2( ). The laim and, hen e, the lemma follows.

2.3 Well-separated pair de omposition
The well-separated pair de omposition (WSPD) was developed by Callahan and
Kosaraju [CK95℄. This powerful data stru ture has been used to solve a wide
variety of geometri problems like N -body problems (used in astronomy, mole ular
dynami s, uid dynami s and plasma physi s), surfa e re onstru tion [FR02℄ and
many more appli ations. We brie y review this de omposition here be ause we
will use it in the next hapters.
De nition 2.3.1 [CK95℄ Let s > 0 be a real number, and let A and B be two nite
sets of points in Rd . We say that A and B are well-separated with respe t to s,
if there are two disjoint d-dimensional balls CA and CB , having the same radius,
su h that

1. CA ontains A,
2. CB ontains B , and
3. the minimum distan e between CA and CB is at least s times the radius
of CA |see Figure 2.3.

The parameter s will be referred to as the separation
follows easily from De nition 2.3.1.

onstant.

The next lemma
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Lemma 2.3.2 [CK95℄ Let A and B be two nite sets of points that are wellseparated with respe t to s, let x and p be points of A, and let y and q be points
of B . Then
(i) kxy k ≤ (1 + 4=s) · kpq k, and

(ii) kpxk ≤ (2=s) · kpq k.

Intuitively, by Lemma 2.3.2, if A and B are well-separated, then the distan e
between a point in A and a point in B is roughly the same as the distan e between
the two sets A and B. Also the distan e between a pair of points whi h both lie
in one of the sets is mu h smaller than the distan e between the two sets.
De nition 2.3.3 [CK95℄ Let P be a set of n points in Rd , and let s > 0 be a real
number. A well-separated pair de omposition (WSPD) for P with respe t to s is
a sequen e of pairs of non-empty subsets of P , (A1 ; B1 ); : : : ; (Am ; Bm ), su h that
1. Ai and Bi are well-separated with respe t to s, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
2. for any two distin t points p and q of P , there is exa tly one pair (Ai ; Bi )
in the sequen e, su h that (i) p ∈ Ai and q ∈ Bi , or (ii) q ∈ Ai and p ∈ Bi ,

The integer m is alled the size of the WSPD.

In other words, a well-separated pair de omposition of a point set P onsists of a
set of well-separated pairs that over all the pairs of distin t points, i.e., any two
distin t points belong to the di erent sets of some pair.
Callahan and Kosaraju showed that for any point set in Eu lidean spa e and
for any onstant s > 0, there always exist a WSPD of size m = O(sdn) and it
an be omputed in O(sdn + n log n) time. In the geometri problems, when we
need all point pairs in a set, we an easily use a WSPD of the point set as an
approximation with linear size.
2.3.1

Constru ting a

C -fault

tolerant spanner

Callahan and Kosaraju [CK93℄ showed that the WSPD an be used to obtain a
small (1 + ")-spanner. Similar ideas were used earlier by Salowe [Sal91, Sal92℄ and
Vaidya [Vai88, Vai89, Vai91℄. To obtain the (1 + ")-spanner one simply omputes
a WSPD W with respe t to s := 4 + 8=", and then for ea h well-separated pair
(A; B) ∈ W one adds an arbitrary edge onne ting a point from A to a point in B.
Unfortunately this onstru tion is not C -fault tolerant, be ause a fault F an
destroy the spanner edge that onne ts a pair (A; B), while some other edges
between A and B (whi h are not in the spanner) may survive the fault. Hen e,
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we need to add more than a single edge for (A; B). Let CH(A) and CH(B) denote
the onvex hulls of A and B, respe tively. At rst sight it seems that adding the
two outer tangents of CH(A) and CH(B) to our spanner may lead to a C -fault
tolerant spanner, but this is not the ase either. Instead, we will triangulate the
region in between the two onvex hulls in an arbitrary manner, as illustrated in
Figure 2.4(a).
B

A

(a)
Figure 2.4:

(b)

(a) Illustrating the onstru tion of the WSPD-graph. (b) Points in onvex
position.

Let E (A; B) be the set of edges in the triangulation added between CH(A) and
CH(B), and let G be the obtained graph with edge set E := P(A;B)∈W E (A; B).
Note that any triangulation between CH(A) and CH(B) has the same number of
edges. Throughout the hapter we will use the notation | · | to denote the number
of elements in a set.
Lemma 2.3.4 The graph G is a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner for P of size
P
(A;B)∈W |E (A; B )|.
P
Proof. The size of the graph is obviously (A;B )∈W |E (A; B )|, so it remains to
show that it is a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner. Now we observe that for any
half-plane h, {(A \ h; B \ h) : (A; B) ∈ W} is a WSPD for P \ h. Hen e, by
Proposition 2.2.1 and the properties of the WSPD it is suÆ ient to show the
following: Let h be a half-plane fault, let u; v be points not in h, and let (A; B) be
a pair with u ∈ A and v ∈ B; then there is an edge e ∈ E (A; B) between CH(A)
and CH(B) that is outside h.
To see this we rst prove that, given a point set P and a triangulation T of
P , the graph T ⊖h is onne ted for any half-plane h. Assume without loss of
generality that h is below and bounded by a horizontal line. Sin e any point of
P \h not on the onvex hull must have an edge onne ting it to a point further
away from h, we an walk from p away from h along edges of T until we rea h
a point on the onvex hull of P . Moreover, any two onvex hull points in P \h
an be onne ted by onvex hull edges outside h. It follows that T ⊖h is indeed
onne ted.
Now onsider any triangulation T on A ∪ B that in ludes E (A; B). Then T ⊖h
must be onne ted. Sin e u; v 6∈ h, and u ∈ A and v ∈ B, this means there must
be an edge e ∈ E (A; B) outside h.
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Linear-size spanners for spe ial

ases

The method des ribed above an be used to get small C -fault tolerant spanners for
several spe ial ases. For example, if P is in onvex position then |E (A; B)| ≤ 3
for any pair (A; B) in the de omposition, see Figure 2.4(b), so we get:
Theorem 2.3.5 For any set P of n points in onvex position in the plane and any
" > 0, there exists a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner of size O(n="2 ).

Next we show that we an also get a C -fault tolerant spanner whose expe ted
size is linear if the point set P is generated by pi king n points uniformly at random
in the unit square.

Lemma 2.3.6 Let P be a set of n uniformly distributed points in the unit square
and A be a sub-square of the unit square. Then the expe ted number of points on
the onvex hull of P ∩ A is O(log(n · area(A))).

If n points are uniformly distributed in the unit square then it is known
that the expe ted number of points on the onvex hull of the points is O(log n) [HP98,
RS63℄.
Now let X be the number of points on the onvex hull of P ∩ A and let
Y := |P ∩ A|. Clearly EXP[Y ℄ = n · area(A). By the law of total expe tation
[Ros98, Proposition 4.1℄ if X and Y are two random variables then
EXP[X ℄ = EXP [EXP[X |Y ℄℄ ;
therefore
EXP[X ℄ = EXP [EXP[X | Y ℄℄
= EXP[O(log(Y ))℄
≤ O (log (EXP[Y ℄))
(Jensen's inequality [Ros98, p. 418℄)
= O(log(n · area(A))):
Proof.

Now we ombine the ideas from the previous se tion with Lemma 2.3.6 to onstru t
a (1 + ")-spanner of the uniformly distributed point set P .
Theorem 2.3.7 Let P be a set of n points uniformly distributed in the unit
square U . For any " > 0 there is a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner of expe ted
size O(n="2 ) for P .

Proof. Constru t a quadtree partitioning of U into smaller and smaller squares,
until ea h square has size (side length) roughly 1=√n. So the area of any leaf is
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roughly 1=n whi h means the expe ted number of points in a leaf region is O(1).
The quadtree has O(n) leaves. Level ` of the quadtree orresponds to a regular
subdivision of U into squares of size 1=2`. One an show that there exists a WSPD
W := {(Ai ; Bi )}i of size O(n="2 ) for P su h that for ea h i, the pair (Ai ; Bi ) either
orresponds to two squares at the same level, or Ai and Bi are both singleton points
that lie in nearby ells (or the same ell) of the nal subdivision. Moreover, if we
denote by n` the number of pairs of the WSPD at level ` of the quadtree, then
n` = O(22` ="2 ). The existen e of a WSPD with these properties follows rather
dire tly from the results of Fis her and Har-Peled [FHP05℄. For ompleteness we
brie y sket h an argument for our setting.
For a node  of the quadtree, let P ( ) denote the subset of points from P inside
the square orresponding to  . Consider a level ` of the quadtree. For ea h pair
of nodes ;  ′ at level ` su h that the point sets P ( ) and P ( ′) are well-separated
while the point sets of the parents of  and  ′ are not well-separated, we put the
pair (P ( ); P ( ′ )) into the WSPD. In addition, for ea h pair of leaf nodes ; ′
su h that P () and P (′) are not well-separated, we put a pair ({p}; {q}) into the
WSPD for every pair p ∈ P () and q ∈ P (′ ). It is easy to verify that this indeed
de nes a WSPD. The bound on the number of pairs added for ea h level follows
from a standard pa king argument.
Now onsider a square  at level `. By Lemma 2.3.6, be ause the area of  is
1=22`, the expe ted size of the onvex hull of the points in  is O(log(n=22`)).
If (A; B) is an arbitrary pair in W whi h appears at level ` of the quadtree
then
EXP [|E (A; B )|℄

≤ EXP [| CH(A)| + | CH(B )|℄
= EXP [| CH(A)|℄ + EXP [| CH(B)|℄
= O(log(n=22`)):

Therefore
2

EXP 4

X

(Ai ;Bi )∈W

3

|E

(Ai ; Bi)|5 =
=
=

X

EXP [|E (Ai ; Bi )|℄

(Ai ;Bi )∈W
1 log n
2X

O n` log(n=22` )
`=1
1 log n
2X

O (22` ="2 ) log(n=22` ) :
`=1
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To bound this summation, we set m := 12 log n and we get:
1 log n
2X

`=1

22` log(n=22`) =

m
X

22`(2m − 2`)

`=1
m
X

= 2

= 2

22`(m − `)

`=1
m
−1
X
k=0

22(m−k) · k

= 22m+1

m
−1
X
k=0

(by setting k = m − `)

k
22k

22m+1 2k2k
k=0
= O(n):
Hen e the expe ted size of the generated (1 + ")-spanner is O(n="2).
≤

2.3.3

C -fault

∞
X

tolerant Steiner spanners

Above we showed that the WSPD an be used to onstru t C -fault tolerant spanners of small size when the points are in onvex position or uniformly distributed.
For arbitrary point sets, however, the size of the spanner may be (n2). In this
se tion we will show that if we are allowed to add Steiner points, we an always
use the above method to get a linear-size spanner:
Theorem 2.3.8 For any set P of n points in the plane and any " > 0, one an
onstru t a C -fault tolerant Steiner (1 + ")-spanner of size O(n="2 ) by adding at
most 4(n − 1) Steiner points.

The idea is to add a set Q of Steiner points to P su h that |E (A; B)| = O(1) for
any pair (A; B) in the WSPD of P ∪ Q. Then the theorem immediately follows
from Lemma 2.3.4.
Our method is based on the WSPD onstru tion by Fisher and
Har-Peled [FHP05℄. Their onstru tion uses a ompressed quadtree, whi h is
de ned as follows.
Let T (P ) be the quadtree on P . We denote the square orresponding to a node
 ∈ T (P ) by ( ), and the subset of points from P inside ( ) by P ( ). When
some of the points are very lose together, a quadtree an have superlinear size. A
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ompressed quadtree T ∗ (P ) for P therefore removes internal nodes  from T (P ) for
whi h all points from P lie in the same quadrant of ( ). A ompressed quadtree
has at most n − 1 internal nodes. Fisher and Har-Peled [FHP05℄ show that one an
obtain a WSPD of size O∗(s2n) for P that onsists of pairs (P (1 ); P (2)) where
1 and 2 are nodes in T (P ).
The set Q of Steiner points that we use is de ned as follows. Let T ∗(P ) be
a ompressed quadtree for P . Without loss of generality, we may assume that
no point from P lies on any of the splitting lines. For ea h internal node  of
T ∗ (P ), we add the four orner points of  ( ) to Q. To avoid degenerate ases, we
slightly move ea h point into the interior of ( ). Note that two (or more) squares
(1 ) and (2 ) may share, for instan e, their top right orner. In this ase we
add the (slightly shifted) orner point only on e. The resulting set Q has size at
most 4(n − 1). The next lemma nishes the proof of Theorem 2.3.8.

= point from P
= Steiner point

Figure 2.5:

Illustration for the proof of Lemma 2.3.9.

Lemma 2.3.9 Let T ∗ (P ) be a ompressed quadtree for P

:= P ∪ Q, where the
initial bounding square U is the same as for T ∗ (P ), and let  be an internal node
of T ∗ (P ). Then CH(P ( )) has at most four verti es.
Proof. If the square  ( ) ontains zero or one point from P then at most one
Steiner point has been added inside ( ), and the lemma is true. If ( ) ontains
two or more points then there are two ases, both illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Let  be the node of T ∗(P ) su h that P () = P ( ) ∩ P . Note that the four
shifted orners of () were added as Steiner points to Q. If () = ( ) then
CH(P ( )) is a square. Otherwise, () ⊂ ( ). In this ase CH(P ( )) is formed
by three of the four orners of () together with the unique orner of ( ) that
generated a Steiner point at some an estor of  in T ∗ (P ), see Figure 2.5. Hen e,
in this ase CH(P ( )) has four verti es as well.
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2.4 Spe ial ases
In this se tion we present algorithms for onstru ting fault tolerant spanners in
two spe ial ases. In Se tion 2.4.1, we give an algorithm that onstru t a C -fault
tolerant spanner for any point set whi h admits a fat triangulation. Then, in
Se tion 2.4.2, we onstru t spanners whi h are fault tolerant under more limited
region faults.
2.4.1

C -fault

tolerant fat triangulations

We all a triangulation of a point set -fat if all its triangles are -fat or, in other
words, if all angles in the triangulation are at least . Karavelas and Guibas [KG01℄
showed that any -fat triangulation T of a point set P is a 2 -spanner for P . To
make the spanner C -fault tolerant, we add some extra edges: we add an edge
between every pair of points u; v ∈ P su h that there is a path between u and v
in T onsisting of two edges.
Theorem 2.4.1 Let P be a set of n points in the plane and let T be a -fat

triangulation of P . Then we an augment T with a set of O(n= ) extra edges
su h that the resulting geometri graph is a C -fault tolerant 2 -spanner.

Proof. We onne t ea h node v to all other nodes within two steps from v . In
other words we add an edge between ea h pair of points Ponne ted by a path of two
edges. Let T ′ be the result. Obviously we add at most v D · deg(v) edges, where
D is the maximum degree in the triangulation
T and deg(v) is the degree of the
node v of T . Sin e for ea h triangulation Pv deg(v) ≤ 6n we add O(D · n) edges
to the triangulation T . Note that D = O(1= ) sin e T is a -fat triangulation.
Now the laim is that T ′ is a C′ -fault tolerant 2 -spanner. Using Proposition 2.2.1, it suÆ es to show that T is an H-fault tolerant 2 -spanner. Let h be
an arbitrary half-plane and p; q ∈ P \ h be two arbitrary points. Karavelas and
Guibas [KG01, Theorem 2.1℄ proved that there exist a 2 -path (p; q) between
p and q in T zig-zagging above and below the line onne ting p to q|see Figure 2.6(a). Note that all the edges in this path interse t the segment between p
and q.
If all the nodes on (p; q) lies outside h we are done. Otherwise assume
p′ ∈ (p; q) lies inside h and let q1 and q2 be the other endpoints of the two edges
on (p; q) in ident to p′|see Figure 2.6(b). Sin e the segment pq lies outside h
and any edge on (p; q) interse t pq, the points q1 and q2 lie outside h. Be ause we
added edges between pairs within two steps|the dashed edges in Figure 2.6(b)|
we an repla e the two fat edges (p′ ; q1) and (p′; q2) with (q1; q2 ). This way we an
obtain a path that stays outside h and with length at most the length of (p; q).
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q2
q1

Π(p, q)

q

p
p′

q

p

(a)
Figure 2.6:

2.4.2

h

(b)
Illustration for the proof of Theorem 2.4.1

Limited boundary dire tions

Now we put some limitation on the region faults. Let H′ be a family of half-planes
with at most k boundary dire
tions. By the following pro edure, whi h uses the
WSPD, we an make an H′ -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner of ea h point set P of
n points with O(kn="2 ) size.
Let {di}ki=1 be the set of dire tions where the boundary of ea h half-plane in
(1)
(2)
H′ is parallel to one of di 's. For ea h 1 ≤ i ≤ k assume di and di are the
two dire tions perpendi ular to di . To onstru t a H′-fault
tolerant spanner we
ompute a WSPD of the point set with respe t to s := 4(""+2) . Then for ea h pair
(A; B) in the WSPD and for ea h dire tion di , we add two edges, one between
the extreme point of A and B in dire tion d(1)
i and the other between the extreme
(2)
points of A and B in dire tion di . See Algorithm 2.4.1 for more details.
Algorithm 2.4.1: Bounded-Boundary-dire tions
Input: P , " > 0 and a set of dire tions {di }ki=1 .
Output: H′ -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner G = (P; E ).

:= WSPD of P w.r.t. s := 4(""+2) ;
(A; B) ∈ W do
:= 1; 2; : : : ; k do
Add an edge between extreme points of A and B in dire tion d(1)
i ;
Add an edge between extreme points of A and B in dire tion d(2)
i ;

1 W
2 forea h
3
for i
4
5
6
7
8

end
end
return G ;

Theorem 2.4.2 Let P be a set of n points the plane and H′ be a family of halfplanes with at most k boundary dire tions. Then for ea h " > 0, we an onstru t
an H′ -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner of size O(kn="2 ) in O((n log n + kn)="2 ) time.
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Obviously we add at most 2k edges for ea h pair in WSPD and therefore
the size of the graph is O(kn="2). Also the time omplexity of the algorithm
is straight forward. Therefore to omplete the proof, we show that the graph
generated by Algorithm 2.4.1
is H′-fault tolerant. To show this, it is suÆ ient to
′
show that for ea h h ∈ H and any (A; B) in the WSPD whi h is situated partially
outside h, we have an edge outside h whi h onne t A to B.
Sin e A and B are partially outside h, the extreme points of them in at least
one of the dire tions perpendi ular to the boundary of h is outside h. This means
that the edges between the extreme points, whi h are added by the algorithm, lies
outside h.
Proof.

At rst it may seem that we an generalize the results to any family
of onvex polygons with bounded number of edge dire tions (for example axisparallel polygons). However as you an see in Figure 2.7 this is not the ase.
Remark 2.4.3

q1
q
q2

Bi

p1
p
p2

Figure 2.7:

2.5

C -fault

sets

F
Ai

Counterexample for axis-parallel polygonal faults.

tolerant spanners for arbitrary point

In this se tion we onsider the problem of onstru ting a sparse C -fault tolerant
(1 + ")-spanner for an arbitrary set P of n points in the plane without using Steiner
points. The method that was des ribed in the previous se tion does not guarantee
a small spanner in general. Here we will des ribe a method that is guaranteed to
result in a spanner of size O(n log n).
Throughout this se tion d(·; ·) denotes the (Eu lidean) shortest distan e between two obje ts (points, disks, et .), and radius(D) denotes the radius of a
disk D.

2.5 C -fault tolerant spanners for arbitrary point sets

2.5.1
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SSPDs and fault-tolerant spanners

The problem with the WSPD in our appli ation is that, even though the number
of pairs in the WSPD is O(n), the total number of points over all the pairs an be
(n2). Therefore we will introdu e a relaxed version of the WSPD, the SSPD.
De nition 2.5.1 Let A and B be two sets of points in the plane, and let s > 0 be
a onstant. We say that A and B are semi-separated with respe t to separation
onstant s if there are two disjoint disks DA and DB , su h that
(i) DA ontains A and DB ontains B ,

(ii) d(DA ; DB ) ≥ s · min(radius(DA ); radius(DB )).

Thus we allow the balls DA and DB to be of di erent sizes and we only require
that the distan e between the disks is large relative to the smaller disk. Note that
using the same notations we an reformulate the de nition of well-separated with
respe t to s as d(DA ; DB ) ≥ s · max(radius(DA); radius(DB )).
We now de ne our SSPD.
De nition 2.5.2 Let P be a set of n points in the plane and let s > 0 be a real
number. A semi-separated pair de omposition (SSPD) for P with respe t to s is a
olle tion {(A1 ; B1 ); : : : ; (Am ; Bm )} of pairs of non-empty subsets of P su h that
1. Ai and Bi are semi-separated with respe t to s, for all i = 1; : : : ; m.
2. for any two distin t points p and q of P , there is exa tly one pair (Ai ; Bi ) in
the olle tion, su h that (i) p ∈ Ai and q ∈ Bi or (ii) q ∈ Ai and p ∈ Bi .

The weight of a set A, denoted by |A|, is de ned as the number of points in A,
the weight of a semi-separated pair (A; B) is the sum of the weights of A and B,
and the weight of an SSPD is the total weight of all the pairs. Later we will prove
that it is possible to ompute an SSPD of weight O(n log n). First, however, we
will show how to use the SSPD to obtain a C -fault tolerant spanner. The idea is
to add edges to the spanner for ea h pair in the SSPD. Be ause the pairs in an
SSPD are only semi-separated, however, adding a single edge for every pair does
not ne essarily lead to a good spanner. Therefore we use an idea that is also used
in the onstru tion of -graphs [Cla87, Kei88℄.
Consider a pair (A; B) in an SSPD for P . Then there exist two disjoint disks
DA and DB that ontain A and B respe tively, and for whi h
d(DA ; DB ) ≥ s · min(radius(DA ); radius(DB )):
Assume without loss of generality that radius(DA) ≤ radius(DB ), and let oA
denote the enter of DA|see Figure 2.8(a). The set E (A; B) of edges added to
the spanner for the pair (A; B) is found as follows.
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C1

DA
≤θ

oA

DA

b

C2
C3
C4

(a)

DB

qj

oA

a
CH(A ∪ {q1 , . . . , qj−1 })

(b)

(a) The ones of angle at most  de ned with respe t to oA and A.
(b) Illustration for the proof that qj is outside CH(A ∪ {q1 ; : : : ; qj −1 }).

Figure 2.8:

1. Partition the plane into k := ⌈2=⌉ ones C1; : : : ; Ck , all with apex at
oA and with interior angle at most , where  is a suitable onstant to be
spe i ed later. Let B(i) := B ∩ Ci denote the subset of points from B inside
the one Ci ; here we assume without loss of generality that no point lies on
the boundary between two ones.
2. Let CH(A) be the onvex hull of A. For ea h B(i) , we sort the points in
B (i) in order of in reasing distan e to oA . Let q1 ; q2 ; : : : denote the sorted
list of points. We pro ess ea h point qj in order as follows. Let CH(A′ )
be the onvex hull of the set A′ = A ∪ {q1; : : : ; qj−1 }. We add all edges
between qj and′ the verti es of A on CH(′A′ ) for whi h the edge does not
interse t CH(A ). Next we (update
CH(A ) by adding the point qj . After
pro essing all points qi ∈ B i) , we have produ ed a set E (A; B(i) ) of edges.
The set E (A; B) is simply ∪1≤i≤k E (A; B(i) ).
Note that in step 2 for ea h j , the point qj is outside CH(A ∪ {q1; : : : ; qj−1 }).
To show this assume that qj is inside CH(A′ ), for A′ ′ = A ∪ {q1; : : : ; qj−1 }. The
ray from o = oA to qj interse ts an edge of CH(A )|see Figure 2.8(b). Let a
and b be the endpoints of this edge. Note that qj lies inside △oab. On the other
hand, a; b ∈ A ∪ {q1; : : : ; qj−1 } and therefore |oa| ≤ |oqj | and |ob| ≤ |oqj |. This
ontradi ts the fa t that qj is inside △oab.
By onstru tion the edges that we are
to E (A; B(i) ) do not ross. Sin e
P adding
(
i
)
(
i
)
the number of sets B is O(1=) and |B | = |B|, we have:
Lemma 2.5.3 |E (A; B )| = O(|A|= + |B |).
To prove that the approa h generates a fault-tolerant
spanner, we need the following lemma. Consider the ordered set B(i) of the points in B inside the one Ci .
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Lemma 2.5.4 Let h be a half-plane fault su h that both A and B (i) have at least
one point outside h. Of all the points in B (i) outside h, let qj be the one with
minimum distan e to oA . There is an edge in E (A; B (i) ) onne ting qj to a point

p ∈ A outside h.

Proof. By assumption, qj is outside h and there is at least one point from A
outside h. On the other hand, by the hoi e of qj , the points q1; : : : ; qj−1 are all
inside h. As mentioned before, qj is outside CH(A ∪ {q1; : : : ; qj−1 }) and therefore
qj is a vertex of CH(A ∪ {q1 ; : : : ; qj }). Let a and b be the neighbors of qj on
CH(A ∪ {q1; : : : ; qj }). We have two ases:
Case 1: a or b lies outside h. In this ase we are done be ause that neighbor
belongs to A.
Case 2: a and b are inside h. If we extend the edges (qj ; a) and (qj ; b) then the
one with apex at qj ontains A ∪ {q1; : : : ; qj−1 }. By assumption there exists at
least one point of A outside h and therefore there is at least one point p ∈ A su h
that p 6∈ h and p lies on the onvex hull CH(A ∪ {q1; : : : ; qj−1 })|see Figure 2.9.
The point p is visible from qj be ause all the points on CH(A ∪ {q1; : : : ; qj−1 })
whi h are on the side of line (a; b) ontaining qj are visible from qj . Hen e there
is an edge onne ting qj to p and so we are done.
qj
p

a

o
b
A

Figure 2.9:

h

Illustrating the proof of Lemma 2.5.4.

Let G be the graph obtained after applying the above pro edure to every pair
(A; B) in the SSPD for the point set P . Next we prove that G is a (1 + ")-spanner
if we hoose the separation onstant s and the angle  suitably and, moreover, that
it is C -fault tolerant. For this we will need the following ondition on the stru ture
of the SSPD (whi h will be satis ed by the SSPD we will onstru t later).
Monotoni ity ondition: Suppose p; q are two points that are in the same set
X of some pair (Ai ; Bi ) of the SSPD |thus X = Ai or X = Bi |and let (Aj ; Bj )
be the unique pair in the SSPD su h that p ∈ Aj and q ∈ Bj , or p ∈ Bj and
q ∈ Aj . Then the weights of Aj and Bj are both less than the weight of X .
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Lemma 2.5.5 If  is hosen su h that os − sin  > 1=t and the separation on+1
stant s of the SSPD is taken as s := ( os −3tsin
)t−1 , then the graph G is an H-fault
tolerant t-spanner.

Proof. Let h be an arbitrary half-plane. To prove the lemma we must show that
for ea h pair of points p; q ∈ P outside h there is a t-path onne ting them in G⊖h.
A ording to the de nition of the SSPD there exists a semi-separated pair (A; B)
su h that p ∈ A and q ∈ B (or vi e versa). The proof is done by indu tion on the
maximum weight of A and B.
Base ase: If the maximum weight of A and B is 1, then both sets are singletons
and therefore we must have an edge between them.
Indu tion hypothesis: Assume that the lemma holds for all points in pairs whose
maximum weight is less than k, for some k > 1.
Indu tion step: Suppose the maximum weight of A and B is k. Let DA and DB
be two disks ontaining A resp. B su h that
d(DA ; DB ) ≥ s · min(radius(DA ); radius(DB ))
and assume without loss of generality that radius(DA) ≤ radius(DB ). Let o = oA
denote the enter of DA.
h
DB

p

q

oA

p

′

θ

Ci

q′

DA
Figure 2.10:

Illustrating the proof of Lemma 2.5.5.

Let Ci be the one with apex o that ontains q. Let q′ be the point′ in B(i) \ h
losest to o. A ording to Lemma 2.5.4 there is an edge between q and some
point p′ in A outside h|see Figure 2.10. By the indu tion hypothesis, whi h we
may apply ′be ause of the monotoni ity ondition, there are t-paths from′ p ′to p′
and from q to q in G⊖h. By onne ting these paths using the edge (p ; q ) we
obtain a path  in G⊖h. Next we prove that  is a t-path between p and q. Set
r := radius(DA ) and  := os − sin . Note that kxyk denote the (Eu lidean)
distan e between points x and y.
Consider the triangle △oqq′. Sin e ∠qoq′ ≤ , we have
kqq ′ k ≤ koq k − ( os  − sin ) · koq ′ k:
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The total length of , denoted length(), an now be bounded as follows.
length() ≤ t · kpp′ k + kp′ q′ k + t · kqq′ k
≤ 2rt + (r + koq ′ k) + t · (koq k − ( os  − sin ) · koq ′ k)
= 2rt + (r + koq′ k) + t(koqk − r) + tr − t · koq′k
≤ 3rt + (r + koq ′ k) + t · kpq k − t · koq ′ k
= t · kpqk + r(3t + 1) + (1 − t) · koq′k:
Sin e d(DA; DB ) ≥ s · r, we have koq′k ≥ s · r. Hen e, sin e  > 1=t we get
length() ≤ t · kpqk + r(3t + 1) + sr(1 − t)
= t · kpqk:
This ompletes the proof of the lemma.
Now by hoosing  = O(") suitably, we an guarantee that os − sin  > 1=(1+ ").
This implies s = O(1=") and leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5.6 For any set P of n points in the plane and any " > 0, there exists
a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner of P with O((n="3 ) log n) edges. The spanner
an be onstru ted in O((n="2 ) log2 n) time.
Proof. By ombining Proposition 2.2.1 and Lemmas 2.5.5, the graph onstru ted
by the algorithm is C -fault tolerant. By Lemma 2.5.3 and with the2 onstru tion
algorithm presented below for onstru ting an SSPD of weight O(s n log n), the
size of the onstru ted graph is
X
X
|E (A; B )| =
(|A|= + |B|)
(A;B)∈ SSPD

(A;B)∈ SSPD

≤

=
=

1

X

 (A;B)∈ SSPD
s2
O( n log n)

1
O( 3 n log n):
"

(|A| + |B|)

This proves the rst part of the theorem. To prove the running time, let (A; B)
be an arbitrary pair in the SSPD and assume radius(DA) ≤ radius(DB ), where
DA and DB are two disks ontaining A and B respe tively that satisfy the semiseparated ondition.
The rst step of the algorithm an be done in O(|B| log |B|) time. In the
se ond step, we an ompute the onvex hull of A in O(|A| log |A|) time. For ea h
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set B(i), sorting an be done in O(|B(i) | log |B(i) |). For every j , to add the nonrossing edges between qj and
the points on CH(A′ ), it is suÆ ient to onne t q′j
′
to all the points on CH(A ) whi h are between the two tangent lines of CH(A )
passing through qj . Therefore the time we need for adding non- rossing edges is
proportional to the number of edges times O(log n). Finally we an update CH(A′ )
in O(log m) time, where m is the number of points on the onvex hull of A′ , using
an online onvex hull algorithm|see [PS85, Chapter 3.3.6℄.
So in total the time for pro essing the pair (A; B) is bounded by
O(|A| log |A| + |B | log |B | + |B | log(|A| + |B |) + |E (A; B )| log n):
Hen e the total running time is
0

O

(A;B)∈W

0

1

X 

X

|A|

log |A| + |B| log |B| + |B| log(|A| + |B|) + |E (A; B)| log n



(|A| + |B|) log n + |E (A; B)| log
(A;B)∈W
= O(s2 n log2 n + n log2 n)
= O(s2 n log2 n):
≤ O



A

1

n A

As we will see in the next se tion, we an ompute the SSPD in O(s2 n log n) time,
see Lemma 2.5.14, whi h proves the time omplexity of the algorithm.
2.5.2

Computing an SSPD

To ompute an SSPD for a given point set P , we use a BAR-tree, as introdu ed
by Dun an et al. [DGK01℄. A BAR-tree for a point set P is a BSP-tree with the
following properties:
1. ea h leaf region ontains at most one point from P ,
2. the tree has size O(n),
3. if we go down two levels in the tree then the size of the subtree redu es by
a fa tor of , for some onstant 1=2 < < 1, so its depth is O(log n),
4. the region R( ) asso iated with an (internal or leaf) node  has aspe t
ratio at most for some onstant > 1, that is, there are on entri disks
DI ⊂ R( ) and DO ⊃ R( ) with radius(DO ) = · radius(DI ).

2.5 C -fault tolerant spanners for arbitrary point sets
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Moreover, BAR-trees only use splitting lines that are horizonal, verti al, or diagonal, therefore the omplexity of every node (as a polygon) in a BAR-tree is
onstant.
Let T be a BAR-tree on the point set P . For a node  , we use pa( ) to
denote the parent of  , and we use P ( ) to denote the subset of points from P
that are stored in the leaves of the subtree T rooted at  . The weight of a node
 is the number of points in P ( ), and is denoted |P ( )|. We say that a node
 in T has weight lass `, for some integer `, if and only if |P ( )| ≤ n=2` and
|P (pa( ))| > n=2` . The weight lass of the root is de ned to be zero. We denote
the olle tion of nodes of weight lass ` by N (`). Obviously we have ⌊log n⌋ weight
lasses. Note that some of the nodes in the tree may not be in any weight lass;
this an happen when the weight of a node  is almost the same as the weight
of its parent. For example, this happens when |P (pa( ))| = n=2` for some ` and
|P ( )| = n=2` − 1. It an also happen that a node belongs to more than one weight
lass, namely when the weight of a node is mu h smaller than the weight of its
parent. The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 2.5.7 Every leaf node is in weight lass `max , where `max = ⌊log n⌋. Furthermore, on any root-to-leaf-path there is exa tly one node with weight lass `,
for any 0 ≤ ` ≤ `max .
For a node  ∈ N (`), we de ne its `-parent to be the node  ′ ∈ N (` − 1) that is
on the path from the root of T to  (in luding  itself). We denote the `-parent
of  by pa(`;  ). Observe that  an be its own `-parent, namely when  ∈ N (`)
and  ∈ N (` − 1). By Lemma 2.5.7, if  ∈ N (`) then one of its an estors (possibly
itself) must be in weight lass ` − 1, so it must have an `-parent. If  is the `-parent
of  then we all  a `- hild of .
For a node  in the BAR-tree, the region orresponding to  is denoted by
R( ) and for a region R, we let diam(R) denote the diameter of the region R. As
mentioned before, all nodes in the BAR-tree have bounded aspe t ratio, that is,
all aspe t ratios are bounded by some xed onstant .
Lemma 2.5.8 If

(s + 1) · min{diam(R( )); diam(R())}
2
then there are two disks D ⊃ R( ) and D ⊃ R() su h that
d(D ; D ) ≥ s · min{radius(D ); radius(D )}:
Proof. Without loss of generality assume diam(R( )) ≤ diam(R()). Let h be
a half-plane whi h ontains R() su h that the distan e between h and R( ) is
d(R( ); R()). Note that the half-plane h an be viewed as a disk with in nite
d(R( ); R()) ≥
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h

)
,h
Dν
(
d

Dν

R(µ)

DI

R(ν)

Figure 2.11:

Illustrating the proof of Lemma 2.5.8.

radius that ontains R(). Now let D and DI be two on entri disks su h that
⊂ R( ) ⊂ D with radius(D )= radius(DI ) = |see Figure 2.11. It is easy
to see that
2 radius(DI ) ≤ diam(R( )) ≤ 2 radius(D ):
Then
d(D ; h) = d(DI ; h) − (radius(D ) − radius(DI ))
= d(DI ; h) − ( − 1) radius(DI )
≥ d(DI ; h) − · radius(DI )
≥ d(DI ; h) − · diam(R( ))
2
≥ d(R( ); R()) − · diam(R( )):
2
Therefore by setting D = h we have
d(D ; D ) ≥ d(R( ); R()) − · diam(R( ))
2
(
s + 1)
≥
2 · diam(R( )) − 2 · diam(R( ))
s·
≥
2 · diam(R( ))
≥ s · · radius(DI )
= s · radius(D )
≥ s · min{radius(D ); radius(D )}:
So we are done.
DI
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Now we onstru t an SSPD S of the point set P using the following algorithm.
1. Constru t a BAR tree T on P . Let be the maximum aspe t ratio of the
region R( ) for any node  ∈ T . Compute the weight lasses of all nodes
in T .
2. For ea h weight lass ` with 0 ≤ ` ≤ `max do the following: add to S all
pairs (P ( ); P ()) su h that
(i) ;  ∈ N (`),
(ii) d(R( ); R()) ≥ (s+1)
2 · min{diam(R( )); diam(R())} and
(iii) d(R(pa(`;  )); R(pa(`; ))) < (s+1)
2 · min{diam(R(pa(`;  )));
diam(R(pa(`; )))}.
Lemma 2.5.9 S is an SSPD for P with respe t to s.

By Lemma 2.5.8, all the pairs reported by the algorithm are semi-separated.
The only thing that remains to be veri ed is that for every pair of points p; q there
is a unique pair (P ( ); P ()) ∈ S su h that p ∈ P ( ) and q ∈ P (), or vi e-versa.
For any 0 ≤ ` ≤ `max, de ne  (p; `) and  (q; `) to be the nodes of N (`) on
the sear h path to p and q, respe tively. Observe that these nodes exist and are
uniquely de ned by Lemma 2.5.7. We have  (p; 0) =  (q; 0) = root(T ), so the sets
P ( (p; 0)) and P ( (q; 0)) are the same and therefore not semi-separated. On the
other hand,  (p; `max) and  (q; `max) are leaves, and so the sets P ( (p; `max)) and
P ( (q; `max )) are singletons and therefore ful ll ondition (ii) of the algorithm.
Hen e, there must be a value ` and two nodes  (p; `) and  (q; `) su h that they
ful ll onditions (ii) and (iii) of the algorithm. The region of any node  is ontained in the region of its parent, whi h is easily seen to imply that ` is unique.
Proof.

To bound the weight of the SSPD, we rst prove two auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 2.5.10 A node  in T an be an `-parent of at most a onstant number

of nodes in T .

Consider a node  ∈ N (` − 1) and let  ′ be a node su h that  = pa(`;  ′).
Then  is a node in T (the subtree of T rooted at  ) in weight lass `. Note that
no other node than  ′ in T an have  as its `-parent. Re all that the weight
of a node redu es by a fa tor of when we go down two levels in a BAR-tree.
Sin e  ′ ∈ N (`), its (normal) parent has weight`−1at least n=2`. On the other hand
 ∈ N (` − 1), so the weight of  is at most n=2 . Hen e, the path between  and
 ′ onsists of at most 2k links, where k = 1=2. It follows that the total number
of nodes in T that have  as a `-parent is bounded by 22k , whi h is a onstant
sin e k is a onstant.
Proof.

′

′
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Lemma 2.5.11 Let S (`) be the set of all pairs (; ) su h that ;  ∈ N (`) and
d(R( ); R()) < (s+1)
2 · min{diam(R( )); diam(R())}, where 0 ≤ ` ≤ `max.
Then |S (`)| = O( 4 (s + 1)2 · 2` ) and
X

(|P ( )| + |P ()|) = O

(;)∈S (`)

4 (s + 1)2 · n :

We reorder the nodes in the pairs (; ) su h that
diam(R( )) ≤ diam(R()):
We laim that any node  appears in a onstant number of pairs as the rst element
of the pair. To show this let (; ) be an arbitrary ordered pair. Let DP () be
the smallest en losing disk of P ( ) and let o be its enter. Consider the annulus
A between the disks D1 and D2 with enter o and radii r1 := ((s + 1) + 1) ·
radius(DP ( ) ) and r2 := r1 + radius(DP ( ) ). Note that
diam(R( ))=2 ≤ radius(DP ( ) ) ≤ diam(R( )):
Sin e
(s + 1) · diam(R( ))
d(R( ); R()) <
2
the region R() interse t D1|see Figure 2.12. Now we have two ases:
Case 1: The region R() lies partially outside D2 . By the Pa king Lemma,
[DGK01, Lemma 3.2℄ this an happen for O 2 (r1 =(r2 − r1 )) = O( 3 (s + 1))
regions.
Case 2: In this ase the region R() lies inside D2 . Be ause the aspe t ratio of the region R() is at most , there
are two disks DI and DO su h that
DI ⊂ R() ⊂ DO and area(DO ) ≤ 2 · area(DI ), where area(A) denotes the
area of the region A. Therefore
area(R()) ≥ area(DI )
1 · area(DO )
≥
2
1
= 2 ·  (radius(DO ))2
1
2
≥
4 2 ·  (diam(R()))
1
2
≥
4 2 ·  (diam(R( )))
Proof.

r22
2 · ((s + 1)

4
+ 2)2 :
On the other hand, the area of D2 is r22 , whi h means we an have at most
O( 4 (s + 1)2 ) su h regions. Hen e in total we an have O( 4 (s + 1)2 ) pairs that
≥
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D2
D1

R(ν)
((s + 1)α + 1) · radius(DP (ν) )

DP (ν)
DI

radius(DP (ν) )
R(µ)

DO
Figure 2.12:

Illustrating the proof of Lemma 2.5.11.

have  as the rst element. Sin e |N (`)| = O(2` ), we an have O(2` ) nodes as the
rst element `of the pair so |S (`)| = O( 4 (s + 1)2 · 2`). The lemma follows sin e
|P ( )| ≤ n=2 for ea h  ∈ N (`).
Corollary 2.5.12 The number of pairs
in the SSPD S generated by the onstru 
tion algorithm is O 4 (s + 1)2 · n .

By the onstru tion algorithm, if (P ( ); P ()) ∈ S and ;  ∈ N (`) then
(pa(`;  ); pa(`; )) ∈ S (` − 1). By ombining thisP with Lemma 2.5.10, we on lude
n
that the number of pairs in S is bounded by O( log
`=0 |S (`)|). Using Lemma 2.5.11
we have

Proof.

|S|

=

O

=

O

=

O

log
Xn
`=0
log
Xn
`=0

!

|S

(`)|

4 (s + 1)2 · 2`

!

4 (s + 1)2 · n :

Now we are nally ready to bound the weight of S .
Lemma 2.5.13 For the SSPD S generated by the onstru tion algorithm we have
X

(;)∈S

(|P ( )| + |P ()|) = O

4 (s + 1)2 · n log n :
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Proof. Sin e the number of weight lasses in T is O(log n) it suÆ es to prove
that for every xed ` it holds that:
X
(|P ( )| + |P ()|) = O( 4 (s + 1)2n):
(2.1)

(;)∈S
;∈N (`)

Obviously |P ( )| ≤ |P (pa(`;  ))| for ea h node  , so we an bound (2.1) by
X

(;)∈S
;∈N (`)

(|P (pa(`;  ))| + |P (pa(`; ))|):

(2.2)

From the algorithm we know that
(s + 1) ·min{diam(R(pa(`;  ))); diam(R(pa(`; )))}:
d(R(pa(`;  )); R(pa(`; ))) <
2
Furthermore, by Lemma 2.5.10 ea h node an be an `-parent of a onstant
number of nodes. Hen e, (2.2) an be bounded by
X

(;)∈S (`−1)

( ( )| + |P ()|);

O |P

(2.3)

where S (` − 1) is the set of all pair (; ) su h that ;  ∈ N (` − 1) and
(s + 1) · min{diam(R( )); diam(R())}:
d(R( ); R()) <
2
A ording to Lemma 2.5.11 summation (2.3) is O 4 (s + 1)2 · n, whi h ompletes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 2.5.14 The SSPD of a set P of n points with respe t to a onstant s an
be omputed in O(s2 n + n log n) time.

The BAR tree T and the weight lasses of nodes
of T require O(n log n)
time to ompute [DGK01℄.
Then
we
make
a
tree
T ′ from T su h that the level
of ea h node in T ′ represent its weight lass. We do this by making the following
hanges in T .
Proof.

1. Remove all the nodes  with no weight lass from the tree and onne t the
hildren of  (if they exist) to the parent of  .
2. If a node appears in k weight lasses (k > 1) then repeat the node k times.

2.6 Testing for C -fault toleran e
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By Lemma 2.5.10, ea h node in the tree T ′ has onstant degree and also the depth
of the tree is O(log n).
Now using an algorithm similar to the algorithm for onstru ting a WSPD, we
an onstru t a SSPD. That is, for ea h internal node  of the tree T ′, run an
algorithm ndpairs(1 ; 2), where 1 and 2 are the hildren of  . This algorithm
tests whether the pair satis es ondition (ii) of the onstru tion des ribed just
before Lemma 2.5.9. If they do, it reports the node pair. Otherwise it re urses on
the hildren of 1 and 2 i.e. for ea h hild 1 of 1 and ea h hild 2 of 2 it alls
ndpairs(1 ; 2 ).
Now the laim is that the running time of the algorithm is O(m) where m is
the size of the SSPD omputed by the algorithm. We prove this using a similar
argument used for the WSPD [Cal95℄. Let the algorithm all ndpairs(1; 2),
where 1 and 2 are the hildren of a node  in T ′. We de ne the omputation tree
of (1 ; 2) to be a tree with root at (1 ; 2) whi h satis es the following ondition.
A node (1; 2) is a leaf if it satis es the ondition (ii) of′ the onstru tion des ribed
just before Lemma 2.5.9. Otherwise for ea h hild 1 of 1 and ea h hild ′2 of
2 , (′1 ; ′2 ) is a hild of (1 ; 2 ). By Lemma 2.5.10, the degree of ea h node in the
omputation tree is bounded by a onstant. So the time omplexity of ea h all of
ndpairs in the algorithm is linear in the number of nodes in the orresponding
omputation tree whi h is linear in the number of leaves in the omputation tree.
Therefore the total time omplexity is linear in the total number of leaves in the
omputation trees whi h is the number of pairs that are output.
This proves the lemma sin e there are O(s2 n) pairs in the SSPD a ording to
Corollary 2.5.12.
The following theorem summarizes the results on the SSPD onstru tion.
Theorem 2.5.15 Given a set P of n points in the plane and s > 0 we an ompute
an SSPD with respe t to s of weight O(s2 n log n) in time O(s2 n + n log n).

2.6 Testing for C -fault toleran e

In the previous se tions we onstru ted fault tolerant spanners. However, an
interesting problem is to de ide if a given (1 + ")-spanner
G is C -fault tolerant or
not. In this se tion we give an algorithm whi h in O(n5 ) time using O(n2 ) spa e
an nd the answer, where n is the number of verti es of the input graph. Re all
that the faults do not ontain their boundaries.
Lemma 2.6.1 Let G (P; E ) be a (1 + ")-spanner on a set P of points in the plane.
Let H(P ) be the family of all half-planes in the plane su h that the boundary of
ea h half-plane in H(P ) passes through at least two points in P . Then the graph
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G is a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner if and only if it is an H(P )-fault tolerant
(1 + ")-spanner.
Proof. Obviously a graph is H(P )-fault tolerant if it is C -fault tolerant. To
prove the other dire tion assume G is H(P )-fault tolerant. By Proposition 2.2.1 it
is suÆ ient to show that the graph G is an H-fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner. Let
h be an arbitrary half-plane. If the boundary of h passes through at least two
verti es of G then h ∈ H(P ) and we are done.
Otherwise, if no vertex of G lies on the boundary of h then we expand h,
without hanging its boundary dire tion, until it meets a vertex u of G . It is easy
to see that the expansion an a e t an edge only after h meets one of the endpoints
of the edge and therefore in the expanding pro ess no new edge is a e ted. If the
boundary meets no vertex of G during the expansion then all the verti es and
edges of G are in h and so we are done.
Let hu be the new half-plane and assume `u is the boundary of hu. Now we
rotate the line `u around u until it meets′ another vertex of G . Note that′ by this
rotation no new edge is a e ted. If we hu be the new half-plane then hu ∈ H(P )
and by the assumption the graph G is fault tolerant under h′u. On the other hand
h and h′u a e t the same parts of G and therefore G is fault tolerant under h too.

Theorem 2.6.2 For any (1 + ")-spanner G on a set P of n points in the plane we
an de ide whether G is a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner or not in O(n5 ) time
using O(n2 ) spa e.

Proof. Let H(P ) be the family of half-planes su h that the boundary of a halfplane h ∈ H(P ) passes through at least two verti es of G . By Lemma 2.6.1, the
graph G is a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner if and only if it is an H(P )-fault
tolerant (1 + ")-spanner.
Obviously the set H(P ) ontains O(n2 ) half-planes. To test a half-plane2 h, we
ompute all-pairs shortest paths in G⊖h whi h an be done in O(mn + n log n)
time using O(m) spa e, where m is the number
of edges in G . We also an ompute
all-pairs shortest paths in G (P )⊖h in O(n3 ) time using O(n2 ) spa e. Then using
a nave algorithm we an he k if G⊖h is a (1 + ")-spanner of G (P )⊖h in O(n2 )
time. So in total the he king pro edure takes O(n5) time and O(n2 ) spa e.

2.7 Fault-tolerant geodesi spanners
In this se tion we onsider the problem of onstru ting fault-tolerant geodesi
(1 + ")-spanners for a set P of n points in the plane. Here we require that between
any two points u; v ∈ P outside the region fault F , there is a path in G⊖F whose
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length is at most t times the geodesi distan e between u and v in R2 \ F . As
remarked in the introdu tion, nite size fault-tolerant geodesi spanners do not
exist unless we are allowed to use Steiner points. As a simple example, onsider a
set P = {p; q} of two points. A spanner G without Steiner points would have to
onne t these points by an edge. But this edge an be destroyed by a region fault
F , leading to a situation where the distan e between p and q in G⊖F is non- nite
whereas the geodesi distan e between p and q in R2 \ F is nite.
Even if we are allowed to add Steiner points, it is easy to see that nite size
fault-tolerant geodesi (1 + ")-spanner do not exist when F is the family C of all
onvex sets. Hen e, we restri t the faults to the family D of disks in the plane.
Our method for onstru ting a fault-tolerant geodesi spanner works as follows.
We rst augment P with a set of2 4(n − 1) Steiner points as des ribed in Se tion 2.2.
This way we an get an O(n=" ) size WSPD onsisting of pairs (A; B) where the
onvex hull of both A and B have at most four verti es. Now x a pair (A; B). For
every pair of points u; v, where u is3a vertex of CH(A) and v is a 4vertex of CH(B),
we will add a olle tion of O(1=" ) Steiner points with O(1=" ) edges between
them, to ensure the following: whenever both u and v are outside the fault disk
D, there is a path onne ting u and v through those Steiner points and outside D
whose length is at most (1 + ") times the geodesi distan e between u and v. This
is suÆ ient be ause whenever there are points p ∈ A and q ∈ B outside D, there
are onvex hull points u ∈ CH(A) and v ∈ CH(B) outside D. Hen e, we an go
from p to u with a short path (by indu tion), then from u to v (by onstru tion),
and then from v to q (by indu tion).
ε2

v

u

εε
Figure 2.13:

The Steiner points added for u; v .

Next we des ribe how to add Steiner points for the pair u; v. Without loss of
generality we assume u and v are on a horizontal line at distan e 1. Consider a unit
square pla ed su h that uv partitions it into two equal halves. We partition this
square into a regular (1=") × (1=") grid whose ells have size " × "|we assume for
simpli ity that 1=" is an integer|and we put 1="2 equally-spa ed Steiner points on
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ea h grid line, as shown in Figure 2.13. Noti e that ea h grid ell has 1=" Steiner
points on ea h of its sides, and that we have O(1="3) Steiner points in total. For
ea h grid ell we add edges between every pair of Steiner points on its boundary,
thus adding O(1="2) edges per ell and O(1="4) edges in total.
It remains to prove that for every pair of points, say u and v, we an always
get a path whose length is lose to their geodesi distan e when we have a disk
fault D. This an be argued as follows.
Assume without loss of generality that the enter of D lies below (or on) the
line through u and v. Then the geodesi between u and v will go around D on√the
top side. Let D′ be the disk with the same
enter as D but with radius r + 2",
where r is the radius of D. Note that D′ may ontain u or v or both.
′
Let D and D′ denote the
√ boundary of D and D , respe tively. Be ause the
diagonal of the grid ells is 2" and we have the same distan e between D and
D′ we have:
Observation 2.7.1 No grid ell an interse t both the interior of D and D′ .

The geodesi from u to v onsists of a straight line segment onne ting u to
some point x_on D, followed by a ir ular ar along D from x to some point y,
denoted by xy, followed by a straight line segment onne ting y to v. Draw two
rays from o, the ommon enter of D and D′ , through x and y, and let x′ and y′
denote the points where these rays interse t D′. Next, draw the lines tangent
to D′ at x′ and y′|these are parallel to ux and yv, respe tively|and let u′ and
v′ be the interse tion of these lines with the verti al lines through u and v|see
Figure 2.14. Finally, de ne  to be the path onsisting of the segments uu′ and
u′ x′ , followed by the ar along D′ from x′ to y′ , followed by the segments y′ v′
and v′v.
From  we onstru t a path ′ that uses the edges in our spanner. To this end,
let p1; p2; : : : ; pk denote the interse tion points of  with the grid lines, ordered
from u to v|see Figure 2.14. Note that u′ = p1 and v′ = pk . For ea h interse tion
point pi, let p′i be the losest Steiner point above or on  on the same grid line. We
de ne ′ to be the path
through p′1; : : : ; p′k . Sin e ea h edge
in ′ is inside a grid
′
′
ell interse ted by D , by Observation 2.7.1, the path  does not interse t D.
It remains to show that ′ approximates the geodesi distan e. Firstly we
show the length of the path , denoted by length(), is roughly the same as the
geodesi distan e between u and v. Re all that we denote the (Eu lidean) distan e
between points x and y by kxyk and also we assumed that kuvk = 1.
Lemma 2.7.2 If

is the geodesi distan e between u and v then

length() ≤



√ 

1 + ( + 2) 2"

:
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Π′
x′

y′

u′′
u′

v ′′

y

x

v′

Π

p′i+1

p′i

Θ

v

u

o
D
D′

r
√

pi

geodesic path

≤ ε2

pi+1

2ε
ε

Figure 2.14:

ε

The paths  and ′ .

From Figure 2.14,
it is lear that kuu′k + ku′x′k ≤ kuxk + √2" and
√
kvv ′ k + kv ′ y ′ k ≤ kvy k + 2". Let  = ∠xoy be the smaller angle between ox and
oy then we have
_
√
length(x′ y′ ) = (r + 2")
√
= r + 2" √
_
= length(xy
) + √2"
_
≤ length(xy ) + 2":
Therefore
_
length() = kuu′k + ku′ x′ k + length(x′ y′ ) + ky′ v′ k + kv′ vk
√
√
√
_
≤ kuxk + 2" + length(xy ) + 2" + kvy k + 2"
√
√
≤
+
(2
2
+
2  )"

√ 
≤
1 + ( + 2) 2" :
(sin e ≥ 1)
Note that in the ase when u or v, or both, lie inside D′ the same arguments an
be used.
Proof.

Now we show that ′ approximates .
Lemma 2.7.3 The part of the path



between u′ and v ′ interse ts at most

(2 · length() + 1)=" grid ells.
Proof. If the path  interse ts one ell in ea h olumn we are done. Otherwise
 interse t at least two ells in the same olumn. It is easy to see that the length
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of the part of the path  whi h lies inside any two onse utive ells in the olumn
is at least ". Therefore in total it an interse t at most (2·length()+1)=" ells.
Lemma 2.7.4 length(′ ) ≤ (1 + 6") length().

Proof. Let `i be the length of the part of  inside the ith ell and (p′i ; p′i+1 ) be the
edge on ′ in the same ell|see Figure 2.14. Then obviously kp′ip′i+1k ≤ `i + 2"2.
So

length(′ ) = kup′1k +

kX
−1
i=1

kp′i p′i+1 k

+ kp′k vk

kX
−1
2
≤ kuu k + " +
(`i + 2"2) + kv′vk + "2
i=1
! k −1
kX
−1
X
′
′
= kuu k + `i + kv vk + 2"2 + 2"2
i=1
i=1
2
≤ length() + 2k"
≤ length() + 2(2 · length() + 1)"
(Lemma 2.7.3)
≤ (1 + 6") length():
(sin e 1 ≤ length() ≤ 2)
′

We obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.7.5 For any set P of n points and any " > 0, there exists a D-fault tolerant geodesi Steiner (1 + ")-spanner of P with O(n="6 ) edges that uses O(n="5 )
Steiner points.

In the pro edure of onstru ting a D-fault tolerant spanner, we added
(n) Steiner points to have a WSPD of size O(n="2) su h that the onvex hull of
ea h set in the WSPD ontains at most four points. Then for ea h pair (A; B) in
the WSPD and for ea h pair
of points on CH(A) and CH(B), we added O(1="3)
4
Steiner5 points and O(1=" ) edges between them. Therefore
in total we added
O(n=" ) Steiner points and the graph ontains O(n="6 ) edges.
Proof.
O

2.8 Con luding remarks
We introdu ed the on ept of region-fault tolerant spanners for planar point sets,
and proved the existen e of region-fault tolerant spanners of small size. We showed
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that for any set of n points in2the plane, we an onstru t a C -fault tolerant spanner
of size O(n log n) in O(n log n) time.
Our spanner onstru tion for arbitrary point sets uses the SSPD, a relaxation
of the WSPD. A similar variant with weaker properties, the SSD, was introdu ed
by Varadarajan [Var98℄ who used it to ompute
the min- ost perfe t mat hing
for points in the plane. His algorithm runs in √n phases where ea h phase takes
time proportional to the weight of the SSD plus the time it takes to ompute
the SSD. Sin e our SSPD satis es the onditions of Varadarajan's SSD, and we
an ompute it faster, we an improve the running time of the min- ost perfe t
mat hing algorithm from O(n3=2 log5 n) to O(n3=2 log2 n).
The main open problem is to determine whether the spanner size for arbitrary
point sets an be improved to O(n).
Another interesting question is how we an improve the C -fault tolerant he king algorithm. Finally, in our approa h, we used straight line segments as edges
in our spanners. For geodesi spanners, it is interesting to see what happens if we
are allowed to add urved edges.
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Chapter 3

Dilation-Optimal Edge
Augmentation

3.1 Introdu tion
After designing a network, in addition to performing network maintenan e, it is
sometimes desirable to improve its quality. In this hapter we onsider the problem
when one is given a (geometri ) network and the problem at hand is to extend
the network with an additional edge while minimizing the dilation of the resulting
graph. More formally the problem is as follows. Given an edge weighted graph
G(V; E ) with n verti es and m edges, onstru t a graph G′ by adding an edge
to G su h that the dilation of G′ is minimized. The problem was rst stated by
Narasimhan [Nar02℄ and, surprisingly, it has not been studied earlier, to the best
of our knowledge.
The results presented in this hapter are summarized in Table 3.1. Note that
some of the presented bounds hold for any graph with positive edge weights
(weighted graphs ) while some only hold for Eu lidean graphs. Re all from the
introdu tion that we assume that the vertex set of any graph is a subset of a metri spa e and for ea h pair of verti es u and v in the graph, d(u; v) denotes the
distan e between u and v in the metri spa e. Throughout this hapter G denotes
a Eu lidean graph while G denotes a graph with positive edge weights.
Throughout this hapter we will use Gopt to denote the optimal solution, while
topt and t denote the dilation of Gopt and the input graph G respe tively. Also for
ea h pair of points u; v ∈ V , ÆG(u; v) denotes the shortest path between u and v
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Input graph

Apx. fa tor

Time omplexity

Spa e

Se tion

Weighted graph
Weighted graph
Eu lidean graph
Weighted graph
Eu lidean graph
Eu lidean t-spanner

1
1
1+"
3
2+"
1+"

(n3 m + n4 log n)
O (n4 )
O (n3 ="d )
O (nm + n2 log n)
O (nm + n2 (log n + 31d ))
"
7
O (( "t 4 )d · n2 )

(m)
O (n2 )
O (n2 )
O (m)
O (n2 )
O (n log(tn))

Se tion 3.2.1
Se tion 3.2.1
Se tion 3.2.2
Se tion 3.3
Se tion 3.4
Se tion 3.5

Table 3.1:

O

O

Complexity bounds for the algorithms presented in this hapter.

in graph G and dG(u; v) denotes the length of ÆG(u; v).

3.2 Three simple algorithms
We onsider the problem of omputing an optimal solution Gopt . That is, we
are given a graph G = (V; E ), and the aim is to ompute a topt-spanner Gopt =
(V; E ∪ {e}).
In this se tion we present two simple exa t algorithms whi h work for any
weighted graph and one fast approximation algorithm for geometri graphs.
3.2.1

Exa t algorithms

A nave approa h to de ide whi h edge to add is to test every possible andidate
edge. The number of su h edges is obviously n(n2−1) − m = O(n2 ). Testing
a andidate edge e entails omputing the dilation of the graph G′ = (V; E ∪
{e}), denoted the andidate graph or augmented graph. Therefore we brie y
onsider the problem of omputing the dilation of a given graph with positive
edge weights. This problem
has re ently re eived onsiderable attention, see for
example [EW07, AKK+, NS00℄.
A trivial upper bound for omputing the dilation of G′ is obtained by omputing the length of the shortest paths between every pair of verti es in G′. This an
be done by running Dijkstra's algorithm|implemented using Fibona i heaps|n
times, resulting in an O(mn + n2 log n) time algorithm using O(m) spa e. This
approa h is quite slow and we would like to be able to ompute the dilation more
eÆ iently, but no faster algorithm is known for any graphs ex ept planar graphs,
paths, y les, stars and trees [EW07, AKK+, NS00℄.

3.2 Three simple algorithms
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Applying the stated bound gives that Gopt an be omputed in time O(n3(m +
n log n)) using O(m) spa e.
A small improvement an be obtained by observing that when an edge (u; v)
is about to be tested, we do not have to do all-pairs-shortest path to ompute
the dilation of the augmented graph. Instead, for ea h pair of verti es x; y ∈ V ,
it suÆ es to he k whether there is a shorter path between x and y using the
edge (u; v). That is, we only have to ompute dG(x; u) + d(u; v) + dG(v; y),
dG (x; v) + d(v; u) + dG (u; y) and dG (x; y), whi h an be done in onstant time
sin e the length of a shortest path between every pair of verti es in G has already
been omputed (provided that we store this information). So if, as a prepro essing,
one omputes all-pairs-shortest paths of the input graph G and saves the result in
a distan e matrix M , then the dilation of the augmented graph an be omputed
in O(n2 ) time. We use Dilation(G; M; x; y) to denote the pro edure that, given
the matrix M and an edge (x; y), omputes the dilation of the graph G ∪ (x; y).
See the details of the exa t algorithm in Algorithm 3.2.1.
Algorithm 3.2.1: ExpandGraph
Input: Weighted graph G = (V; E ).
Output: Weighted graph G′ = (V; E ∪ {e}).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

M := distan e matrix of G ;
t := ∞;
forea h (x; y) ∈ V 2 \ E do
t′ := Dilation(G; M; x; y);
if t′ < t then
t := t′ and e := (x; y)

end
end
return G′ = (V; E ∪ {e});

Hen e, we have the following result:
Lemma 3.2.1 Given a graph G with positive edge weights, an optimal solution
Gopt an be omputed in time O(n4 ) using O(n2 ) spa e.

Solving the all-pair-shortest-path problem requires ubi time and all the
distan es are stored in an n×n matrix. In total O(n2 ) edges are tested for insertion. For ea h andidate edge we ompute the length of the shortest path between
every pair of points in G, whi h an be done in onstant time per andidate as
des ribed above.
Proof.
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A

(1 + ")-approximation for Eu

lidean graphs

In the previous se tion we showed that an optimal solution an be obtained by
testing a quadrati number of andidate edges. Testing ea h andidate edge entails
O(n2 ) distan e queries, where a distan e query asks for the length of a shortest
path in the graph between two query points. One way to speed up the omputation
is to ompute an approximate dilation. The problem of omputing an approximate
dilation of a geometri graph was onsidered by Narasimhan and Smid in [NS00℄.
They showed the following fa t, whi h states that the WSPD of the vertex set
of any Eu lidean graph G an be used to approximate the dilation of G |see also
Se tion 13.2 of [NS07℄.
Fa t 3.2.2 Let V be a set of n points in Rd and let {(Ai ; Bi )}m
i=1 be a WSPD for
V with respe t to separation onstant s := 4(2+ ")=". For ea h j with 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
let aj be an arbitrary point in Aj , and let bj be an arbitrary point in Bj . For any
onne ted Eu lidean graph G with vertex set V , the following holds: For ea h j
with 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let DG (aj ; bj ) be the dilation between aj and bj in G , and let

t :=

max

1≤ j ≤ m

DG

(aj ; bj ):

Then DG =(1 + ") ≤ t ≤ DG , or equivalently t ≤ DG ≤ (1 + ")t, where DG denotes
the dilation of G .

Thus, in order to approximate the dilation of a Eu lidean graph, it is suÆ ient
to ompute the dilation between O(n="d) pairs of verti es. Moreover, the hoi e of
these verti es depends only on the vertex set of the graph, it does not depend on
the edges of the graph. As a result the time to ompute the dilation de reases from
O(n2 ) to O(n="d ), thus the total running time de reases from O(n4 ) to O(n3 ="d ).
Theorem 3.2.3 Given a Eu lidean graph G = (V; E ) and a real onstant " > 0, one
an in O(n3 ="d ) time, using O(n2 ) spa e, ompute a t? -spanner G ′ = (V; E ∪ {e})
su h that topt ≤ t? ≤ (1 + ") · topt .
Proof. The time bound follows from the above dis ussion. Obviously the dilation
of G ′ , denoted by t?, reported by the algorithm is at least topt. It remains to prove
that t? is bounded by (1 + ") · topt.
Assume that t is the approximate dilation of G ′ and for ea h andidate graph
Gi , let ti be its approximate dilation as omputed by the algorithm and let DGi
be its exa t dilation. Based on the algorithm t = mini ti and from Fa t 3.2.2 it
follows that for ea h andidate graph Gi , ti ≤ DGi ≤ (1 + ") · ti. Assume that
topt = DGj . Therefore
t? ≤ (1 + ") · t ≤ (1 + ") · tj ≤ (1 + ") · DGj = (1 + ") · topt ;
whi h omplete the proof.
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3.3 Adding a bottlene k edge
Consider a graph G = (V; E ) with positive edge weights and dilation t. In this
se tion we analyze the following simple algorithm: Add an edge between a pair of
verti es in G with dilation t. This edge is alled a bottlene k edge of G. We show
that this gives us a 3-approximation of the optimal solution.
Let GB be a graph obtained from G by adding a bottlene k edge, and let tB
be the dilation of GB . Note that GB an be omputed in the same time as the
dilation of G an be de ided, i.e., in O(mn + n2 log n) time for graphs with positive
edge weights.
Lemma 3.3.1 Given a graph G with positive edge weights it holds that tB < 3topt :
Proof. Re all that t denotes the dilation of G and that Gopt denotes the optimal
graph. Let (x; y) be the edge added to G to obtain Gopt, and let (u; v) be the edge
added to G to obtain GB , i.e., (u; v) is a bottlene k edge of G, as illustrated in
Figure 3.1.
a

x

u

v

y
b

(a)

Figure 3.1:

a

u

a

x

u

v

y
b

G

x

v
y
b

(b) opt
G

()

GB

(x; y) is the optimal edge added to G and (u; v) is a bottlene k edge of G.

First note that if topt > t=3 then the lemma holds and we are done. Thus we
may assume that topt ≤ t=3. The proof of the lemma is done by onsidering a pair
of verti es, denoted (a; b), that are endpoints of a bottlene k edge of GB . Fix a
path ÆGopt (a; b). If this path does not in lude the edge (x; y) then
dGopt (a; b) = dG(a; b) ≥ dG (a; b)
and we are done. Therefore, we may assume that the path ÆGopt (a; b) in ludes
(x; y). Also, we will assume without loss of generality that a shortest path in Gopt
from a to b goes from a to x and then to b via y, otherwise the labels a and b may
be swit hed. Note that ÆGopt (u; v) must pass through (x; y) otherwise we have
topt ≥ dGopt (u; v)= d(u; v) = dG(u; v)= d(u; v) = t
whi h means that t = topt , whi h ontradi ts the assumption that topt ≤ t=3.
Furthermore, we assume that a shortest path in Gopt from u to v goes from u to
x and then to v via y, otherwise the labels u and v may be swit hed.
B
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As a rst step we bound the distan e between the endpoints of the bottlene k
edge u and v. This is done by bounding the length of the path in G between x
and y as follows, see Figure 3.1.
dG (u; v) ≤ dGopt (u; v) − d(x; y) + dG (x; y)
≤ topt · d(u; v ) − d(x; y ) + t · d(x; y )
t
≤
3 · d(u; v) − d(x; y) + t · d(x; y)
t
<
3 · d(u; v) + t · d(x; y):
Sin e dG(u; v) = t · d(u; v) it follows that
d(u; v) < 3=2 · d(x; y):
Also,
t · d(u; v) = dG(u; v)
≤ dG (u; a) + dG (a; b) + dG (b; v )
≤ dG (u; a) + t · d(a; b) + dG (b; v )
whi h implies that
t · (d(u; v) − d(a; b)) ≤ dG (u; a) + dG (b; v);
and
dG (a; u) + 2 d(x; y) + dG (v; b) ≤ dG (a; x) + dG (x; u) + 2 d(x; y)
+ dG(v; y) + dG(y; b)
= dGopt (a; b) + dGopt (u; v)
≤ topt (d(a; b) + d(u; v ));
whi h gives that
dG (a; u) + dG (v; b) ≤ topt (d(a; b) + d(u; v)) − 2 d(x; y):
By putting together (3.2) and (3.4) we have
t(d(u; v) − d(a; b)) ≤ dG(a; u) + dG (v; b)
≤ topt (d(a; b) + d(u; v )) − 2 d(x; y )
< topt (d(a; b) + d(u; v));
whi h implies that
d(a; b)(topt + t) > d(u; v)(t − topt )

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)
(3.4)
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and

d(a; b) > t − topt · d(u; v) >
topt + t

t − 3t
· d(u; v ) =
t
3 +t

Now we are ready to put together the results:
tB · d(a; b) = dG (a; b)
≤ dG (a; u) + d(u; v ) + dG (v; b)
3
< dG (a; u) + d(x; y) + dG (v; b)
2
< dG (a; u) + 2 d(x; y) + dG (v; b)
≤ topt (d(a; b) + d(u; v ))
< 3topt · d(a; b):
This ompletes the proof of the lemma sin e tB < 3topt.

1 · d(u; v):
2

(3.5)

B

(from (3.1))
(from (3.3))
(from (3.5))

We on lude by stating the main result of this se tion followed by a lower
bound for the bottlene k approa h.
Theorem 3.3.2 Given a graph G = (V; E ) with positive edge weights, a tB -spanner
G′ = (V; E ∪ {e}) with tB < 3topt an be omputed in O(mn + n2 log n) time using
O(m) spa e.
The following observation by Grune [Gru05℄ shows that the upper bound stated
in Lemma 3.3.1 is tight, even for Eu lidean graphs.
Observation 3.3.3 ([Gru05℄) For for any 0 < " < 2, there exists a Eu lidean graph
G su h that (3 − ") · topt ≤ tB .
Proof. Choose the value of su h that sin( 2 ) = "′ = "=(4 − "). We onstru t
a graph G whi h in ludes seven points p1; : : : ; p7 along two line segments (p1; p4)
and (p4; p7), where the angle between the two segments is . Put two point p2 and
p3 on segment (p1 ; p4 ) su h that kp1 p2 k = d, kp2p3 k = ` and kp3 p4 k = 1, where
2(1 − "′)
(1 − "′)2 :
d :=
and
` :=
′
′
(1 + " )(3 − " )
(1 + "′)(3 − "′)
Also we put points p5 and p6 on segment (p4 ; p7) with similar interdistan es|see
Figure 3.2(a).
Now onsider the graph G on V := {p1; : : : ; p7} with edge set
E := {(pi ; pi+1 ); i = 1; : : : ; 6}:
We have the following observations.
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The graph G , where tB =tP gets arbitrarily lose to 3.

1. The dilation of G is 1="′ whi h is attained by pairs (p1; p7), (p2; p6) and
(p3; p5). So we an hoose (p1; p7) as a bottlene k edge. Note that by moving
p2 and p3 a little bit the dilation between p2 and p6 and the dilation between
p3 and p5 will de rease and (p1 ; p7 ) will be the only bottlene k edge.
2. If we insert the bottlene k edge (p1; p7) in G , see Figure 3.2(b), the dilation
of GB does not hange be ause the length of the new path onne ting p3 and
p5 passing through p1 and p7 is equal to




1
1
− "′
− "′
′
2 (` + d + (1 + ` + d) sin( =2)) = 2 1 + "′ + 1 + 1 + "′ · "
= 2
whi h is the same as dG (p3; p5). So tG = tB = 1="′.
3. If G ′ attained by adding the edge (p2 ; p6) to the graph G , see Figure 3.2( ),
then the dilation of G ′ is taken by the pairs (p1; p7) and (p3; p5) whi h is
equal to
` + (1 + `)"′ d + (1 + `)"′
"′ + 1
=
=
tG =
′
′
′
"
(1 + ` + d)" " (3 − "′) :
Sin e topt ≤ tG we have
′

′

tB
topt

≥

tB
tG

′

′
= ("′ + 1)=1(=""′(3 − "′))
′
= "3′−+"1
=3−"
(sin e "′ = 4 −" " )
whi h implies the observation.
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3.4 A (2 + ")-approximation for Eu lidean graphs
In the remainder of the hapter we will develop approximation algorithms for Eulidean graphs. In this se tion we present a fast approximation algorithm whi h
guarantees an approximation fa tor of (2+ "). The algorithm is similar to the algorithms presented in Se tion 3.2 in the sense that it tests andidate edges. Testing a
andidate edge entails omputing the dilation of the input graph augmented with
the andidate edge. The main di eren e is that we will show, in Se tion 3.4.1, that
only a linear number of andidate edges need to be tested to obtain a solution that
gives a (2 + ")-approximation, instead of a quadrati number of edges.
Moreover, in Se tion 3.4.2 we show that the same approximation bound an
be a hieved by performing only a linear number of shortest path queries for ea h
andidate edge. The andidate edges are sele ted by using the well-separated pair
de omposition|see Se tion 2.3.
3.4.1

Linear number of

andidate edges

In this se tion we show how to obtain a (2 + ")-approximation in ubi time. As
mentioned above, the algorithm is similar to the algorithm presented in Se tion 3.2
in the sense that it tests andidate edges. Here we will show that only a linear
number of andidate edges is needed to be tested to obtain a solution that gives a
(2 + ")-approximation.
The approa h is straight-forward, see Algorithm 3.4.1. First the algorithm
omputes the length of the shortest path in G between every pair of points in V .
The distan es are saved in a matrix M . Next, the well-separated pair de omposition of V is omputed. Note that, in line 5, the andidate edges will be hosen
using the well-separated pair de omposition. In line 6, the fun tion Dilation
returns the dilation of the graph Gi (V; E ∪ {(ai; bi)}), i.e., in lines 5{8, a andidate edge is tested by omputing the dilation of G with the andidate edge (ai ; bi)
added to G . Re all that Dilation uses the distan e matri M to answer su h a
query in quadrati time. Next, we bound the running time of the approximation
algorithm and then prove the approximation bound.
Lemma 3.4.1 Algorithm 3.4.1 requires O(n3 ="2d ) time and O(n2 ) spa e.

The omplexity of all lines of the algorithm is straight-forward to alulate. Re all that line 1 2requires
O(mn + n2 log n) time and quadrati spa e,
d
and line 2 2requires
O(n=" + n log n) time a ording to Se tion 2.3. Be ause
k = O(n=" d ), the time needed for lines 4{10 is O(n="2d ) times the omplexity of
2
Dilation whi h is O(n2 ). Thus summing up we get O( "n
2d · n ), as stated in the
lemma.
Proof.
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Algorithm 3.4.1: Approximate ExpandGraph
Input: Eu lidean graph G = (V; E ) and a real onstant " > 0.
Output: Eu lidean graph G ′ = (V; E ∪ {e}).

:= distan e matrix of ;
(
) := WSPD of the point set V with respe t to s = 256="2;
:= ;
:= 1 2
Sele t arbitrary points
and bi ∈ Bi ;
);
:=
(
:= and := ( )

1 M
G
2 { Ai ; Bi }ki=1
3 t
∞
4 for i
; ; : : : ; k do
5
ai ∈ Ai
6
ti Dilation Gi ; M; ai ; bi
7
if ti < t then
8
t ti
e
ai ; bi
9
end
10 end
11 return G ′
V; E ∪ {e}

=(

);

It remains to analyze the quality of the solution obtained from algorithm 3.4.1.
We need to ompare the graph resulting from adding an optimal edge to G and
the graph G ′ resulting from Approximate ExpandGraph. Let e = (a; b) be
an optimal edge and let (Ai ; Bi) be the well-separated pair su h that a ∈ Ai and
b ∈ Bi . At rst sight, it seems that the edge (ai ; bi ) tested by the algorithm should
be a good andidate. However, the separation onstant of our well-separated pair
de omposition only depends on " whi h implies that the shortest path between a
and ai , and between b and bi ould be very long ompared to the distan e between
a and b. In Lemma 3.4.2, we show the existen e of a \short" edge e′ that is a
good approximation of the optimal edge and then, in Lemma 3.4.3, we show that
Approximate ExpandGraph omputes a good approximation of e′ .
Let G (p; q) denote the set of point pairs (u; v) in V su h that
(p; q) ∈ ÆG∪{(p;q)}(u; v):
That is, G (p; q) is the set of point pairs for whi h a shortest path between them
in G ∪ {(p; q)} passes through (p; q). When it is lear whi h graph we are talking
about, we use (p; q) instead of G (p; q).
Lemma 3.4.2 For any given onstant 0 <  ≤ 1, there exists a pair p; q ∈ V of
the graph G su h that for every pair (u; v ) ∈ (p; q ) it holds that kuv k ≥ 2 kpq k,
and the dilation of G ∪ {(p; q )} is bounded by (2 + ) · topt .
Proof. The proof is done in two steps. First a point pair pj ; qj ∈ V is sele ted that
ful lls the rst requirement of the lemma. Then, we prove the se ond requirement,
i.e., the dilation of G ∪ {(pj ; qj )} is bounded by (2 + ) · topt.
Consider an optimal solution G1 = G ∪ {(p1; q1 )}, with dilation t1 = topt. If
kuv k ≥ 2 · kp1 q1 k for every point pair (u; v ) ∈ (p1 ; q1 ) then j = 1, i.e., we have
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found the point pair we are sear hing for. Otherwise, let e2 = (p2; q2) denote
the losest pair in (p1; q1), and ontinue the sear h for (pj ; qj ). See Figure 3.3
for an illustration. Note that there exists a point pair (u; v) ∈ (p1 ; q1) su h
that kuvk < 2 · kp1q1k, otherwise j = 1. And sin e kp2q2k ≤ kuvk for every
(u; v) ∈ (p1; q1) we have kp2q2 k < 2 · kp1q1k.
We de ne e3 in a similar way, that is, if for ea h point pair (u; v) ∈ (p2; q2 ) it
holds that kuvk ≥ 2 · kp2q2k then we have found the point pair (pj = p2; qj = q2)
that we are sear hing for. Otherwise, let e3 = (p3; q3) denote the losest pair in
(p2; q2 ).
We ontinue to de ne the vertex pairs e4; : : : ; ej and the orresponding graphs
G4 ; : : : ; Gj until we nd a point pair (pj ; qj ) for whi h there is no vertex pair ej +1
su h that (pj+1 ; qj+1 ) ∈ (pj ; qj ) and kpj+1qj+1 k < 2 · kpj qj k. Based on the
onstru tion we have one basi property: for ea h i,
kpi+1 qi+1 k <

This omplete the rst part of the proof.



2 · kpiqi k:
p1

u

p2
pj

p3

qj

q3

q2

v

q1
Figure 3.3:

Illustrating the proof of Lemma 3.4.2.

For the se ond part, we laim that Gj has dilation at most (2+ ) · topt . Before
we ontinue we need to prove:
dGi (pi+1 ; qi+1 ) ≤ topt · kpi+1 qi+1 k:
(3.6)
The inequality is obviously true for i = 1. For i > 1 it holds that
kpi+1 qi+1 k < kp2 q2 k

whi h implies that (pi+1; qi+1 ) ∈= (p1; q1) sin e (p2; q2) is the losest pair
in (p1; q1). This, in turn, implies that
dG (pi+1 ; qi+1 ) = dG1 (pi+1 ; qi+1 ) ≤ topt · kpi+1 qi+1 k:
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Sin e G is a subgraph of Gi , the length of the shortest path in Gi between pi+1 and
qi+1 must be bounded by the length of the shortest path in G between pi+1 and
qi+1 , whi h is bounded by topt · kpi+1 qi+1 k. Thus, inequality (3.6) holds.
We ontinue with the se ond part of the proof. It will be shown that for every
pair u; v ∈ V it holds that
dGj (u; v)
< (2 + ) · t :
opt

kuv k

Note that G1 is the graph G augmented by the optimal edge.
If (u; v) ∈= (p1; q1 ) then we are done sin e dGj (u; v) ≤ dG (u; v) = dG1 (u; v).
Otherwise, if (u; v) ∈ (p1; q1 ), the following holds (see Figure 3.3 for an illustration):
dGj (u; v) ≤ dG1 (u; v) − kp1q1 k + (dG1 (p2 ; q2 ) − kp1q1 k) + · · ·
+ (dGj 1 (pj ; qj ) − kpj−1qj−1 k) + kpj qj k
< topt · kuvk − kp1 q1 k + (topt · kp2 q2 k − kp1 q1 k) + · · ·
+ (topt · kpj qj k − kpj−1 qj−1 k) + kpj qj k
( f. (3.6))
= topt · kuvk − 2kp1q1k + ((topt − 1) · kp2q2k) + · · ·
+ ((topt − 1) · kpj qj k) + 2kpj qj k
< topt · kuvk + (topt − 1)(kp2 q2 k + : : : + kpj qj k)
(sin e kpj qj k < kp1q1k)
−

< topt · kuvk + topt ·
≤ topt · kuv k

j  i−2
X

i=2

2

+ topt · kuvk ·

kp2 q2 k

(sin e kpi+1qi+1 k ≤ ( 2 ) · kpiqi k)

j −2  i
X


2

i=0
j −2  i
X

topt · kuvk topt · kuvk ·
i=1
j −2
X
≤ topt · kuv k topt · kuv k ·  ·
i
i=1
<
 · topt · kuvk

=2

+

2

+

(2 + )
This on ludes the lemma.

(sin e kp2q2k ≤ kuvk)

2

1
2

(sin e  ≤ 1)

In the previous lemma we showed the existen e of a \short" andidate edge
(p; q) for whi h the resulting graph has small dilation. Note that algorithm Approximate ExpandGraph might not test (p; q ). However, in the following lemma
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it will be shown that algorithm Approximate ExpandGraph will test an edge
(a; b) that is almost as good as (p; q).
Lemma 3.4.3 For any given onstant 0 < " ≤ 1 it holds that the graph G ′ returned

(2 + ") · topt:
Proof. A ording to Lemma 3.4.2, for ea h 0 <  ≤ 1 there exists an edge (p; q )
su h that for every pair (u; v) ∈ (p; q) it holds that kuvk ≥ 2 kpqk, and the
dilation tH of H = G ∪ {(p; q)} is bounded by (2 + ) · topt . Let (Ai ; Bi ) be the
well-separated pair omputed in line 2 of the algorithm su h that p ∈ Ai and
q ∈ Bi . A ording to De nition 2.3.3 su h a well-separated pair must exist. Next,
onsider the andidate edge (ai ; bi) tested by the algorithm, su h that ai; p ∈ Ai
and bi; q ∈ Bi . For simpli ity of writing we will use a and b to denote ai and bi
respe tively.
Our laim is that the dilation of G ′ := G ∪ {(a; b)} is bounded by (1+ "=4) · tH .
Before we ontinue to prove the laim, we show that
dG (a; p) = dH (a; p) and dG (b; q) = dH (b; q):
(3.7)
Lemma 3.4.2 states that if (x′ ; y′) ∈ (p; q) then
kx′ y ′ k ≥ ("=8)kpq k:
But by Lemma 2.3.2 the distan es kapk and kbqk are less than
2 kpqk = "2 kpqk;
s
128
whi h is less than ("=8)kpqk sin e " ≤ 1. As a onsequen e (a; p) ∈= (p; q)
and (b; q) ∈= (p; q), thus (p; q) ∈= ÆH (a; p) and (p; q) ∈= ÆH (b; q). Hen e, the
equation (3.7) holds, whi h we will need below.
To prove the laim, we show that the dilation between any pair of points in G ′
is bounded by (1 + "=4) · tH . Let x and y be arbitrary points of V . We have two
ases:
Case 1: (x; y) ∈= (p; q).
In this ase we are done, sin e
dG (x; y) ≤ dG (x; y) = dH (x; y):
by algorithm Approximate

ExpandGraph

has dilation at most

′

Case 2: (x; y) ∈ (p; q).

Consider the length of the path in G ′ between x and y as illustrated in Fig-
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x

p

a

b

y

q
Figure 3.4:

Illustrating the proof of Lemma 3.4.3.

ure 3.4. Without loss of generality we have:
dG (x; y) ≤ dG (x; p) + dG (p; a) + kabk + dG (b; q) + dG (q; y)
= dG (x; p) + dH (p; a) + kabk + dH (b; q) + dG (q; y) ( f. (3.7))
≤ dG (x; p) + kabk + dG (q; y ) + tH · (kpak + kbq k)
4
4tH · kpqk (Lemma 2.3.2)
≤ dG (x; p) + (1 + ) · kpq k + dG (q; y ) +
s
s
8
tH
≤ dH (x; y ) +
· kpq k
s
64tH · kxyk
≤ dH (x; y ) +
(Lemma 3.4.2)
"s
= dH (x; y) + 4" · tH · kxyk:
′

Therefore the dilation between x and y in G ′ is:
dG (x; y) dH (x; y) + ("=4)tH kxyk  "  · t :
≤
≤ 1+
kxy k
kxy k
kxy k
4 H
′

Finally, a ording to Lemma 3.4.2 and by setting  := "=4 it holds that
tH ≤ (2 + "=4) · topt :
This ompletes the lemma sin e (2 + "=4)(1 + "=4) < (2 + ").
We may now on lude this se tion with the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4.4 Given a Eu lidean graph G = (V; E ) in Rd one an in O(n3 ="2d )
time, using O(n2 ) spa e, ompute a t′ -spanner G ′ = (V; E ∪ {e}), where
t′ ≤ (2 + ") · topt .
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Speeding up algorithm 3.4.1

In the previous se tion we showed that a (2 + ")-approximate solution an be
obtained by testing a linear number of andidate edges. Testing ea h andidate
edge entails O(n2 ) shortest path queries for omputing the dilation of the andidate
graph. One way to speed up the omputation is to ompute an approximate
dilation. As in Se tion 3.2.2 we will use Fa t 3.2.2 by Narasimhan and Smid [NS00℄.
We will use their idea to speed up line 6 of Approximate Expandgraph
from O(n2 ) to O(n="d), i.e., we he k a linear number of pairs in order to ompute an approximate dilation using Fa t 3.2.2. There will be two main hanges in
the Approximate ExpandGraph algorithm; two well-separated pair de ompositions will be omputed and the omputation of the dilation will be di erent, see
Algorithm 3.4.2. Instead of omputing the exa t dilation of G with the andidate
edge (ai ; bi) added to G , we ompute the approximate dilation. This is done by a
all to Approximate Dilation, or ApproxDilation for short, with parameters
M , S and (ai ; bi ). The ApproxDilation algorithm is stated in more detail below.
Note that the number of point pairs in S is bounded by O(n="d).
Algorithm 3.4.2: Approximate ExpandGraph2(G ; ")
Input: Eu lidean graph G = (V; E ) and a real onstant " > 0.
Output: Eu lidean graph G ′ = (V; E ∪ {e}).

:= distan e matrix of ;
(
) := WSPD of the set
:= ;
:= 1 2
Sele t an arbitrary point of
Add ( ) to ;
:= ;
(
) := WSPD of the set
:= 1 2
Sele t an arbitrary point of
:=
(
:= and := ( );

1 M
G
`
V
2 { Cj ; Dj }j =1
3 S
∅
4 for j
; ; : : : ; ` do
5
Cj
j
6
S
j ; dj
7 end
8 t
∞
9 { Ai ; Bi }ki=1
V
10 for i
; ; : : : ; k do
11
ai Ai
12
ti ApproxDilation M; S ; ai ; bi
13
if ti < t then
14
t ti
e
ai ; bi
15
end
16 end
17 return G ′
V; E ∪ {e}

=(

with respe t to s′ = 4(1 + ")=";

and an arbitrary point dj of Dj ;

with respe t to s = 256="2;
and an arbitrary point bi of Bi;
);

);

Theorem 3.4.5 Given a Eu lidean graph G = (V; E ) and a real onstant " > 0 one
an in O(nm + n2 (log n + 1="3d)) time, using O(n2 ) spa e, ompute a t′ -spanner
G′

= (V; E ∪ {e}) su h that t′ ≤ (2 + ") · topt.
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Algorithm 3.4.3: ApproxDilation
Input: Distan e matrix M , a set S of point pairs and point pair (a; b).
Output: Approximate dilation.
1 forea h (x; y ) ∈ S do

2
3
4
5

dx;y := min {M [x; y℄; M [x; a℄ + kabk + M [b; y℄; M [x; b℄ + kbak + M [a; y℄};
tx;y := dx;y =kxyk;

end
return

maxx;y tx;y ;

The omplexity of all lines of the algorithm 3.4.2, ex ept line 12, is as
in Lemma 3.4.1. Lines 1{9 require O(mn + n2 log n + n="2d) time. It remains
to onsider line 12 of the algorithm. Note that the number of times line 12 is
exe uted is O(n="2d). Pro 2edure ApproxDilation performs O(n="d) shortestpath queries, instead of O(n ), thus the total time needed by line 12 is O( "n2d · "nd ).
Summing up the running times gives the stated time omplexity.
In Lemma 3.4.3 it was proven that the solution returned by algorithm Approximate ExpandGraph had a dilation that was at most a fa tor (2 + ")
worse than the dilation of an optimal solution. Sin e the modi ed algorithm does
not ompute the exa t dilation of a andidate graph, but instead omputes a
(1 + ")2-approximate dilation it is not hard to verify that the same arguments as
in Lemma 3.4.3 an be applied to prove that the algorithm Approximate ExpandGraph2 returns a graph with dilation at most (1+ ")2 · (2+ ") · topt . Setting
" = min{"=10; 1}, on ludes the proof of the theorem.
Proof.

3.5 A spe ial ase:

G

has onstant dilation

In the spe ial ase when the dilation of the graph G is known to be onstant there
are well-known tools that we an use to de rease both the time omplexity and the
spa e omplexity of the algorithms and improve the approximation fa tor. The
main idea is to use the following fa t by Gudmundsson et al. [GLNS02b℄ whi h
enable us to ompute an approximate dilation of a andidate graph in linear time.
Fa t 3.5.1 ([GLNS02b℄) Let V be a set of n points in Rd , let t > 1 and 0 < " ≤ 1
be real numbers, and let G = (V; E ) be a t-spanner for V . In


O


nt5d
m + 2d (log n + (t=")d)
"

time, we an prepro ess G into a data stru ture of size O((t3d ="2d ) n log(tn)) su h
that for any two distin t points p and q in V , a (1 + ")-approximation to the
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shortest-path distan e between p and q in G an be omputed in time O (t5 ="2 )d .

The query stru ture in Fa t 3.5.1 is denoted M ′ and is onstru ted by algorithm
QueryStru ture. We have to use a modi ed version of ApproxDilation, denoted ApproxDilation2, that takes the query stru ture M ′ as input instead of
the matrix M . The (exa t) shortest path distan e queries using M in ApproxDilation are repla ed in ApproxDilation2 by performing approximate shortest
path distan e queries using M ′.
Next we state the main algorithm. Re all that the parameter t is a onstant
and an upper bound on the dilation of the input graph G . Also note that this
algorithm only needs one well-separated pair de omposition.
Algorithm 3.5.1: Approximate ExpandGraph3(G ; t; ")
Input: Eu lidean t-spanner G = (V; E ) and two real onstants t > 1 and
" > 0.

Output:

Eu lidean graph G ′ = (V; E ∪ {e}).
1 M := QueryStru ture(G ; t; ") using Fa t 3.5.1;
2 {(Ai ; Bi )}ki=1 := WSPD of V with respe t to s = 8(t + 1)=";
3 S := ∅;
4 for j := 1; 2; : : : ; k do
5
Sele t an arbitrary point aj of Aj and an arbitrary point bj of Bj ;
6
Add (aj ; bj ) to S ;
′

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

end

t := ∞;

for i := 1; 2; : : : ; k do

ti := ApproxDilation2(M ′ ; S ; ai ; bi );
if ti < t then
t := ti and e := (ai ; bi );

end
end
return G ′ = (V; E ∪ {e});

Lemma 3.5.2 Approximate ExpandGraph3 runs in O((t7 ="4 )d · n2 ) time and
uses O((t3 ="2 )d n log(tn)) spa e.

Proof. The time omplexity
n(t5 ="2 )d (log n +(t=")d)) time.

of lines 1{3 is dominated by line 1, thus O(m +
Lines
10{13 is exe uted O((t=")d n) times, and ea h
d
5
d
2
d
iteration requires O((t=") n · (t =" )) time a ording to Fa ts 3.2.2 and 3.5.1.
Summing up the time bounds gives the time bound stated in the lemma.
The spa e bound follows sin e the approximate distan e ora le stated in
Fa t 3.5.1 only uses O((t3 ="2)d n log(tn)) spa e, instead of the quadrati spa e
needed earlier.
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Now, we show that this algorithm omputes a (1 + ")-approximation of the
optimal solution. Note that in Approximate ExpandGraph3 the separation
onstant depends both on " and t whi h is the main di eren e ompared to the
previous algorithms. This allows us to improve the approximation fa tor.
Lemma 3.5.3 Let G = (V; E ) be a Eu lidean graph with onstant dilation t and a
positive real onstant ", and let {(Ai ; Bi )}ki=1 be a well-separated pair de omposition of V with respe t to s = 8(t + 1)=". For every pair (Ai ; Bi ) and any elements
a1 ; a2 ∈ Ai and b1 ; b2 ∈ Bi , let G1 = (V; E ∪{(a1 ; b1 )}) and G2 = (V; E ∪{(a2 ; b2 )}),
and let t1 and t2 denote the dilation of G1 and G2 , respe tively. It holds that
t1 ≤ (1 + ")t2 .
Proof. It suÆ es to prove that for every pair of points (u; v ) ∈ (a2 ; b2 ) there
exists a path in G1 of length at most (1 + ") · dG2 (u; v). Re all that (p; q) is the
set of point pairs for whi h a shortest path between them in G ∪ {(p; q)} passes
through (p; q). Without loss of generality we may assume that the shortest path
between u and v in G2 , goes from u to a2 and to v via b2. We have:
dG1 (u; v) ≤ dG (u; a2 ) + dG (a2 ; a1 ) + ka1b1 k + dG (b1 ; b2 ) + dG (b2 ; v)
≤ dG (u; a2 ) + tka2 a1 k + ka1 b1 k + tkb1 b2 k + dG (b2 ; v )
4t
≤ dG (u; a2 ) + ka2 b2 k + (1 + 4=s) · ka2 b2 k + dG (b2 ; v )
s
8t
< dG (u; a2 ) + ka2 b2 k + dG (b2 ; v) + ka2b2 k
s
t"
= dG2 (u; v) + t + 1 ka2b2k
< (1 + ") · dG2 (u; v):
In the se ond inequality we used Lemma 2.3.2, in the fth inequality we used the
fa t that s = 8(t +1)=" and in the nal step we used that dG2 (u; v) ≥ ka2b2k sin e
(u; v) ∈ (a2; b2). The lemma follows.
Lemma 3.5.4 Algorithm Approximate
dilation at most (1 + ")3 · topt .

ExpandGraph3

returns a graph with

Assume that topt is the dilation of an optimal solution G ∪ {(p; q)}, and
let G ′ with dilation tC be the output of the algorithm 3.5.1.
We will use the same notations as in the algorithm. For ea h i let t∗i be the
(exa t) dilation of Gi = G ∪ {(ai; bi )}. A ording to Fa t 3.2.2, for ea h i,
t∗i ≤ ti ≤ (1 + ")2 · t∗i :
Let (Aj ; Bj ) be the pair in the well-separated pair de omposition su h that
p ∈ Aj and q ∈ Bj , or p ∈ Bj and q ∈ Aj . From Lemma 3.5.3 it follows that
Proof.

3.6 Con luding remarks
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t∗j ≤ (1 + ") · topt .

As a result it follows that
tC ≤ tj ≤ (1 + ")2 · t∗j ≤ (1 + ")3 · topt :
Therefore topt ≤ tC ≤ (1 + ")3 · topt whi h ompletes the lemma.

The following theorem follows by setting " = min{'=15; 1} and ombining
Lemmas 3.5.2 and 3.5.4.
Theorem 3.5.5 Let V be a set of n points in Rd , let t > 1 and ' > 0 be
real numbers, and let G = (V; E ) be a geometri t-spanner of V . One an in
O((t7 ='4 )d · n2 ) time, using O((t3 =')d n log(tn)) spa e, ompute a t′ -spanner
G ′ = (V; E ∪ {e}) su h that t′ ≤ (1 + ') · topt .

3.6 Con luding remarks
We onsidered the problem of adding an edge to a Eu lidean graph su h that the
dilation of the resulting graph is minimized, and gave several algorithms. Our
main result is a (2 + ")-approximation algorithm with running time

O nm + n2 (log n + 1="3d )
using O(n2 ) spa e.
Several problems remain open.
1. Is there an exa t algorithm with running time o(n4) using linear spa e?
2. Can we a hieve a (1 + ")-approximation within the same time bound as in
Theorem 3.4.5?
3. A natural extension is to allow more than one edge to be added. Can we
generalize our results to this ase?
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Chapter 4

Dilation-Optimal Edge
Deletion

4.1 Introdu tion
Given a (geometri ) network, a natural question to ask is what happens to the
quality of the network when some onne tions are removed. In ase some links in
a traÆ network have to be shut down (e.g., due to budget onsiderations), we
may want to know whi h edges of the network should be removed so as to not
de rease the quality of the new network too mu h. Alternatively, we may want to
know the most riti al edge in the network, i.e., the edge whose removal auses
the largest possible de rease in the quality of the new network.
In this hapter, we onsider a simple variant of this problem: The initial network is a polygonal y le C in the plane, and we have to remove one single edge
from C. We measure the quality of the resulting polygonal path  by its dilation
(or stret h fa tor) D.
Re all that the dilation between two distin t verti es x and y of the path  is
de ned as
d (x; y) ;
D (x; y ) :=
kxy k
where d (x; y) denotes the Eu lidean length of the subpath of  onne ting x and
y, and kxyk denotes the Eu lidean distan e between x and y. For onvenien e we
de ne D(x; x) := 1. The dilation between two sets X and Y of verti es of  is
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de ned as

(X; Y ) := max{D(x; y) | x is a vertex of X , y is a vertex of Y };
the dilation of a set X of verti es of  is de ned as
D (X ) := D (X; X );
and the dilation of the path  is de ned as
D := D () = max{D (x; y ) | x and y are verti es of }:
D

Re ently the problem of onstru ting minimum-dilation networks on a given
point set has attra ted a lot of attention. Klein and Kutz [KK07℄ showed that
onstru ting a geometri network on a point set in the plane using a given number
of edges su h that the network has minimum dilation is NP-hard. The problem
is NP-hard even for more spe i ases like minimum dilation spanning tree or
minimum dilation path, see [CHL07℄ and [GKM07℄. Minimum dilation stars is the
ase whi h we an onstru t in polynomial time, see [EW07℄.
All the above problems want to onstru t a network from s rat h but in many
appli ations we already have a network and the problem at hand is to extend/prune
the network su h that the dilation of the resulting network is minimized. In
Chapter 3 we saw that in the ase of adding an edge, the optimal edge, i.e. the
new edge whi h minimize the dilation of the network, an be omputed in O(n4 )
time, where n is the number of nodes in the network. There are also several
approximation algorithms whi h run faster. However, the problem of omputing
the edge in the network whose removal minimizes/maximizes the dilation of the
resulting network was not studied before, to the best of our knowledge.
The problem we onsider is the following: We are given a polygonal y le
C = (p0 ; : : : ; pn−1 ; p0 ) whose n verti es p0 ; : : : ; pn−1 are points in the plane. We
want to determine the edge e of C for whi h the dilation of the polygonal path
C \ {e} is minimized or maximized. In other words, if we denote by i (for
0 ≤ i < n) the polygonal path obtained by removing the edge (pi; pi+1 ) from C
(where indi es are to be read modulo n), then our goal is to ompute
Dmin
:= 0min
Di
C
≤i<n
and

Dmax
C

:= 0max
Di :
≤i<n

It is known that omputing the dilation of a path, or even approximating
it, need (n log n) time, see [NS07, Theorem 13.1.3℄. Therefore
using a nave
algorithm whi h he ks all the edges of the y le takes (n2 log n) time to ompute
the optimal edge in the y le.
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A summary of our results and the organization of the rest of this hapter are
in the following.
In Se tion 4.2, we onsider the dilation-minimal edge deletion problem and
present a randomized algorithm for the problem. We start in Se tion 4.2.1 by des ribing an approa h of [AKK+℄ to estimate the dilation of a polygonal path. These
ideas will play a entral role in the algorithm we give in Se tionmin
4.2.2 for solving a
de ision problem asso iated with the problem2 of omputing DC ; the algorithm
solving this de ision problem runs in O(n log n) expe ted time. In Se tion 4.2.3,
wemingive a simple randomized approa h whi h redu es the problem of omputing
DC to an expe ted number of O(log n) de ision problems of Se tion 4.2.2. Thus,
this redu tion in urs a logarithmi slowdown of the de ision pro edure.
In Se tion 4.3, we onsider the dilation-maximal edge deletion problem and
present a O(n log n) time algorithm for the problem. We rst show that for two
xed verti es x and y of C, it is easy to determine the largest possible dilation
between them
if one edge is removed from C. We then show that, in order to
ompute Dmax
C , it suÆ es to onsider pairs (x; y ) of verti es whose distan e is at
most twi e the losest-pair distan e in the vertex set of C. Sin e there are only
O(n) su h pairs (x; y ), this leads to an eÆ ient algorithm for omputing Dmax
C .
Finally, we present an algorithm that omputes in O(n log n) total time an approximation to the dilation of ea h path Pi , as well as an approximation of Dmin
C
in Se tion 4.4. The algorithm uses Fa t 3.2.2 whi h states that the well-separated
pair de omposition an be used to redu e the problem of approximating the dilation of a Eu lidean graph to the problem of omputing the shortest-path distan es
between O(n) pairs of verti es. This result, together with the observation that for
any two verti es x and y of C, the sequen e D0 (x; y); : : : ; Dn 1 (x; y) ontains
only two distin t values, leads to an O(n log n){time algorithm that approximates
the dilation of ea h path i as well as the minimum dilation Dmin
C .
−

4.2 Dilation-minimal edge deletion in a y le
In this se tion, we give an algorithm whi h given a polygonal y le C, omputes the
edge whose removal generates a path whi h has minimum dilation among all the
paths generated by removing an edge from C. The algorithm starts with removing
a random edge from C and omputes the dilation  of the generated path. Then
it uses a de ision algorithm whi h for ea h edge e in the y le C, de ides whether
the dilation of the path C \ {e} is less than . Then it pi ks one of the edges whose
removal generates a path with dilation less than  and assigns the dilation of the
path to . It repeats the pro edure until no edge in the y le generates a path
with dilation less than .
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Estimating the dilation of a polygonal path

Our algorithm for omputing the edge of a polygonal y le whose removal minimizes the dilation of the resulting path uses as a subroutine parts of the algorithm
of [AKK+℄ that de ides if the dilation of a polygonal path is less than some given
threshold  > 1. We des ribe those parts of this algorithm whi h are relevant for
us.
Let  = (p0; : : : ; pn−1) be a polygonal path whose n verti es are points in the
plane and let  ≥ 1 be a real number. Without loss of generality we assume p0 is
the origin. The idea is to use a lifting transformation that rephrases the de ision
problem, i.e., the problem of de iding if D < , into a point- one in iden eproblem in R3.
We denote the rst and last verti es of a polygonal path  by f () and l(),
respe tively. Thus, f () = p0. For ea h vertex p of , we de ne the weight of p
to be
! (p) := d (p; f ())=:
We map ea h vertex p = (xp ; yp) of  to the point
h (p) := (xp ; yp ; ! (p)) ∈ R3 :
Let C denote the three-dimensional one
p
C := {(x; y; z ) ∈ R3 | z = x2 + y2 }:
We map ea h vertex p of  to the one
C (p) := C ⊕ h (p) = { + h (p) | ∈ C }:
Note that we an reformulate the de nition of C(p) as
C (p) :=



(x; y; z) | z − !(p) =

q



(x − xp )2 + (y − yp)2 ;

(4.1)

and therefore C(p) is the graph of the bivariate fun tion fp(q) = kpqk + !(p)
for q ∈ R2. If p and q are verti es of , then we say that p is before q on , if
d (p; f ()) < d (q; f ());
this will be denoted as p < q. We then get the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.1 For any two verti es p and q of  with p < q , we have
D

(p; q) <  if and only if h(q) lies below C (p).
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Proof. By straightforward algebrai manipulation, see Figure 4.1 for an illustration, we have
d (q; p)
D (p; q ) <  ⇐⇒
<
kqpk

d (f (); q) − d (f (); p) < 

⇐⇒

kqpk

d (f (); q)

⇐⇒



−

d (f (); p)


! (q) − ! (p) < kqpk

⇐⇒

! (q) − ! (p) <

⇐⇒

q

< kqpk

(xq − xp)2 + (yq − yp )2: (4.2)

By ombining Equations 4.1 and 4.2 omplete proof of the lemma.

hΠ (p3 )

z

hΠ (p2 )

hΠ (p1 )

y
p0

Figure 4.1:

p1
p2

x

p3

Illustration of the Lemma 4.2.1.

If X and Y are subsets of the vertex set of , then we say that X is before
on , if d(x; f ()) < d(y; f ()) for all x ∈ X and all y ∈ Y ; this will
be denoted as X < Y . For any subset X of the vertex set of , we de ne
C (X ) := {C (p) | p ∈ X } and h (X ) := {h (p) | p ∈ X }:
The lower envelope of a set S of bi-variate fun tions is de ned as the point-wise
minimum of all fun tions that belong to S . Namely, the lower envelope of the set
S = {f1 ; : : : ; fn } an be de ned as the following fun tion:
Y

LS

(x; y) := 1≤min
f (x; y);
k ≤n k
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(

if (x; y) belongs to the domain of fk
+∞
otherwise.
Lemma 4.2.1 immediately gives the following result.
Lemma 4.2.2 For any two subsets X and Y of the vertex set of  with X < Y ,
fk (x; y) :=

fk (x; y)

we have

(X; Y ) <  if and only if h(Y ) lies below LC(X ).
The minimization diagram of C(X ), i.e., the proje tion of the lower envelope
LC (X ) onto the xy -plane, is the additively weighted Voronoi diagram1 V (X ) of
X with respe t to the weight fun tion ! . If the point y of Y is lo ated in the
Voronoi region of the point x of X , then h(y) is below LC(X ) if and only if
h (y) is below C (x).
This yields an eÆ ient algorithm to verify if D (X; Y ) <  for two subsets
X and Y of the vertex set of  having the property that X < Y : The Voronoi
diagram V(X ) an be omputed in O(|X | log |X |) time, .f. [For87℄. Within
the same time bound, this diagram an be prepro essed into a linear size data
stru ture that supports O(log |X |)-time point-lo ation queries, .f. [Kir83℄. This
stru ture an now be queried with ea h point y of Y to determine whi h point x
of X ontains y in its Voronoi ell. On e this is known, the he k if h(y) is below
C (x) an be performed in O(1) time. The total running time of this algorithm
is O((|X | + |Y |) log |X |).
D

4.2.2

The de ision problem

Let C be a polygonal y le on a set of n verti es in the plane and let  > 1 be a
real number. In this se tion, we present an algorithm that de ides for ea h edge e
of C, whether or not the dilation of the polygonal path C \ {e} is less than . We
rst des ribe the overall approa h. Then, we give two implementations that yield
running times of O(n log3 n) and O(n log2 n), respe tively.
For a y le C = (p0; p1; : : : ; pn−1; p0), we all pi+1 the su essor of pi in C (where
indi es are to be read modulo n) and denote it by su (pi). If R = (r1 ; : : : rm )
and Q = (q1; : : : ; qn) are two polygonal paths having the property that q1 = f (Q)
is the su essor of l(R) = rm in C, then we denote the on atenation of R and Q
by R ⊕ Q. Thus, R ⊕ Q is the polygonal path (r1 ; : : : ; rm; q1 ; : : : ; qn).
In order to fa ilitate a re ursive approa h, we will onsider the following more
general problem: Assume that (the vertex set of) C is partitioned into two polygonal paths T (the top) and B (the bottom) su h that DT < . We want to de ide
1 It's de ned just like the usual Voronoi diagram, but ea h site has a weight, and the distan e
to a site is the usual Eu lidean distan e plus the site weight.
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for ea h edge e of B, i.e., any edge e on the y le C with both endpoints in B,
whether or not the dilation of C \ {e} is less than . If we take T = ∅ then we
obtain the original problem.
The details of the de ision algorithm are presented in Algorithm 4.2.1.
Algorithm 4.2.1: De ision-Algorithm
Input: Paths T and B and  > 1.
Output: yes or no for every edge of B .
1 if |B | = 2 then
2
return yes for the edge in B ;
3 else

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

l := the last vertex of B ;
/* in ounter lo kwise order
r := the rst vertex of B ; /* in ounter lo kwise order
m := the middle vertex of B ;
B r := the part of the path B between r and m;
B l := the part of the path B between su (m) and l;
if DT ⊕Br <  then De ision-Algorithm(T ⊕ B r ; B l ; );
else return no for ea h edge e of B l ;
if DBl ⊕T <  then De ision-Algorithm(B l ⊕ T; B r ; );
else return no for ea h edge e of B r ;

along
along

C */
C */

end

The orre tness of the algorithm is obvious. We will show below that after a
prepro essing step taking O(n log2 n) expe ted time, we an de ide in O(|B| log n)
time if DT ⊕Br <  and DBl⊕T < , where |B| denotes the number verti es
on B. The expe2 ted running time t(n) of the algorithm an therefore be written as
t(n) = O(n log n) + r(n) where the fun tion r satis es the re urren e
r(b) ≤ 2 · r(b=2) + O(b log n):
This implies that t(n) = O(n log2 n).
Figure 4.2 illustrates the re ursion tree of the algorithm. The nodes of the tree
are labeled a ording to a breadth- rst sear h (BFS) numbering where the rst
(left) hild of a node orresponds to the re ursive all in line 11 and the se ond
(right) hild orresponds to the re ursive all in line 9. Later, we will refer to a
re ursive all orresponding to the node with BFS-number i as the i-th step of
the re ursion. For ea h node i, the urrent top and bottom paths are denoted
by Ti and Bi , respe tively. These paths an be omputed as follows. Assume
that the polygonal y le C is given by the array C[0; : : : ; n℄ and that B onsists
of b verti es. Then Br1−=l C[0; : : : ; b − 1℄ andrT−1l = T . For i ≥ 1, if Bi = C[l; r℄,
then B2i := C[l; l + ⌊ 2 ⌋℄, B2i+1 := C[l + ⌊ 2 ⌋ + 1; r℄, T2i := B2i+1 ⊕ Ti, and
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T1 = T
T1

p0

1

T1

B1 = B

2

G2

3

B2

T2

T3

T2
4

5

10
B10
G10
Figure 4.2:

7

B7

G6

B5
T5

T5

T3

6

G5

B4
G4

G3

B3

B6
11

G7

...

...

G11
B11

The re ursion tree. Note that G2i := B2i+1 and G2i+1 := B2i .

T2i+1 := Ti ⊕ B2i .

Observe that ea h top hain Tj is the on atenation of O(log n)
many bottom hains.
A rst implementation

We will show that after an O(n log2 n){time prepro
essing, we an de ide if
(i) DT ⊕Br <  and (ii) DBl⊕T <  in O(|B| log2 n) time. Later, we will give
a faster implementation. Sin e (ii) is symmetri to (i), we only show how to
de ide whether or not (i) holds.
Suppose we have a polygonal path T ′ with DT <  that is given as a list of
k polygonal paths (B1′ ; : : : ; Bk′ ) su h that f (Bi′+1 ) is the su essor of l(Bi′ ) in the
y le C, for 1 ≤ i < k. Thus, we have T ′ = B1′ ⊕ : : : ⊕ Bk′ . Given a new polygonal
path B′ with f (B′) = su (l(T ′)) in C, we want to de ide if DT ⊕B < .
Observe that DT ⊕B <  if and only if
′

′

′

(a)
(b)
()

DT ′

< ,

DB ′

< , and

DT ′ ⊕B ′

′

′

(T ′; B′ ) < .

We are
given′ that (a) holds. Using the algorithm of [AKK+℄ we an de ide in
′
O(|B | log |B |) expe ted time whether or not (b) holds. Thus, it remains to show
how to verify whether or not ( ) holds.
Obviously, DT ⊕B (T ′; B′) <  if and only if DT ⊕B (Bi′; B′ ) <  for ea h i
′

′

′

′
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with 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Sin e Bi′ <T ⊕B B′, we know from Lemma 4.2.2 that
DT ⊕B (Bi′ ; B ′ ) <  if and only if hT ⊕B (B ′ ) lies below LCT B (Bi ) :
′

′

′

′

′

′

′⊕

′

′

Assume that for ea h path Bi′, we have the total a umulated s aled length
`i :=

i
X
j =1

dBj (l(Bj′ ); f (Bj′ ))=
′

and the additively weighted Voronoi diagram VBi (Bi′ ) that has been augmented
with a data stru ture to support point-lo ation queries in tlo time per query.
Re all that VBi (Bi′ ) is the proje tion of the lower envelope LCBi (Bi ) onto the
xy-plane. It is de ned with respe t to the weights
!Bi (p) = dBi (p; f (Bi′ ))=:
Sin e
!T ⊕B (p) = !Bi (p) + `i−1
′
for all p ∈ Bi, we have
!T ⊕B (p) − !T ⊕B (q) = !Bi (p) − !Bi (q)
for all p; q ∈ Bi′. It follows that the diagram VBi (Bi′ ) is also the proje tion of the
lower envelope LCT B (Bi ).
The asso iated point-lo ation stru ture of Bi′ an therefore be used to determine for ea h point b′ in B′, the point t in Bi′ that ontains b′ in its Voronoi ell in
VT ⊕B (Bi′ ). On e this is known for ea h point b′ in B ′ , we an he k if hT ⊕B (b′ )
is below CT ⊕′B (t). To this
end, we ompute the weights !T ⊕B (t) = !Bi (t)+ `i−1
and !T ⊕B (b ) = !B (b′) + `k .
The overall running time of this approa h (ex luding the prepro essing time)
is O(k|B′ |tlo ).
In our appli ation, the relevant paths Bi′ are the bottom paths Bi that appear in
the re ursive alls (see Figure 4.2 and the dis ussion after that). As a onsequen e,
k = O(log n), |T ′ ⊕ B ′ | ≤ n, and we an pre ompute the required information in
O(n log2 n) time by omputing all the diagrams VBi (Bi ) along with the pointlo ation data stru tures. Sin e tlo 2= O(log n), it follows that the overall
running
time of this approa h (after O(n log n) prepro essing time)
is
O(|B ′ | log2 n). With
this implementation, Algorithm 4.2.1 runs in O(n log3 n) expe ted time.
′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′⊕

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

A faster implementation

In the i-th step of the re ursion, we split Bi (almost evenly) into B2i and B2i+1 ,
and ompute the diagrams VB2i (B2i ) and VB2i+1 (B2i+1 ). We then lo ate ea h
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point b of B2i in VB2i+1 (B2i+1 ) to determine whi h point t of B2i+1 ontains b in
its Voronoi ell in VB2i+1 (B2i+1 ). We store t in a table Tb asso iated with b under
the key 2i + 1 that identi es the set B2i+1 . In the same way, we lo ate ea h point
b of B2i+1 in VB2i (B2i ) and store the orresponding point t of B2i in a table Tb
asso iated with b under the key 2i.
Sin e we perform exa tly one point-lo ation query for ea h point b of B1 on
ea h level of the re ursion tree, the table Tb has O(log n) entries. We an therefore
use the onstru tion of [FKS84℄ to store Tb in a perfe t-hash table of size O(log n)
that supports O(1) a ess time. Note that in the omplexity model of [FKS84℄,
it is assumed that the entries ome from a nite universe and the algorithm is
able to randomly a ess ea h memory lo ation in onstant time. Re all that
the onstru tion of [FKS84℄ is randomized and builds the hash table in O(log n)
expe ted time.
The total time we spend on ea h level of the2 re ursion tree is O(n log n), so
the total expe ted prepro essing time is O(n log
n) and the total time we spend
for answering point-lo ation queries is O(n log2 n).
In order to determine for a point b′ of B′ , where B′ ⊆ B1, whi h point t of Bi′
ontains b′ in its Voronoi ell, we nd the index j for whi h Bi′ = Bj . Then we
retrieve the entry with the key j from Tb . This is exa tly the point t of Bj that
ontains b in its Voronoi ell in VBj (Bj ).
It follows that tlo = O(1), so that the overall running time of this approa h
(after O(n log2 n) prepro essing2time) is O(|B′ | log n). With this implementation,
Algorithm 4.2.1 runs in O(n log n) expe ted time.
′

4.2.3

The optimization algorithm

We now present our algorithm that omputes, for a given polygonal
y le C on
3 n) expe ted time.
a set of n points in the plane, the value of Dmin
in
O
(
n
log
C
Clarkson and Shor [CS88℄ used a similar randomized approa h to ompute the
diameter of a point set. The main idea is to he k all the edges in the y le in a
random order. We start with a random edge e+1 ∈ C and ompute the dilation of
the path C \ {e1}, using the algorithm of [AKK ℄, and assign this value to . Then
we run Algorithm 4.2.1 to see for ea h edge e of the y le C whether the dilation
of the path C \ {e} is less than . We store with ea h edge e of C a Boolean ag,
denoted by flag(e), whi h is true if and only if the dilation of the path C \ {e}
is less than . For any edge e with flag(e) = true, we ompute and assign the
dilation of C \ {e} to  and update ags same as before. For more details see
algorithm 4.2.2.
The orre tness of the algorithm follows from the fa t that it returns
 = min Di = Dmin
C ;
1≤i≤n

4.3 Dilation-maximal edge deletion in a y le
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Algorithm 4.2.2: Optimization Algorithm
Input: A y le C on a set of n points.
Output: Dmin
C .

:= random permutation of the edges of C;
:= the dilation of the path C \ {e1};
Run Algorithm 4.2.1 and for ea h edge e of C, update flag(e);
=2 3
( )=
then
:= the dilation of the path C \ {ei};
Run Algorithm 4.2.1 and for ea h edge e of C, update flag(e);

1 {ei }i
2 
3
4 for i
; ; : : : ; n do
5
if flag ei true
6

7
8
end
9 end
10 return 

;

where i is the polygonal path obtained by removing ei from C.
Clearly, line 1 takes O(n) time. The algorithm of [AKK+℄ and, therefore,
line 2, takes O(n log n) expe ted time. Ea h time we run Algorithm 4.2.1, we
spend O(n log2 n) expe ted time. Observe that we run this algorithm on e in
line 3 and, moreover, in lines 4{9 ea h time the dilation of i is less than the
urrent value of . In the latter ase, we also spend O(n log n) expe ted time to
ompute the dilation of i . Sin e the edges of C are in random order, the values
D1 ; : : : ; Dn are in random order as well. At the start of the i-th iteration of
lines 4{9, the value of  is equal to min1≤j<i Dj . Thus, Di <  if and only if
Di is the minimum of the set {Dj | 1 ≤ j ≤ i}. It follows that Di <  with
probability 1=i. Using the linearity of expe tation, it follows
that the expe ted
number of times that lines 6 and 7 are performed is equal to Pni=2 1=i3 = O(log n).
Thus, the overall expe ted running time of our algorithm is O(n log n).
Theorem 4.2.3 Given a polygonal y le C on n verti es in the plane, we an
ompute Dmin in O(n log3 n) expe ted time.
C

4.3 Dilation-maximal edge deletion in a y le
Let C = (p0; : : : ; pn−1; p0) be a polygonal y le whose verti es p0; : : : ; pn−1 are
points in the plane. Re all from Se tion 4.1 that i (for 0 ≤ i < n) denotes the
polygonal path obtained by removing the edge (pi; pi+1 ) from C, di (x; y) denotes
the length of the subpath of i between x and y, Di (x; y) = di (x; y)=kxyk
denotes the dilation between x and y in i , and Di denotes the dilation of i .
In this se tion, we will give an algorithm that omputes
Dmax
= 0max
Di :
C
≤i<n
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Let L be the total length of the edges of C. We de ne (p0 ) := 0 and
(pi ) := (pi−1 ) + kpi−1pik for 1 ≤ i < n:
Thus, (pi ) is the length of the path (p0; : : : ; pi) and the shortest-path distan e
dC (pi ; pj ) between pi and pj in the y le C is given by
dC (pi ; pj ) = min(|(pi ) − (pj )|; L − |(pi ) − (pj )|):
Consider two distin t verti es x and y of C. We obtain the largest dilation
between x and y in any path i , by deleting an arbitrary edge on the shorter of
the two paths in C between x and y. Thus, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 4.3.1 Let x and y be two distin t verti es of C. Then

max D (x; y) =
0≤i<n i

max(|(x) − (y)|; L − |(x) − (y)|) ≥

L

2kxyk :
The next lemma states that the losest pair in the vertex set of C an be used
to obtain a 2-approximation to Dmax
C .
Lemma 4.3.2 Let (p; q ) be a losest pair in the vertex set of C. Then
Dmax
≤ 2 · max Di (p; q ):
C
0≤i<n
kxy k

Let j be an index su h that Dmax
= Dj and let x and y be two verti es
C
of C su h that Dj = Dj (x; y). Then
dj (x; y)
L
Dmax =
≤
:
Proof.

kxy k

C

By Lemma 4.3.1, we have
L

kpq k

kpq k

2 0max
Di (p; q ):
≤i<n

≤ ·

Thus, by omputing the losest pair (p; q) in the vertex set of C and then using Lemma 4.3.1 to ompute max0≤i<n Di (p; q), we obtain a 2-approximation
to Dmax
C . We now show that a simple extension leads to an algorithm that omputes the exa t value of Dmax
C .
Let S be the set of all pairs (x; y) in the vertex set of C for whi h x 6= y and
kxy k ≤ 2kpq k. The following lemma states that it suÆ es to onsider the elements
of S to ompute Dmax
C .
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Lemma 4.3.3 We have
Dmax
C

Proof.

max D (x; y):
= (x;y
max
)∈S 0≤i<n i

It is lear that
Dmax
= x; y verti
maxes of C 0max
Di (x; y ) ≥ max max Di (x; y ):
C
≤i<n
(x;y)∈S 0≤i<n

Let j be an index su h that Dmax
= Dj and let x and y be two verti es of C su h
C
that Dj = Dj (x; y). If we an show that (x; y) ∈ S (i.e., kxyk ≤ 2kpqk), then
the proof is omplete. By Lemma 4.3.1, we have
L
Di (p; q ):
≤i<n
2kpqk ≤ 0max

It follows that
L

2kpqk

≤

max D (p; q)
0≤i<n i
max

max

≤

D
x; y verti es of C 0≤i<n i
Dmax
C
Dj x; y

≤

kxy k

=
=
( )
(x; y)
= dkjxy
k
This implies that kxyk ≤ 2kpqk.

L

(x; y)

:

The dis ussion above leads to Algorithm 4.3.1 for omputing the value of Dmax
C .
By Lemma 4.3.1, ea h value omputed in line 7 of Algorithm 4.3.1 is equal
to max0≤i<n Di (x;max
y). By Lemma 4.3.3, the largest of the values omputed in
line 9 is equal to DC . This proves the orre tness of the algorithm. To analyze
the running time of the algorithm, it is lear that lines 1{3 takes O(n) time. The
losest-pair omputation in line 4 takes O(n log n) time; see [Smi00℄. In [LS95℄, it
is shown that the size of the set S is O(n). It is also shown there that if the points
in the vertex set of C are stored in two lists X and Y , where the points in X are
sorted by x- oordinates and the points in Y are sorted by y- oordinates, and if
there are ross-pointers between these two lists, then the set S an be omputed
in O(n) time. Therefore, line 5 takes O(n log n) time. In lines 6{8, the algorithm
spends O(1) time for ea h element of S . Sin e the size of S is O(n), the total time
for lines 6{8 is O(n). Thus, the total time of the algorithm is O(n log n).
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Algorithm 4.3.1: Criti al Edge
Input: A y le C = p0 ; p1 ; : : : ; pn−1 ; p0 .
Output: Dmax
C .

(p0) := 0;
for i := 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1 do (pi ) := (pi−1 ) + kpi−1pi k;
L := (pn−1 ) + kpn−1 p0 k;
(p; q) := the losest pair in the vertex set of C;
S := the set of all pairs (x; y) in the vertex set of C for whi h x 6= y and
kxy k ≤ 2kpq k;
6 forea h (x; y ) ∈ S do
7
tx;y := max(|(x) − (y)|; L − |(x) − (y)|)=kxyk;
8 end
return max
t ;
9
x;y x;y

1
2
3
4
5

If the y le C is a onvex polygon, then we an improve the running time: In
[LP78℄, it is shown that the losest pair an be omputed in O(n) time. Sin e C is
a onvex polygon, we an obtain the lists X and Y in O(n) time. It follows that
the entire algorithm runs in O(n) time.
The following observations lead to an alternative O(n){time algorithm for the
ase when C is a onvex polygon. The Delaunay triangulation DT of the vertex set
of C an be omputed in O(n) time, see [AGSS89℄. This implies that the losest
pair an be omputed in the same time bound. We show that DT an be used
to ompute the set S in O(n) time. A proof of the following lemma an be found
in [DDS92℄.
Lemma 4.3.4 Consider the Delaunay triangulation DT of the vertex set of C, and
let x and y be two distin t verti es that are not onne ted by an edge in DT . Then
there exists a path (x = x0 ; x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xk = y ) in DT , su h that

0 ≤ i < k, kxi xi+1 k < kxyk and
2. for ea h i with 0 ≤ i ≤ k , kxxi k < kxy k.
Let (p; q) be the losest pair in the vertex set of C and let d := 2kpqk. Let DT ′
be the subgraph of DT onsisting of all edges having length at most d. Lemma 4.3.4
implies that we obtain the set S (i.e., all pairs of points whose distan e is at most d)
by performing a BFS from ea h vertex x of DT until we rea h a vertex y su h
that kxyk > d. The total time for this is proportional to the size of S , whi h we
know to be O(n).
1. for ea h i with

Theorem 4.3.5 Given a polygonal y le C on n verti es in the plane, we an
ompute Dmax in O(n log n) time. If C is a onvex polygon, Dmax an be omputed
in O(n) time.
C

C

4.4 (1 + ")-Approximation algorithm

4.4
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-Approximation algorithm

(1 + ")

Consider again the polygonal y le C = (p0; : : : ; pn−1; p0) whose verti es are points
in the plane. Let " > 0 be a onstant. In this se tion, we show that an approximation to the dilation of ea h path i (0 ≤ i < n), as well as an approximation to
Dmin
C , an be omputed in O (n log n) total time. We use Fa t 3.2.2 to approximate
the dilation of the paths. By Fa t 3.2.2, in order to approximate the dilation of
a Eu lidean graph, it is suÆ ient to ompute the dilation between O(n) pairs of
verti es. Moreover, the hoi e of these verti es depends only on the vertex set of
the graph, it does not depend on the edges of the graph.
In a prepro essing step, we ompute a WSPD {(Aj ; Bj )}mj=1 , where m = O(n),
for the vertex set {p0; : : : ; pn−1} of the y le C, with respe t to s := 4(2+ ")=". We
an do this in O(n log n) time. For ea h j with 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we pi k an arbitrary
point aj in Aj , and an arbitrary point bj in Bj . Our algorithm will ompute, for
ea h i with 0 ≤ i < n, the value
ti := max Di (aj ; bj ):
1≤ j ≤ m
Re all that, by Fa t 3.2.2, Di =(1 + ") ≤ ti
(1 + ")-approximation of Di .

≤ Di

, whi h means that ti is a

Lemma 4.4.1 Let t∗ := min(t0 ; t1 ; : : : ; tn−1 ). Then
Dmin
C

min

(1 + ") ≤ t ≤ DC :
Proof. Let i be an index su h that t∗ = ti and let j be an index su h that
Dmin
= Dj . Then
C
t∗ = ti ≤ tj ≤ Dj = Dmin
C
and
Dmin
= Dj ≤ Di ≤ (1 + ")ti = (1 + ")t∗:
C
∗

We remark that, by a similar argument, the value t∗∗ := max(t0 ; t1; : : : ; tn−1)
an be shown to satisfy
Dmax
∗∗
max
C
(1 + ") ≤ t ≤ DC :
In other words, the algorithm that will be presented below an also be used to
ompute an approximation to Dmax
in O(n log n) time. We have seen in Se C
tion 4.3, however, that the exa t value of Dmax
an be omputed within the same
C
time bound.
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As mentioned above, our algorithm omputes ti for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1. The
nave algorithm takes O(n2) time to ompute the approximation be ause we test
O(n) andidate edges and for ea h one we spend O(n) time to approximate the
dilation of the path. But we an improve the running time using the following
algorithm.
The main idea is to maintain, for the urrent value of i, the m dilations
Di (aj ; bj ) (1 ≤ j ≤ m) in a balan ed binary sear h tree T . Observe that, for any
xed index j , the value of Di (aj ; bj ) hanges at most twi e when i is in reased
from 0 to n − 1. More pre isely, when we move from testing the edge (pi−1 ; pi) to
testing the edge (pi; pi+1 ), the value of Di (aj ; bj ) is di erent from Di 1 (aj ; bj )
only if aj = pi or bj = pi. In other words, when we test (pi ; pi+1), the dilation
of all pairs remains the same ex ept the pairs for whi h one of the points in the
pair is the same as pi. As a result, the total number of updates in T will be at
most 2m. So to maintain the sear h tree T , in total, we need O(m log m) time.
For the details of the algorithm see Algorithm 4.4.1.
Now we show the orre tness and ompute the time omplexity of the algorithm. Let  denote the path (p0; p1; : : : ; pn−1). Re all the relation < of Se tion 4.2.1. We may assume without loss of generality that aj < bj for ea h j
with 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
In the prepro essing steps, we ompute, in O(n) time, the values
(pi ) = d (p0; pi)
(0 ≤ i < n)
and the total length L of the y le C. Observe that, for 0 ≤ i < n, the distan e
di (aj ; bj ) between aj and bj in the path i satis es

bj ) − (aj )
if i = n − 1 or pi < aj or bj < pi+1 ,
di (aj ; bj ) = (
L − ((bj ) − (aj )) otherwise.
(4.3)
Using (4.3) we an ompute the dilation between ea h pair of points in onstant time. Then, in O(n log n) time, we an ompute the WSPD and sele t the
representatives for ea h pair in the WSPD. In the nal part of the prepro essing
step, we ompute, for ea h i with 0 < i < n, the set
Si := {j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m; aj = pi or bj = pi }:
−

Obviously, all these sets an be omputed in O(m) = O(n) time. Note that Si
ontains all indi es j su h that the pairs (aj ; bj ) should be updated in step i.
The orre tness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 4.4.1 and the dis ussion above. We have seen already that the prepro essing step, i.e. lines 1{10,
takes O(n log n) time. Lines 11{16 take O(m log m) = O(n log n) time. The total
time for lines 17{25 is proportional to Pni=1−1 (|Si | + 1) log m ≤ (2m + n) log m =
O(n log n):

4.4 (1 + ")-Approximation algorithm
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Algorithm 4.4.1: Approximate Minimal Deletion
Input: Cy le C = p0 ; p1 ; : : : ; pn−1 ; p0 and a real onstant " > 0.
Output: Path  = C \ {e}.

( ) := 0;
1 (pi ) := (pi−1 ) + kpi−1pi k;
:= 1 2
:= ( ) +
;
(
) := WSPD of the point set P := {p0; : : : ; pn−1} with respe t to
s = 4(2 + ")=";
5 for i := 1; : : : ; m do
6
Sele t arbitrary points ai ∈ Ai and bi ∈ Bi ;
7
if ai 6< bi then swit h ai and bi ;
1
p0
2 for i
; ; : : : ; n − do
3 L
pn−1 kpn−1p0 k
4 { Ai ; Bi }m
i=1

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

end
for i := 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1 do Si := {j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m; aj = pi or bj = pi };

Initialize an empty balan ed binary sear h tree T (e.g., a red-bla k tree);
Dj := D0 (aj ; bj );
/* Using (4.3) */
Insert Dj into T ;

for j = 1; 2; : : : ; m do
end

t0 := the maximum element in the tree T ;
t = t0 ; e = (p0 ; p1 );
for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1 do
forea h j ∈ Si do
Delete Dj from the tree T ;
Dj := Di (aj ; bj );
Insert Dj into T ;

/* Using (4.3) */

end

ti := the maximum element in the tree T ;

if ti < t then t := ti ; e := (pi ; pi+1 );
end
return C \ {e};

= (p0 ; : : : ; pn−1; p0) on n verti es in
the plane and a onstant " > 0, in O(n log n) time, we an ompute a sequen e
t0 ; : : : ; tn−1 ; t∗ of real numbers, su h that
Theorem 4.4.2 Given a polygonal y le C

DPi

(1 + ") ≤ ti ≤ DPi
for ea h i = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1 and

Dmin
C

(1 + ") ≤ t

∗

≤ Dmin
C :
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4.5 Con luding remarks
Re ently, there has been a fair amount of work on the problem of omputing the
optimal dilation of a given (geometri ) graph [CHL07, EW07, GKM07, KK07℄.
In this hapter we onsidered a variation of the problem where we are given a
polygonal y le and are supposed to hoose one edge to remove su h that the
resulting polygonal path gives the smallest (or the largest) possible dilation.
A straightforward and hallenging open problem is to generalize the results to
more general Eu lidean graphs. In that ase it is also interesting to see how we
an generalize the results when we want to remove more than one edge.

A knowledgments
We would like to thank Hee-Kap Ahn, Christian Knauer, Mi hiel Smid and Yajun
Wang, the o-authors on this hapter and Jan Vahrenhold for fruitful dis ussions
on the subje t.

Chapter 5

Computing Spanner
Diameter

5.1 Introdu tion
The diameter of an unweighted undire ted graph is the length of the longest shortest path. When studying the diameter of a graph, the length of the path is usually
the number of edges/links along the path. More pre isely, for a graph G(V; E ), the
diameter of G, denoted by diam(G), is equal to maxx;y∈V dG(x; y) where dG(x; y)
is the shortest path length between x and y in G. To ompute the diameter of a
graph G, it is suÆ ient to ompute all-pairs-shortest paths whi h an be done in
O(mn + n2 log n) time using O(m + n) spa e where n is the number of verti es
and m is the number of edges of the input graph.
Now suppose we have a geometri t-spanner. Then normally we would measure
the length of a path as the sum of its edges lengths. We would then de ne the
diameter of the spanner as the maximum distan e between any two points. This,
however, is not very useful: in a geometri t-spanner, the diameter is at most t
times the geometri diameter and sin e t is small (say (1 + ") for some " lose to
0) this is not very informative. Sometimes, however, the number of links on a path
also plays a role. Consider for instan e the network of some airline. We would like
to have a short onne tion between every pair of airports, but we would also like
to have as few stopovers as possible. Also in appli ations involving wireless ad ho
networks it is often desirable to have small spanner diameter sin e it determines
the maximum number of times a message has to be transmitted in a network.
This leads us to the following de nition of diameter where we onsider the number
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of links on a path as its length, but we restri t our attention to paths that are
relatively short in the weighted sense. More formally, the diameter is de ned as
follows:
De nition 5.1.1 The diameter (or spanner diameter) of a t-spanner G(V; E ) is the

smallest integer D su h that for every pair of verti es u and v in V , there exists a
t-path between u and v in G whi h ontains at most D edges.

In other words, we have both an upper bound on the path length and an upper
bound on the number of links on the path.
As far as we know there is no known algorithm to ompute the spanner diameter
of a t-spanner. In this hapter we present a dynami programming approa h. In
Chapter 6 we will study this quality riterion when building t-spanners.
In this hapter we assume that G(V; E ) is a t-spanner of V where (V; d) is a
metri spa e. Re all that a t-path between two verti es u and v in G is a path of
length at most t · d(u; v).

5.2 Dynami programming approa h
Let G(V; E ) be a t-spanner of V . For ea h p and q in V , let ÆG≤k (p; q), or Æ≤k (p; q) if
the graph is lear from the ontext, denote the shortest path between p and q in G
with at most k edges, if su h a path exists. In the ase when we have more than one
su h path
we onsider the path with the smallest number of edges. Also assume
that d≤Gk (p; q), or for short d≤k (p; q), is the length of Æ≤k (p; q). If there is no path
between p and q whi≤k h ontains at most k links then we set d≤k (p; q) to ∞. For
simpli ity we set d (p; p) = 0 for ea h vertex p ∈ V and every integer k. Note
that if d≤k (p; q) ≤ t · d(p; q) then there exists a t-path between p and q whi h
ontains at most k links. So by De nition 5.1.1, the diameter of G is the smallest
integer k su h that d≤k (p; q) ≤ t · d(p; q), for every pair of verti es p and q in V .
To ompute the diameter of a t-spanner it is suÆ ient to ompute d≤k for
every k and for every pair of verti es in the graph. Obviously for ea h pair p and
q in V we have
n
o
≤i
≤j
d≤k (p; q) = imin
d
(
p;
r
)
+
d
(
r;
q
)
:
( +r j=V k)
In the next lemma we will show how to de rease the number of paths we need to
examine.
∈

Lemma 5.2.1 Let G(V; E ) be a graph, let p and q be any two verti es of G and
let k ≥ 2 be an integer. If i′ and j ′ are two arbitrary positive integers su h that
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i′ + j ′ = k then

n

o

n

o

min d≤i (p; r) + d≤j (r; q) = min
d≤i (p; r) + d≤j (r; q) :
r ∈V
(i+r j=V k)
Proof. Obviously the left-hand side of the equality is at most equal to the righthand side. To prove the opposite inequality, assume i and j are two arbitrary
positive integers su h that i + j = k. The laim is that for ea h summation
d≤i (p; r) + d≤j (r; q) there exist r′ ∈ V su h that
d≤i (p; r) + d≤j (r; q) ≥ d≤i (p; r′ ) + d≤j (r′ ; q):
′

′

∈

′

′

Without loss of generality we assume i′ < i. So j ′ > j and for ea h pair of
verti es (x; y) we have d≤j (x; y) ≤ d≤j (x; y). Now there are two ases:
Case 1: Æ≤i (p; r) ontains at most i′ edges. In this ase we are done be ause
≤i
d (p; r) = d≤i (p; r) and d≤j (r; q) ≥ d≤j (r; q).
Case 2: Æ≤i (p; r) ontains more than i′ edges. Let r′ be the i′th node in
≤i
Æ (p; r) starting from p and let  be the sub-path of Æ≤i (p; r) between r′ and r,
see Figure 5.1 for an illustration. Note that  is the shortest path between r′ and
r with at most i − i′ edges and
d≤i (p; r) = d≤i (p; r′ ) + d≤i−i (r′ ; r):
Now let ′ be the path generated by on atenating  and Æ≤j (r; q). Clearly ′
′

′

′

′

′

r
Π

r′

p

Π′

i′ th point from p
Figure 5.1:

q

Illustrating the proof of Lemma 5.2.1.

is a path between r′ and q whi h ontains at most i − i′ + j edges. Therefore
d≤i (p; r) + d≤j (r; q) = d≤i (p; r′ ) + d≤i−i (r′ ; r) + d≤j (r; q)
≥ d≤i (p; r′ ) + d≤i−i +j (r′ ; q )
= d≤i (p; r′ ) + d≤j (r′ ; q):
The laim and, hen e, the lemma follows.
′

′

′

′

′

′
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By repla ing i′ by k − 1 and j ′ by 1 we have the following orollary.
Corollary 5.2.2 Let G(V; E ) be a graph and let p and q be two verti es of G. For
every integer k ≥ 2 we have
o
n
≤k −1
(
p; r) + d≤1 (r; q) :
d≤k (p; q) = min
d
r ∈V
To ompute the diameter of a t-spanner G, we ompute d≤k (p; q) for ea h k
using Corollary
5.2.2. We start with k = 1. Obviously for all edges (p; q) in the
graph
G, d≤1 (p; q) = d(p; q) and d≤1 (p; q) = ∞ otherwise. Then we an ompute
d≤k using d≤1 and d≤k−1 . We ontinue onstru ting d≤k , for k = 2; 3; : : :, until
for every pair of verti es (p; q), the value of d≤k (p; q) is at most t · d(p; q). For
details see Algorithm 5.2.1.
Algorithm 5.2.1: Diameter
Input: G(V; E ) and t > 1.
Output: Spanner diameter of G(V; E ).
1 forea h (p; q ) ∈ V 2 do
2
if (p; q) ∈ E then d≤1 (p; q) := d(p; q);
3
else d≤1 (p; q) := ∞;
4 end

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

k := 1;

ag:=true;
while ag =true do
k := k + 1;

ag:=false;
forea h (p; q) ∈ V 2ndo
o
≤k −1
≤1
d≤k (p; q) := min
d
(
p;
r
)
+
d
(
r;
q
)
;
r ∈V
if d≤k (p; q) > t · d(p; q) then ag:=true;
end
end
return k;
The following orollary follows immediately from Algorithm 5.2.1.

Corollary 5.2.3 The diameter of a t-spanner G with n verti es an be omputed
in O(D · n3 ) time using O(n2 ) spa e, where D is the diameter of G.

D) · n3 ) using the following tri k. In
We an improve the running≤time
to O(log(
k
+1
≤k
Algorithm ≤5.2.1
we ompute
d
using d and d≤≤k1. By Lemma 5.2.1 we an
2
k
≤k
ompute d using d . So instead of omputing d , for every k between 1 and
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, we ompute d≤2i for 0 < i ≤ ⌈log D⌉. Clearly for i = ⌈log(D)⌉, we have a t-path
with at most i links between every pair of verti es. To nd the exa t diameter, we
perform ai binary
sear h on the interval (2i−1 ; 2i℄. More pre isely, we ompute di≤k1
i
1
≤2
i−1 i
for k = i2 +2
2 , whi h is the middle point of the interval (2 ; 2 ℄, using d
2
and
d≤2 whi h have already been omputed. If for all pairs (p; q) the value of
≤k
d (p; q) is at most t times d(p; q) then we limit the new interval to (2i−1 ; k℄ and
ontinue the sear h. Otherwise, we ontinue the sear h on (k; 2i℄. We have the
diameter when the length of the sear hing interval is 1. See Algorithm 5.2.2 for
more details.
D

−

−

−

Algorithm 5.2.2: Diameter2
Input: G(V; E ) and t > 1.
Output: Spanner diameter of G(V; E ).
1 forea h (p; q ) ∈ V 2 do
2
if (p; q) ∈ E then d≤1 (p; q) := d(p; q);
3
else d≤1 (p; q) := ∞;
4 end

5
6
7
8
9
10

k := 0;

ag:=true;
while ag =true do
ag:=false;

k := k + 1;
forea h (p; q) ∈ V 2 do
o
n
k
k 1
≤2k 1
d≤2 (p; q) := min
d
(
p; r) + d≤2 (r; q) ;
r ∈V
k
if d≤2 (p; q) > t · d(p; q) then ag:=true;
−

11

−

12
13
end
14 end
i−1 Ie
i
15 Ib
16 while Ie 6
Ib
do
17
Im
Ib Ie = j
18
forea h p; q ∈ V 2
19
20
21
22
23
24

:= 2 ; := 2 ;
= ( + 1)
:= ( + ) 2; := Ib − Im ;
don
( )
o
≤Im
≤Ib
≤j
d (p; q) := min
d
(
p;
r
)
+
d
(
r;
q
)
;
r ∈V
if d≤Im (p; q) > t · d(p; q) then ag:=true;

end
if ag = true then Ib := Im else Ie := Im ;
end
return Ie ;
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It is easy to see that Algorithm 5.2.2 needs to ompute d≤k for O(log(D))
values of k whi h means the time omplexity of the algorithm is O(log(D2 ) · n3 ).
Note that the spa e omplexity of thei algorithm in reases to O(log(D) · n ) sin e
we need to save all the distan es d≤2 generated in the rst loop of the algorithm.
The following orollary immediately follows from Algorithm 5.2.2.
Corollary 5.2.4 The diameter of a t-spanner G with n verti es an be omputed
in O(log(D) · n3 ) time using O(log(D) · n2 ) spa e, where D is the diameter of G.

5.3 Improving the omplexity bounds
With some modi ations we an redu e the running time to O(D · mn) whi h is
mu h faster for t-spanners with a small number of edges. On line 11 of Algorithm 5.2.1,
we ompute the minimum over all r ∈ V , but if r is not adja ent to
q, then d≤1 (r; q) = ∞ and obviously we do not need to he k r. In the modi ation, to ompute d≤k (p; q), we ompute the minimum over the verti es whi h are
adja ent to q. Therefore for a pair (p; q) we need O(deg(q)) time to ompute the
minimum, where deg(q) is the degree of q. Therefore the total running time is
0

O D ·

X

(p;q)∈V 2

0

1

deg(q)A =

O D ·
0

XX

p∈ V q ∈ V
X

=

O D ·

=

O D · mn

(

p∈ V

1

deg(q)A

1

2mA

):

Algorithm 5.3.1 uses O(n2 ) spa e sin e the path lengths are stored in a matrix.
However, by pro essing one node at a time, we an repla e the matrix by an array.
More pre isely, for ea h vertex p ∈ V , we ompute the radius of G from p. The
radius of G from a node p is de ned as the minimum integer Dp su h that for any
node q ∈ V , there is a t-path between p and q in G whi h ontains at most Dp
edges. After all the verti es have been pro essed, the largest radius will be the
diameter of G.
Theorem 5.3.1 The diameter of a t-spanner G with n nodes and m edges an be
omputed in O(D · mn) time using O(n) spa e, where D is the diameter of G.

5.4 A nal approa h
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Algorithm 5.3.1: Diameter3
Input: G(V; E ) and t > 1.
Output: Spanner diameter of G(V; E ).
1 forea h (p; q ) ∈ V 2 do
2
if (p; q) ∈ E then d≤1 (p; q) := d(p; q);
else d≤1 (p; q) := ∞;
3
4 end

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

k := 1;

ag:=true;
while ag =true do
k := k + 1;

ag:=false;
forea h (p; q) ∈ V 2 do
n
o
d≤k (p; q) :=
min
d≤k−1 (p; r) + d(r; q) ;
r is adja ent to q
if d≤k (p; q) > t · d(p; q) then ag:=true;
end
end
return k;

5.4 A nal approa h
In Algorithm 5.3.1, we updated
d≤k for every pair of verti es p and q in V . This
≤k −1
was done by omputing d (p; r)+d≤1(r; q) for every vertex r ∈ V adja ent to q.
However, the shortest path between p and r of at most k − 1 edges, Æ≤k−1 (p; r),
may ontain less than k − 1 edges. We observe that we do not need to he k
the path in this ase sin e this will give us the shortest path between p and q
ontaining at most k − 1 edges { whi h already has been omputed.
In this se tion we pro ess all pairs (p; q) su h that Æ≤k−1 (p; q) ontains exa tly
k − 1 edges instead of he king all pairs. It is obvious that the rest of the entries
of d≤k are the same as the orresponding entries in d≤k−1 .
To do this, let Sk−1 be the set of all pairs (p; q) ∈ V 2 su h that Æ≤k−1(p; q)
ontains exa tly k − 1 links. For ea h pair (p; q) ∈ Sk−1 we he k whether we
an add an edge to Æ≤k−1 (p; q), from one of its endpoints, su h that the resulting
path forms a shorter path between its endpoints. More pre isely, for ea h pair
(p; q) ∈ Sk−1 and for every adja ent node of p, ≤say
r, we he k if there is a shorter
path between
r and q via p. In the ase that d k (q; r) > d≤k−1 (p; q) + d(p; r), we
update d≤k (q; r) and add (q; r) to Sk . We do the same for all adja ent nodes of q.
For more details see Algorithm 5.4.1.
In the worst ase the set Sk may ontain all the pairs of verti es whi h means we
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need O(mn) time to ompute d≤k . This gives us an algorithm, alled Diameter4,
with running time O(Dmn), and spa e omplexity O(n2 ). Note that the spa e
omplexity an be improved to O(n), sin e the verti es an be pro essed iteratively.
We denote this spa e improved version of Diameter4 by Diameter4i. Even
thought the omplexity bounds of Diameter4 and Diameter4i are identi al to
the bounds of the algorithm in Se tion 5.3 we believe that this approa h will be
more eÆ ient in pra ti e. This is also supported by the experiments performed in
the next se tion.
Algorithm 5.4.1: Diameter4
Input: G(V; E ) and t > 1.
Output: Spanner diameter of G(V; E ).
1 forea h (p; q ) ∈ V 2 do
2
if (p; q) ∈ E then
3
d≤1 (p; q) := d(p; q);
4
Add (p; q) to S1;
else d≤1 (p; q) := ∞;
5
6 end
7 k := 1; ag:=true;
8 while ag =true do
9
k := k + 1;
10
forea h (p; q) ∈ V 2 do d≤k (p; q) := d≤k−1 (p; q);
11
ag:=false;
12
forea h (p; q) ∈ Sk−1 do
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

forea h vertex r adja ent to p do
if d≤k (r; q) > d≤k−1 (p; q) + d(p; r) then
d≤k (r; q) := d≤k−1 (p; q) + d(p; r);

Add (r; q) to Sk ;
if d≤k (r; q) > t · d(r; q) then ag:=true;

end
end
forea h vertex r adja ent to q do
if d≤k (r; p) > d≤k−1 (p; q) + d(q; r) then
d≤k (r; p) := d≤k−1 (p; q) + d(q; r);

Add (r; p) to Sk ;
if d≤k (r; p) > t · d(r; p) then ag:=true;

end
end
end
end
return k;
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DIAMETER2 (Greedy-graph)
DIAMETER3 (Greedy-graph)
DIAMETER4 (Greedy-graph)
DIAMETER4i (Greedy-graph)
DIAMETER2 (Θ-graph)
DIAMETER3 (Θ-graph)
DIAMETER4 (Θ-graph)
DIAMETER4i (Θ-graph)
DIAMETER2 (WSPD-graph)
DIAMETER3 (WSPD-graph)
DIAMETER4 (WSPD-graph)
DIAMETER4i(WSPD-graph)
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8
6

DIAMETER2 (Greedy-graph)
DIAMETER3 (Greedy-graph)
DIAMETER4 (Greedy-graph)
DIAMETER4i (Greedy-graph)
DIAMETER2 (Θ-graph)
DIAMETER3 (Θ-graph)
DIAMETER4 (Θ-graph)
DIAMETER4i (Θ-graph)
DIAMETER2 (WSPD-graph)
DIAMETER3 (WSPD-graph)
DIAMETER4 (WSPD-graph)
DIAMETER4i (WSPD-graph)

60

Time (Seconds)

14

Time (Seconds)

×103

×103

We implemented Diameter2, Diameter3, Diameter4 and Diameter4i|the
version of Diameter4 whi h use linear spa e|and ompared their running times
on three di erent t-spanners on planar point sets: greedy-graphs, -graphs and
WSPD-graphs. These spanners range from very sparse graphs with onstant degree to mu h denser graphs with linear degree. The theoreti al diameter of the
spanners are also di erent. The properties of these spanners are dis ussed in detail in Chapter 6. The experiments were done on uniformly distributed point sets
range from 100 to 10,000 points.
Algorithm Diameter2 (Algorithm 5.2.2) is the slowest algorithm as its
O(log(D) · n3 ) theoreti al bound shows. Sin e its running time depends on D
it performs better for graphs with small diameter, see Figure 5.2. For example, for
a t-spanner with 2K verti es, Diameter2 needs about 4K se onds to ompute the
diameter of a greedy-graph. This time de reases to 3K se onds for -graphs and
1K se onds for WSPD-graphs. Note that diameter of greedy-graphs, -graphs and
WSPD-graphs are 102, 26 and 3 respe tively. The experiments also show that the
running time of diameter2 is independent of the number of edges of the input
graph.
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Figure 5.2:
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:

Comparing the running times of the diameter algorithms for di erent graphs.

For Diameter3 the experiments show that the number of edges is the most
important variable in the running time. For example for a 2-spanner on a set of
4K points, diameter3 needs 1000 se onds to ompute the diameter of greedygraphs and the time de reases to roughly 600 se onds for -graphs and WSPDgraphs. For smaller values of t, this order hanges: for t = 1:1, the algorithm
needs 5K se onds to ompute the diameter of WSPD-graphs and this de reases
to 1000 se onds for greedy-graphs and -graphs. Note that, in general, when we
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Diameter2

Diameter3

Diameter4i

WSPD-graph

-graph

Greedy-graph

0.06
6.8
52.2
301
1822

WSPD-graph

0.04
4
31.4
226
1544

-graph

Table 5.1:

Greedy-graph

WSPD-graph

-graph

Greedy-graph

WSPD-graph

-graph

Greedy-graph

100 0.2 0.1 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03
500 31 9.9 4
1.5 3.1 7.5
1000 327 195 59.3 12.3 29.6 69.7
2000 2702 1445 254 118 196 471
4000
1057 1256 5265
6000
3196.5 3848 13571
8000
7228 9131 65360

Diameter4

0.07 0.01 0.02 0.04
10.8 0.48 2.1 10
83.3 3.1 15.3 67
484 23 95 413
4548 200 576 2635
510.5 1654 7603
1192 3552 16301

The running of diameter algorithms (in se onds) on 1.1-spanners on uniformly
distributed point sets.

de rease t, the diameter de reases and the size of the graph in reases. As one
an see in Figure 5.2, by de reasing t, the running time of Diameter3 improved
slightly on WSPD-graphs but the improvement is onsiderable for greedy-graphs
and -graphs.
Algorithm Diameter4 has the same behavior as Diameter3 and shows a
small improvement when we have very dense graphs. However the improvement
on the O(n)-spa e version of the algorithm, or Diameter4i, is onsiderable. It
uses roughly one-third of the time needed for Diameter4 and, for example, to
ompute the diameter of a 2-spanner with 4K verti es, it needs 75, 250 and 430
se onds for greedy-graphs, -graphs and WSPD-graphs, respe tively. Note that
the algorithm Diameter4 needs 900 se onds to ompute the diameter of greedygraphs and this time in reases to 1200 se onds for -graphs and WSPD-graphs.
The experiments indi ate that the improvements to Algorithm Diameter4
make a onsiderable di eren e, see Table 5.1. However, to verify this we would
need to perform tests on mu h larger point sets.

5.6 Con luding remarks
In this hapter we gave several algorithms to ompute the spanner diameter of a
t-spanner. The fastest algorithm runs in O(D · mn) time using O(m + n) spa e,
where D is the diameter, m is the size and n is the number of verti es of the input
graph. All the algorithms work for general, not ne essarily geometri , t-spanners.
An obvious open question is if there are faster algorithms for geometri2 t-spanners.
Also in the analysis of the last algorithm we used the obvious O(n ) bound for
the size of Sk , the set of point pairs whi h the shortest path between them with
at most k links ontains exa tly k edges. It would be ni e if a more intelligent
analysis would show a better bound on the number of su h pairs in the graph.

5.6 Con luding remarks
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Chapter 6

Experimental Study of
Geometri Spanners

6.1 Introdu tion
The problem of onstru ting spanners
has re eived onsiderable attention from
a theoreti al perspe tive, see [ADD+ 93, ADM+ 95, AMS99, BGM04, CDNS95,
DHN93, DN97, DNS95, GLN02, Kei88, KG92, LL92, LNS02, Sal91, Vai91℄, the
surveys [Epp00, GK07, Smi00℄, and the re ent book by Narasimhan and
Smid [NS07℄, but almost no attention from a pra ti al or experimental perspe tive [NP03, SZ04℄.
In this hapter we onsider the most well-known algorithms for the onstru tion of t-spanners in the plane: variants of greedy spanners, variants of -graphs,
spanners onstru ted from the well-separated pair de omposition (WSPD), skiplist spanners, sink spanners and some hybrid algorithms. The quality measurements used in the literature is the number of edges, the weight, the maximum
degree, the spanner diameter and the number of rossings. We study ea h of the
algorithms independently, but also in ombination with ea h other. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the rst time an extensive experimental study has been performed on the onstru tion of t-spanners. Navarro and Paredes [NP03℄ presented
four heuristi s for point sets in high-dimensional metri2:24spa e (d = 20) and showed
by empiri al methods that the running time was O(n ) and the number of edges
in the produ ed graphs was O(n1:13 ). In [SZ04℄ Sigurd and Za hariasen onsidered the problem of onstru ting a minimum weight t-spanner of a given graph,
but they only onsidered sparse graphs of small size, i.e., graphs with at most 64
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verti es and with average vertex degree 4 or 8.
The hapter is organized as follows. We rst brie y go through the desirable
properties for t-spanners. In Se tion 6.2 we des ribe the implemented algorithms
together with the theoreti al bounds and implementation details. Finally, we
dis uss possible improvements and future resear h.
Throughout the hapter t will be assumed to be a small onstant. In the
experiments we used values of t between 1.05 and 2.

6.1.1

Spanner properties

As input we are given a set P of n points in the plane and a real value t > 1. The
aim is to ompute a t-spanner for P with some good properties. Re all from the
introdu tion that the properties that we onsider are:
Size: The number of edges in the graph. This is the most important measurement and all the implemented algorithms produ e spanners with O(n) edges.
Degree: The maximum number of edges in ident to a vertex.
Weight: The weight of a Eu lidean network G is the sum of the edge weights.
The best that an be a hieved is a onstant times the weight of the minimum
spanning tree, denoted wt(MST (P )).
Spanner Diameter: De ned as the smallest integer D su h that for any pair of
verti es u and v in P , there is a path of length at most t · kuvk between u and
v ontaining at most D edges. We implemented the algorithm in Chapter 5 to
ompute the spanner diameter of the t-spanners. Throughout the hapter we will
simply refer to the spanner diameter, by the diameter.
Re all that some of the above properties are ompeting, e.g., a graph with
onstant degree annot have onstant spanner diameter, and a graph with small
spanner diameter annot have a linear number of edges [ADM+ 95℄.

6.2 Spanner onstru tion algorithms
Here we give a short des ription of ea h of the implemented algorithms together
with their theoreti al bounds. For a detailed des ription of ea h of the algorithms
onsidered in this se tion please refer to the re ent book by Narasimhan and
Smid [NS07℄. A summary of the theoreti al bounds an be found in Table 6.1.

6.2 Spanner onstru tion algorithms

6.2.1
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The original greedy algorithm and an improvement

The greedy algorithm was dis overed independently by Bern in 1989 and Althofer
et al. [ADD+ 93℄. Sin e then the greedy algorithm has been subje t to onsiderable
resear h [Cha94, CDNS95, DHN93, DN97, GLN02, Soa94℄. The original algorithm
starts with the omplete graph G while maintaining a partial spanner graph G ′ of G .
All the edges of G are sorted with respe t to their length in in reasing order. Next
the edges are pro′ essed in sorted order. Pro essing an edge (u; v) entails a shortest
path query in G between u and v. If there is no t-path between u and v (a path
of length at most t · kuvk) in G ′ then (u; v) is added to G ′ otherwise it is dis arded.
The 2time omplexity of the original greedy algorithm is O(n3 log n) and it uses
O(n ) spa e. The graph onstru ted using the greedy algorithm will be alled a
greedy graph.
Algorithm 6.2.1: Org. Greedy
Input: P and t > 1.
Output: t-spanner G ′ = (P; E ′ ).

Constru t the omplete graph of P , denoted G = (P; E );
Sort the edges in by in reasing weight; /* ties are broken arbitrarily */
:= ;
:= ( );
( )
/* in sorted order */
(
) > t · kuvk then E ′ := E ′ ∪ {(u; v)};
= ( );

1
2
E
3 E′
∅
4 G′
P; E ′
5 forea h u; v ∈ E do
6
if ShortestPath G ′ ; u; v
7 end
8 return G ′
P; E ′

Theorem 6.2.1 The greedy graph is a t-spanner of P with O( t−n1 ) edges, O( t−1 1 )
maximum degree and total weight O( (t−11)4 · wt(MST (P ))), and an be omputed
in time O(n3 log n).

Note that a trivial (n) lower bound on the diameter of a greedy graph is obtained
by pla ing n points on a line.
The greedy approa h an also be used to prune a given t-spanner G = (P; E ),
that is, instead of onsidering the edges in the omplete graph (see Algorithm 6.2.1),
the algorithm only onsiders the edges in E . In this hapter we also perform experiments using the pruning tool in ombination with the other algorithms, see
Se tion 6.3.8.
Improvement

As mentioned above the running time of the implemented algorithm is O(n3 log n),
whi h is very slow when performing experiments with up to 13,000 points. We use
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a speed-up strategy that turned out to de rease the running time onsiderably in
pra ti e. The original algorithm performs a shortest path query for ea h pair of
points to he k if there is a t-path between the two points or not. But there are
two simple observations:
1. We only need to know if there is a t-path between the two points, we do not
need to nd a shortest path (or even a path).
2. The algorithm only adds O(n) edges to the graph in total, so only a small
number of hanges are made to the graph during the exe ution.
Therefore, we use a matrix to save the length of the shortest path between ea h
pair of points and update it only when we need to, thus it is not always up to date.
Instead of omputing a shortest path for ea h pair (line 6 of Algorithm 6.2.1), we
rst he k the matrix to see if there is a t-path or not and if the answer is no, then
we do a shortest path query and update the matrix whi h enables us to answer
the distan e query orre tly, see Algorithm 6.2.2 for more details.
Algorithm 6.2.2: Imp. Greedy
Input: P and t > 1.
Output: t-spanner G ′ = (P; E ′ ).

( )
( ) := ;
Constru t the omplete graph of , denoted = ( );
Sort the edges in by in reasing weight;
:= ;
:= ( );
( )
( )
Dis ard ( );
Compute single-sour e shortest path with sour e ;
update
( ) and
(
( )
Dis ard ( );
:=
( );

1 forea h u; v ∈ P 2 do W eight u; v
∞
P
2
G
P; E
3
E
/*ties are broken arbitrarily */
4 E′
∅
5 G
P; E ′
6 forea h u; v ∈ E do
7
if W eight u; v ≤ t · kuvk then
8
u; v
9
else
10
u
11
forea h w ∈ P do
W eight u; w
W eight w; u
12
if W eight u; v ≤ t · kuvk then
u; v
13
else E ′ E ′ ∪ { u; v }
14
end
15 end
16 return G ′ P; E ′

(

);

);

With these hanges, the spa e omplexity of the original greedy algorithm
in reases by a onstant fa tor, but the gain in running time is onsiderable. We
ounted the number of shortest path queries that this algorithm performs in the
experiments and surprisingly it seems that only O(n) shortest path queries is
performed. More details an be found in Se tion 6.3.9.

6.2 Spanner onstru tion algorithms

Conje ture 6.2.2
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Algorithm 6.2.2 performs O(n) shortest path queries.

Implementation

The implementations of the two algorithms are straight-forward. The shortest
path queries are done by using the Dijkstra fun tion in LEDA.
6.2.2

The approximate greedy algorithm

Even though the improved algorithm is faster than the original greedy algorithm
the running time is still (n2 log n), thus any approa h that an speed-up the
algorithm would be of great interest. The running time is mainly due to the fa t
that (n2) shortest path queries needed to be answered in a graph with O(n)
edges, ea h of whi h ould take O(n log n) time. Das and Narasimhan [DN97℄
showed how to use lustering to p
speed up shortest path queries. The approximate
greedy algorithm starts with a t=t′-spanner G ′ with O(n) edges and onstant
degree generated by an O(n log n)-time algorithm.
Note that this network may
√
not have small weight. Then it omputes a tt′-spanner of G ′ using an approximate
variant of the greedy algorithm. To obtain G = (P; E ) from G ′ the approximate
greedy algorithm starts with E = ∅ and adds all the short edges (i.e. those of
length at most D=n, where D is the distan e between the farthest pair of points)
to E . For the remaining edges, the algorithm sorts them by in reasing weight and
pro esses them in log n phases. Pro essing an edge e = (u; v) entails a shortest
path query whi h is answered by performing an approximate shortest path query
on a \ luster graph" H , whi h is simultaneously maintained. The luster graph
H has the following properties:
1. distan es in H \ losely" approximate distan es in the urrent graph G .
2. every vertex in H has bounded degree, and
3. \spe ialized" shortest path queries in H an be answered in onstant time.
Algorithm 6.2.3 gives a sket h of the approximate greedy algorithm. For more details see [DN97℄ or [NS07℄. The time omplexity of this algorithm is O(n log2 n).
Note that the graph generated by this algorithm is an approximate version of the
graph generated by the original greedy algorithm sin e the algorithm prunes a
graph with a linear number of edges and answers shortest path queries approximately.
Gudmundsson et al. [GLN02℄ later improved the running time to O(n log n)
(using the algebrai de ision tree model extended with indire t addressing) but
the modi ed version is quite involved and therefore we de ided to only implement
the above version. The following theorem states the theoreti al bounds.
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Algorithm 6.2.3: Apx. Greedy
Input: P , t > 1, t′ ∈ (1; t),  > 1.
Output: t-spanner G = (P; E ).
p

Constru t a bounded-degree t=t′-spanner G ′(P; E ′ );
2 Sort the edges in E ′ by in reasing weight; /*ties are broken arbitrarily */
3 D := maximum length of any edge in E ′ ;
4 E0 := edges of E ′ having length in (0; D=n℄;
5 E := E0 ;
6 G := (P; E );
7 for k := 1 to ⌈log n⌉ do
8
Constru t luster graph H of G ;
9
Ek := sorted sequen e of edges of E ′ having length in (k−1 D=n; k D=n℄;
10
forea h (u; v) ∈ Ek do
/* in sorted order */
√
1

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

if

ShortestPath(H; u; v;

:= E ∪ {(u; v)};
Update luster graph H ;

E

tt′ kuvk) = false then

end
end
end
return G = (P; E );

Theorem 6.2.3 The approximate greedy graph is a t-spanner of P with O( (t−n1)3 )
edges, O( (t−11)3 ) maximum degree and weight O( (t−11)4 · wt(MST (P ))), and an
be omputed in time O( (t−n1)7 log n).

Implementation
p

The initial t=t′-spanner G ′ was onstru ted using the sink-spanner algorithm
(Se tion 6.2.6). This guarantees that the number of edges is O(n) and that the
graph has onstant degree. For the ShortestPath pro edure we implemented
a variant of Dijkstra's algorithm whi h answers shortest path queries in onstant
time in the luster graph. The query time an be a hieved sin e the maximum
degree of the luster graph is onstant and there is a onstant upper bound B on
the number of edges along a shortest path in the luster graph, thus we may dis ard
any path ontaining more than B edges in the priority queue. The bound B an
be obtained by hoosing the size of the lusters in the luster graph appropriately.
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6.2.3

The

-graph algorithm

The -graph was dis overed independently by Clarkson [Cla87℄ and Keil [Kei88℄.
Keil only onsidered the graph in two dimensions while Clarkson extended his
onstru tion to also in lude three dimensions. Later Ruppert and Seidel [RS91℄
and Althofer et al. [ADD+ 93℄ de ned the -graph for higher dimensions.
Initially we set  su h that t = os −1 sin  . For ea h point u ∈ P onsider k
non-overlapping ones, Ci ; 1 ≤ i ≤ k, with angle  = 2=k and with apex u. For
ea h one Ci we add an edge between u and the point within Ci whose orthogonal
proje tion onto the bise tor of Ci is losest to u. Note that instead of the bise tor
of Ci , we an use any line in the one passing through the apex of the one. In
our implementation we use one of the boundary lines of the one instead of the
bise tor.
Algorithm 6.2.4: -graph
Input: P and t > 1.
Output: t-spanner G = (P; E ).

Set su h that = 1=( os  − sin );
:= 2 ;
:= ;
Consider non-overlapping ones C1 ; : : : ; Ck with angle  and with
apex at u;
6
forea h one Ci do
7
v := the point within Ci whose orthogonal proje tion onto the
bise tor of Ci is losest to u;
8
E := E ∪ {(u; v )};

1

t
2 k
=
3 E
∅
4 forea h u ∈ P do
5
k

9
10
11

end
end
return G = (P; E );

-graph is a t-spanner of P
n
omputed in O( n log
 ) time.

Theorem 6.2.4 The
edges and an be

for t

=

1
os −sin  with O(n=)

Note that even though the \out-degree" of ea h vertex is bounded by k the \indegree" ould be linear. Finally, by pla ing n points on a line it follows that
the diameter of the -graph is (n). Also by pla ing n − 1 points on a irle and one point on the enter of the ir le, we have a -graph with weight
(n · wt(MST (P ))).
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Implementation

To implement the -graph algorithm, we need a dynami data stru ture that,
given a one C , an nd the point within C whose orthogonal proje tion onto the
bise tor of C is losest to the apex of C in O(log n) time, see [NS07℄ for more
details. This data stru ture is implemented using red-bla k trees. Sin e there is
no dependen y between the ones, one an work on one one dire tion at a time,
whi h means that only O(n) work spa e is needed.
The same edge may be omputed twi e during the exe ution of the algorithm
so one needs to he k that an edge is not added twi e to the graph. Using the
graph data stru ture of LEDA, we need time proportional to the \out"-degree of
the points in the graph to he k existen e of an edge.
A problem that we do not onsider in the -graph implementation is rounding
errors, whi h may ause some edges not to be added. For example, if a point lies
on the boundary of an, otherwise empty, one then a small rounding error may
\move" the point outside the one. One way to get rid of this error is to use exa t
arithmeti . A di erent possibility is to allow the ones to slightly overlap.
6.2.4

The ordered

-graph algorithm

A simple variant of the -graph that has been shown to have good theoreti al
performan e is the ordered -graph by Bose et al. [BGM04℄. An ordered -graph
of P is obtained by inserting the points of P in some order. When a point p is
inserted, we draw the ones around p and onne t p to the previously inserted
point with losest orthogonal proje tion in ea h one, like the -graph algorithm.
The order is de ided as follows. Initially hoose an arbitrary vertex vn ∈P and
set its order to n, i.e. this is the last point that will be added to the graph. Pro ess
vn by pla ing k = 2= ones with apex at vn and then adding the edges as in
the -graph algorithm. In a generi step, assume we pro essed i − 1 verti es. In
the ith step, hoose a point with maximum degree from P \ {vn; : : : ; vn−(i−1) } and
set its order to n − i and then pro ess vn−i assuming that we have the point set
P \ {vn ; : : : ; vn−(i−1) }. This de ides an order on the point set. See Algorithm 6.2.5
for more details.
Theorem 6.2.5 The ordered -graph is a t-spanner of P for t = os −1 sin  with
O(n=) edges and O( log n ) degree, and an be omputed in O( n log n ) time.




Implementation

For the implementation we use a data stru ture whi h is somewhat more ompliated than the data stru ture used for the -graph, sin e we require the stru ture
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Algorithm 6.2.5: Ordered--graph
Input: P and t > 1.
Output: t-spanner G = (P; E ).

Set su h that t = 1=( os  − sin );
:= 2 ;
:= ;
:= ;
:= 1 2; : : : ; |P | do
Pi′ k an unmarked vertex u ∈ P \ P ′ with maximum degree in
G := (P; E );
7
P ′ := P ′ ∪ {u};
8
forea h one Ci with apex at u do (See Algorithm 6.2.4)
9
v := the point in P \ P ′ within Ci whose orthogonal proje tion onto
the bise tor of Ci is losest to u;
10
E := E ∪ {(u; v )};
1

2 k
=
3 E
∅
4 P′
∅
5 for i
;
6

11
12
13

end
end
return G = (P; E );

to allow for deletions. We use k range trees, as suggested by Bose et al. [BGM04℄,
one for ea h one with apex at the origin. In ea h range tree we store all points
represented in the oordinate system of the two boundaries of the one. To nd
the suitable point in a one with apex at u, it is suÆ ient to perform a range query
with oordinates of u as keys and hoose the suitable point between the points
reported by the query. We add one extra pointer to ea h node of the range tree
whi h shows the point with minimum y (or x) oordinate in the subtree. Using
this pointer, we an nd the suitable point without going2 through all reported
points of the range query. Ea h range query requires O(log
n) time, so the total
time omplexity of the implemented algorithm is O(n log2 n) whi h is slightly more
than the theoreti al time bound but mu h simpler to implement.
In ea h step of the ordered -graph algorithm the node with maximum degree
has to be sele ted. To nd this point, we used a priority queue of all the points.
Initially all the nodes have priority n. When an edge (u; v) is added to the partial
spanner graph, the priority of u and v is de reased by 1. The point with minimum
priority in the queue is the point with maximum degree in the graph.
There is a major di eren e between the -graph algorithm and the ordered
-graph algorithm when it omes to the spa e omplexity. As mentioned in the
previous se tion, one an onstru t the -graph by working on one one dire tion
at a time. This is not possible for the ordered -graph, instead we have to keep
all the ones (range trees) in memory. This is due to the fa t that the order is not
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known in advan e. During the pro essing of one node, we need to he k all the
ones and add edges if ne essary, thus (kn) spa e is needed. For small values of
t this might ause a major problem. To be more pre ise, the -graph algorithm
used roughly 2% of the memory when onstru ting a 1:05-spanner on a set with
10K points, while the ordered -graph algorithm used almost 85% of the memory.
6.2.5

The random ordered

-graph algorithm

The ordered -graph algorithm inserts points into the graph in a spe i order.
However, if the points are pro essed in random order then the spanner diameter
will be bounded by O(log n) with high probability [BGM04℄. Unfortunately, the
degree bound does not hold in this ase. There are two reasons why we implemented the random ordered -graph.
1. Random ordered -graphs, skip-list spanners (Se tion 6.2.7) and a variant
of WSPD-spanner are the only three spanners guaranteed to have bounded
spanner diameter. Thus an experimental omparison between the three
graphs is interesting.
2. Sin e the verti es are pro essed in random order we may x a random order
at the beginning whi h implies that the algorithm only requires O(n) spa e,
ompared to O(kn) spa e needed in order to onstru t ordered -graphs.
Implementation.

The implementation is the same as for the ordered -graph. We only make a
random permutation on the input point set and then pro ess the points in the
order they appear in the permutation.
6.2.6

The sink-spanner algorithm

The sink-spanner onstru tion was de ned by Arya et al. [ADM+ 95℄ whi h onstru t t-spanners with onstant degree. The main idea is as follows. We start
with a dire ted √t-spanner with bounded out-degree, denoted −→G. We will use the
-graph whi h easily
an be seen to have out-degree k, but linear in-degree. For
−
→
ea
h
vertex
q in G , repla e√every \star" (the subgraph onsisting of all edges in
−
→
G√
G by a t-q -sink spanner, see Algorithm 6.2.6 for the√details.
pointing to q) in −→
A t-q-sink spanner is a dire ted graph where ea h point
has a dire ted t-path
to q. It an be obtained by pro essing ea h node q in −→G as follows. Consider all
points whi h have an edge pointing to q. √Let Aq be the set of all su h nodes. We
repla e all the edges pointing to q by a t-path using the partial sink spanner
pro edure, see Algorithm 6.2.7.
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In the partial sink spanner pro edure we look at k ones with apex at q and
we partition the points in Aq based on the ones. Let Si be the points in the ith
one. For ea h one i, add an edge between q and the losest point in Si, say qi ,
and then re urse on the partial sink spanner pro edure on qi and Si \ {qi}. In the
ase that one one ontains more than half of the points, split the points in the
one to two almost equal parts and do the same thing as above. This guarantees
that the subproblems half in size, thus we get:
Theorem 6.2.6 The sink-spanner is a t-spanner for P with O(kn) edges and
O( (t−11)2 ) maximum degree, and an be onstru ted in time O(kn log n).
Algorithm 6.2.6: Sink-Spanner
Input: P and t > 1.
Output: t-spanner G = (P; E ).
√
−
→ −
→
1 Compute a dire ted t-spanner G (P; E ) with bounded out-degree;
−
→
−
→
2 E ′ := ∅; G ′ := (P; E ′ );
3

4
5
6
7

forea h q ∈ P do

Aq := all nodes p ∈ P

su h that−→ (p; q) ∈√−→E;
Call Partial-Sink-spanner(G ′ ; q; Aq ; t);
end
return G ′ = (P; E ′ );

Algorithm 6.2.7: Partial-Sink-Spanner
−
→ −
→
Input: G (P; E ), a node q, a set of nodes Aq
−
→ −
→
Output: partial q-sink-spanner G (P; E ).

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

and t > 1.

Set  su h that t = 1=( os  − sin );
k := 2=;
Consider k non-overlapping ones C1 ; : : : ; Ck with angle  and apex at q;
for i := 1; 2; : : : ; k do
Si := Aq ∩ Ci ;
qi := losest point in Si to q;
−
→
−
→
E := E ∪ {(qi ; q )};
if |Si | ≤ |P |=2 then
−
→
Partial-Sink-Spanner( G ; qi ; Si \ {qi }; t)
else

Split Si \ {qi } to two sets −→S1 and S2 with almost equal size;
(−→
);
Partial-Sink-Spanner( G ; qi ; S2 ; t);
Partial-Sink-Spanner G ; qi ; S1 ; t

end
end
−
→
−
→
return G = (P; E );
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Implementation

To onstru t the rst dire ted √t-spanner, we used the -graph algorithm, with
the modi ation that we add dire ted edges instead of undire ted edges.
6.2.7

The skip-list spanner algorithm

To obtain a spanner with bounded spanner diameter, one an use skip-list spanners
as suggested by Arya et al. [AMS99℄. The idea is to generalize skip-lists and apply
them to the onstru tion of t-spanners.
To onstru t a t-spanner of P , we onstru t a sequen e of subsets of P ,
P

= P0 ⊇ P1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Pk = ∅ :

To onstru t Pi+1 , we ip a fair oin for ea h element of Pi and then add the point
to Pi+1 if the ip produ es heads. The onstru tion ends when the set is empty.
Now we onstru t a t-spanner using the -graph algorithm for ea h Pi and the
union of all these graphs is the skip-list spanner of P , see Algorithm 6.2.8.
Algorithm 6.2.8: Skip-List-Spanner
Input: P and t > 1.
Output: t-spanner G = (P; E ).

:= ;
:= 0;

1 P0
P
2 i
3 while Pi 6 ∅ do
4
Pi+1 {x ∈ Pi |
5
i i
6 end
7 i
8 while Pi 6 ∅ do
9
Gi Pi ; Ei
t
10 end
S
11 E
i Ei
12 return G
P; E

=
:=
oin ip for x produ es heads};
:= + 1;
:= 0;
=
( ) := a -spanner on Pi using the -graph algorithm;
:= ;
= ( );

Theorem 6.2.7 The skip-list spanner is a t-spanner for P with O(kn) edges,

(log n) spanner diameter and an be onstru ted in time O(kn log n). All the
bounds are expe ted with high probability.
O
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Implementation

To onstru t a skip-list spanner, we onstru t a t-spanner on P using the -graph
algorithm. Then for ea h point in the set we produ e a random number between
0 and 10,000 using the random sour e type in LEDA and remove the point if the
out ome is less than 5,000. Then again we onstru t the -graph on the remaining
points and we add the generated edges to the previous graph. We ontinue this
pro edure until we have no remaining points in the set.
6.2.8

The WSPD algorithm

Constru ting a t-spanner using the WSPD, see Se tion 2.3, is surprisingly easy.
It is suÆ ient to ompute a WSPD of P with respe t to s = 4(t + 1)=(t − 1) and
then for every well-separated pair (A; B) in the WSPD an edge is added between
an arbitrary point in A and an arbitrary point in B.
Algorithm 6.2.9: WSPD-graph
Input: P and t > 1.
Output: t-spanner G = (P; E ).

:= the well-separated pair de omposition of P using s := 4(tt−+1)
1 ;
:= ;
(
)
do
Sele t an arbitrary node u ∈ Ai and an arbitrary node v ∈ Bi;
:=
( );

1 W
2 E
∅
3 forea h Ai ; Bi ∈ W
4
5
E
E ∪ { u; v }
6 end
7 return G
P; E

=(

);

Theorem 6.2.8 The WSPD-graph is a t-spanner for P with O(( t−t 1 )2 n) edges,
O(log n · wt(MST (P ))) weight and an be onstru ted in time O(( t−t 1 )2 n + n log n).

An (n) lower bound on the degree and the spanner diameter of a WSPD-graph
an be shown by pla ing n points on a line with exponentially de reasing inter
point distan e from left to right.
We also implemented two spe ial versions of the algorithm to improve the
degree [ADM+ 95℄ and the spanner diameter [AMS99℄.
Improving the degree

We perform the following modi ation [ADM+ 95℄ to the standard WSPD-algorithm
to improve the maximum degree. Instead of adding an arbitrary edge, it sele ts
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the point whi h has the smallest maximum degree from ea h set and adds an edge
between them. This does not improve the theoreti al upper bound but we were
hoping to see some improvements in the experimental bounds. Note also that
the (n) lower bound does not hold for the modi ed WSPD-algorithm. In the
experiments one an see a small improvement for graphs with t > 1:5, for smaller
values the di eren e is negligible. For t = 1:5 the improvement is roughly a fa tor
1.5 and in reases to about 3 for t = 4.
Another way to improve the maximum degree is to sele t the point in ea h wellseparated pair using a weighted randomization. That is, we assign a weight to ea h
point whi h is the total number of points minus the number of well-separated pairs
that ontain the point. In other words, points that appear in a smaller number of
well-separated pairs have greater weight and vi e versa. Now we simply sele t a
point randomly from ea h set based on the weight of the points and then we add
an edge between them. Unfortunately, we ould not see any improvements in the
experiments using this approa h ompared to the standard approa h.
Improving the spanner diameter

Arya et al. [AMS99℄ found a way to bound the spanner diameter of a WSPDgraph. The WSPD is onstru ted from the so- alled fair-split tree, and Arya
et al. [AMS99℄ hose a representative point by a sear h in the fair-split tree. For
a node u in the split tree, follow the path down the tree by always hoosing
the larger subtree. The point stored at the leaf in whi h the path ends is the
representative point for u. This approa h guarantees that the spanner diameter
of the onstru ted t-spanner is bounded by 2 · log n.
Implementation

We used a split tree for the onstru tion of the WSPD. The points stored at a node
is partitioned into two sets by partitioning the non-empty bounding box along its
longest side into two boxes of equal size. The tree onstru tion only requires a few
per ent of the total running time in all our tests.
To de ide in onstant time if two sets are well-separated we save the smallest
en losing ir le of the points in ea h node. As we mentioned in the note after Definition 2.5.1, two sets are well-separated with respe t to s if the distan e between
the smallest en losing ir les is at least s times the maximum radius of the two
smallest en losing ir les.
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6.3 Experimental results
In this se tion we dis uss the experimental results in more detail by onsidering
the properties of the graphs generated by the algorithms and the running times of
the algorithms. The known theoreti al bounds for the algorithms an be found in
Table 6.1. The experiments were done on point sets ranging from 100 to 13,000
points with ve di erent distributions:
•
•
•
•
•

uniform distribution,
normal distribution with mean 500 and deviation 100,
gamma distribution with shape parameter 0.75,
n=100 uniformly distributed unit squares, ea h with 100 uniformly distributed
points (100- lustered), and
√
n uniformly
distributed unit squares, ea h with √n uniformly distributed
√
points ( n- lustered).

In most ases the di eren e between the last two distributions is negligible so we
will refer to both of them as lustered distributions, and the other point sets will
be alled the non- lustered point sets.
We produ ed t-spanners using values of t between 1.05 and 2.
-

Size

n )
Greedy-graph
O ( t−
1
n
Apx. greedy-graph O (t−1)3 
n )
-graph
O ( t−
1
n
O. -graph
( t−1 )
WSPD-graph
( (t−n1)2 )
Sink-spanner
( t−n1 )
Skip-list spanner ( t−n1 )∗

Weight

wt(MST )

O
O





1
(t−1)4

1
(t−1)4
(n)



(n)
O (log n)
O (n)
(n)∗
O

Degree
1
O t−
1

(

)


1
(t−1)3
(n)


n
O log
t− 1
(n)

O (t−11)2
(n)
O

Diameter

Time

(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
O (log n)∗

(n3 log n)
O ( (t−n1)7 log n)†
n
O ( ntlog
−1 )
n †
O ( ntlog
−1 )
t )2 n + n log n)
O (( t−
1
n
O ( ntlog
−1 )
n ∗
O ( ntlog
−1 )
O

Summarizing the known bounds for the algorithms presented in the hapter.
The entries marked (*) implies that the values are expe ted with high probability. The
entries marked with (†) indi ates that the versions implemented in this hapter has an
additional log n-fa tor in their running times.

Table 6.1:
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Size

Degree

Weight

Diameter Running time
(se onds)

Org. greedy 29603
Imp. greedy 29603
Apx. greedy 160497
-graph 361672
O. -graph 346791
R. O. -graph 389186
WSPD 352487
Skip-list 531298
Sink-spanner 215624

29680
29680
162482
362557
358055
394404
353778
536602
216324

Table 6.2:

n = 8000, t = 1:1 and lustered distribution
29769 15 16 17 8.3 8.7 8.9 49 55 68
29769 15 16 17 8.3 8.7 8.9 49 55 68
163208 132 141 151 509 533 573
363762 175019332110 5156 5376 5608 6 6 6
362146 119 122 126 8203 9384 10233 6 6 6
399675 177325123012 7129 7585 8012 5 5 5
355374 174 179 194 721 766 825 5 5 5
541053 234724092496 106921104311311 5 5 5
216739 121 123 126 340 345 349 7 7 7

Max.
Aver.
Min.

Max.
Aver.
Min.

Max.

Aver.

Min.

Max.
Aver.
Min.

Max.

Aver.

Min.

n = 8000, t = 1:5 and uniform distribution
Org. greedy 15060 15100 15128 7 7 8 3 3 3 103 108 111
Imp. greedy 15060 15100 15128 7 7 8 3 3 3 103 108 111
Apx. greedy 45879 46469 47543 44 47 54 31 32 33 21 22 23
-graph 118402 118509 118646 51 55 59 58 58 58 26 27 28
O. -graph 125162 132594 147023 39 44 46 211 259 396 20 22 26
R. O. -graph 164860 165064 165289 169 190 200 135 136 138 7 7 8
WSPD 169534917166521734094 124212881326 5657 5733 5788 3 3 3
Skip-list 192203 192379 192506 183 192 197 154 156 156 7 5 8
Sink-spanner 115150 115333 115481 44 45 46 58 59 59 24 24.6 25

213 225
175 182
0.9 1
10 12
6.8 6.9
11.9 12
4.7 4.9
2.4 2.4

231
192
1.1
18
7
12.4
4.9
2.4

531 585 619
136 137 137.8
3.5 5 4.1
90 136 283
40 43 46
2.8 5 6.3
19 20 21
9.8 10 10.4

The minimum, average and maximum values.

To avoid the e e t of spe i instan es, we ran the algorithms on 5-10 di erent
instan es and took the average of the results. However, in almost all ases the
di eren e between the minimum value and the maximum value is negligible. Two
example are given in Table 6.2.
6.3.1

Implementation details

The algorithms were implemented in C++ using the LEDA 5.01 library [MN00℄.
In the ases when LEDA did not ontain the required data stru ture needed for
the algorithms, we implemented it ourselves.
The experiments were performed on an AMD Opteron 250 (2.4 GHz), 1GB L2
a he and 4GB RAM. The OS was Fedora 3.4 and it used g++ 3.4.4 for ompiling
the program using the -O2 option. All sample points sets were generated using
the NEWRAN03 [Dav05℄ pseudo random number generator.
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6.3.2

Size

Org. greedy
Apx. greedy
Θ-graph
O. Θ-graph
R. O. Θ-graph
WSPD
Skip-List
Sink spanner

12
10

Org. greedy
Apx. greedy
Θ-graph
O. Θ-graph
R. O. Θ-graph
Skip-List
Sink spanner

20

15

Size

14

Size

×104

×105

Overall the algorithms an roughly be divided into three groups with respe t to the
size of the produ ed graphs: (1) the greedy algorithms, (2) the (ordered) -graphs
together with the skip-list spanner and the sink-spanner, and (3) the WSPD-graph.
The size of the WSPD-graph is roughly a fa tor 7 to 13 times greater than the size
of the (ordered) -graph whi h in turn is roughly a fa tor 5 to 10 times greater
than the size of the greedy graph. For the uniform distribution and for t = 2 the
results an be seen in Figure 6.1.
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(a) Uniform distribution, = 2.
t

Figure 6.1:
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(b) Same diagram as in (a), but the results
generated by the WSPD-algorithms is omitted.

Illustrating the number of edges produ ed by the algorithms for uniformly
distributed point sets.

The number of edges in the produ ed graphs were all linear with respe t to the
number of points and, as expe ted, the greedy graph had the smallest number of
edges, see Figure 6.1. For t = 2, t = 1:1 and t = 1:05 the number of edges in the
greedy graph is approximately 2n, 4n and 6n respe tively, whi h is surprisingly
small. For omparison it is interesting to note that the Delaunay triangulation has
approximately 3n edges and dilation bounded by 2.42 [KG92℄. The greedy graph
has slightly lower number of edges on lustered point sets, see Table 6.3.
The approximate greedy algorithm generates graphs of similar size as the
graphs produ ed by the original greedy algorithm for values of t lose to 2. When
t de reases the size of the graphs generated by the approximate greedy algorithm
deteriorates rapidly and for t = 1:1 the size of the approximate greedy graph is
almost 24 times the size of the greedy graph, see Table 6.3. The reason for this is
that the approximate greedy algorithm approximates the greedy algorithm in two
steps (see Se tion 6.2.3); rst the omplete graph is approximated using a dense
t′ -spanner G ′ (although of linear size) and then the shortest path queries in G ′
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Original greedy
Approximate greedy
-graph
Skip-list
Sink-spanner
O. -graph
Random O. -graph
WSPD-graph
Original greedy
Approximate greedy
-graph
Skip-list
Sink-spanner
O. -graph
Random O. -graph
WSPD-graph
Table 6.3:

Uniform Normal Gamma Clustered
t=2
11K
11K
11K
11K
16K
16K
16K
18K
79K
81K
78K
83K
128K
133K
127K
128K
79K
81K
78K
69K
93K
89K
92K
96K
114K
117K
112K
109K
784K
870K
709K
181K
t = 1:1
36K
36K
35K
30K
852K
894K
809K
162K
370K
388K
364K
363K
587K
621K
575K
537K
413K
432K
403K
216K
390K
402K
399K
358K
519K
545K
506K
394K
11119K 12822K 9218K
354K

The size of the spanners generated by the algorithms on point set with 8,000
points for di erent distributions.

×105

×103

are approximated using a luster graph H . This works well for large values of t,
and in theory for any onstant, however, in pra ti e t be omes too small at some
point and the error when doing the approximation be omes too large. A notable
ex eption is that it generates graphs of small size on lustered point sets even for
small values of t, see Figure 6.2. The main reason being that the approximate
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√
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Size of the graphs generated by the Apx. greedy algorithm for di erent
distributions.
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25

×105

×106

greedy approa h heavily relies on the hierar hi al luster graph. Intuitively, the
error in a luster graph is smaller for point sets that are lustered.
This e e t an only be seen for small t values. We believe this depends on
line 5 of the Algorithm 6.2.3, i.e., all edges that are shorter than D=n are added
to the graph, where D is the length of the longest edge. For lustered sets there
are many \short" edges thus the number of short edges will dominate the total
number of edges.
The -graph and its variants all produ ed graphs of similar size (within a
fa tor of 2). Furthermore, the di eren es in size between the graphs produ ed for
di erent distributions is very small, usually within 10%.
In general the WSPD algorithm produ es very dense t-spanners, see Table 6.3,
but it was expe ted to perform slightly better on lustered sets sin e it uses a
lustering approa h. However, the improvement was greater than predi ted, see
Figure 6.3(a). On lustered sets the WSPD algorithm produ ed graphs where the
number of edges is omparable, or even smaller, to the number of edges in the
(ordered) -graph, see Figure 6.3(b).
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(a) The WSPD algorithm with di erent distributions.
Figure 6.3:

6.3.3
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(b) Clustered point sets.

Size of the generated graphs for t = 1:1.

Degree

As in the previous se tion the algorithms an roughly be divided into three groups
depending on the maximum degree of the generated graphs. The rst group produ ed graphs whose maximum degree has a very small dependen y on n, or even
no dependen y. This group ontains the (approximate) greedy algorithm, the sinkspanner algorithm and the (ordered) -graph algorithms. Re all from Table 6.1
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×102

that the maximum degree of the (approximate) greedy graphs and the sink-spanner
is bounded by a fun tion that only depends on t. This was also learly observed
in the experiments, see Figure 6.4.
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(b) Same diagram as in (a), but the WSPDalgorithms results is omitted.

Maximum degree for uniform distribution point sets and t = 2.

In the tests the greedy algorithm produ ed graphs with degree roughly 5, 7
and 23 for t = 2, t = 1:5 and t = 1:05 respe tively and the bounds are about the
same for all the test sets. The degree of the graphs generated by the approximate
greedy algorithm also onverge to a onstant but it is slightly more than the degree
of greedy-graphs for large values of t. However for small values of t the degree of
the approximate greedy-graph in rease rapidly but it still onverges to a onstant,
see Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5(a). For example, for uniformly distributed point
sets with t = 2 and t = 1:1 the degree of the graph generated by the approximate
greedy algorithm is 12 and 400 respe tively, see Table 6.4.
Surprisingly, both the ordered -graphs and the -graphs had very low degree
on uniformly distributed point sets. For example, for t = 1:5 the maximum degree
for both seems to onverge to approximately 50, whi h is roughly the same as
the maximum degree for the approximate greedy and the sink-spanner. For nonlustered sets the degree of the (ordered) -graphs in reases very slowly with
respe t to the number of points, for example for the uniform distribution the
ordered -graph has degree 24 for 100 points and the degree then slowly in reases
to 31 for 10,000 points. The ordered -graph generally performs slightly better
than the -graph.
However, for lustered sets the results hange unexpe tedly. The degree of
the -graph deteriorates rapidly and the degree varies highly between di erent
instan es, see Table 6.2. The random ordered -graphs and skip-list spanners also
have larger degree on lustered point sets, see Figure 6.6. The ordered -graph
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Original greedy
Approximate greedy
-graph
Skip-list
Sink-spanner
O. -graph
Random O. -graph
WSPD-graph
WSPD-graph- Mindeg1
WSPD-graph- Mindeg2
Original greedy
Approximate greedy
-graph
Skip-list
Sink-spanner
O. -graph
Random O. -graph
WSPD-graph
WSPD-graph- Mindeg1
WSPD-graph- Mindeg2

×102

×102

The maximum degree of the spanners generated by the algorithms on sets with
8,000 points for di erent distributions.
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Table 6.4:

Uniform Normal Gamma Clustered
t=2
5
5
5
5
11
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12
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357
132
131
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421
33
32
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39
30
31
31
32
131
129
131
430
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589
573
115
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557
115
615
590
575
115
t = 1:1
17
16
17
16
403
396
399
141
144
145
141
1933
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2409
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141
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461
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2512
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5193
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4941
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Maximum degree of the generated graphs for t = 1:1.

on the other hand performs slightly better than the other distributions, as shown
in Figure 6.5(b). It is surprising that the (ordered) -graph and other variants of
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it have almost the same size for uniform and lustered point sets but the maximum degree in reases rapidly on lustered point sets (ex ept for the sink-spanner).
Again it seems that the experiments supports the theory stated in Theorem 6.2.5
sin e the ordered -graph has O(k log n) degree.
The se ond group of algorithms ontains the skip-list spanner and the random
order -graph. No sub-linear upper bound is known on the maximum degree of the
graphs produ ed by these algorithms. One an observe that the maximum degree
slowly in reases when the size of the graphs in reases. As an example, for t = 1:5
the maximum degree starts at approximately 50 for n = 100 and then steadily
in reases to roughly 200 for n = 13K . Intuitively the expe ted maximum degree
of the skip-list spanner should be O(log n) times higher than the maximum degree
of the -graph sin e the expe ted number of rounds the -graph is produ ed when
onstru ting the skip-list spanner is O(log n).
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Figure 6.6:

0

(b) Same diagram as in (a), but the results generated by -graph, random ordered
-graph and skip-list spanner are omitted.

Maximum degree of generated graphs.

The third and nal group in ludes the WSPD-algorithm and its variants. They
generated the graphs with the highest degree. For small values of t it almost shows
a linear behavior for sets with up to 13K points. Although for larger values of t
it seems to onverge slowly, but to be able to draw any distin t on lusions more
experiments have to be performed with mu h larger point sets.
As observed in the previous se tion, the WSPD-algorithm performs mu h better on lustered sets and seems to onverge to a onstant for large point sets. For
example for t = 1:05 and t = 1:1 the degree is bounded by 350 and 290 respe tively,
and it does not seem to in rease.
In Se tion 6.2.8 we proposed two modi ations to the WSPD-algorithm that we
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believed would improve the degree bound in pra ti e. However, the experiments
show that the improvements are negligible, see Figure 6.4(a) and Table 6.4.
6.3.4

Weight

Re all that theoreti ally the weight of the greedy graph and the approximate
greedy graph is bounded by O(wt(MST )) while the weight of the WSPD-graph
is O(log n · wt(MST )) and the weight of the (ordered) -graph, sink spanner
and skip-list spanner is only bounded by O(n · wt(MST )). So the fa t that the
weight of the greedy graphs in our experiments is mu h less than the weight of
the other graphs is hardly surprising. For t = 2 the weight of the greedy graph is
approximately 2 times wt(MST ) and for t = 1:1 and t = 1:05 the fa tors are 10
and 18 respe tively, as an be seen in Figure 6.7-6.9. For the lustered sets the
bounds are even slightly better, see Table 6.5.
Original greedy
Approximate greedy
-graph
O. -graph
Random O. -graph
Skip-list
Sink-spanner
WSPD-graph
Original greedy
Approximate greedy
-graph
O. -graph
Random O. -graph
Skip-list
Sink-spanner
WSPD-graph
Table 6.5:

Uniform Normal Gamma Clustered
t=2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
3
32
33
32
359
165
94
172
1302
80
77
74
750
86
86
83
946
33
33
32
46
1953
2033
1383
233
t = 1:1
11
11
10
9
1441
1333
327
327
311
5376
840
634
886
9384
727
675
649
7585
815
770
738
11042
403
380
357
345
70470 64810 41314
766

The weight of the spanners generated by the algorithms for di erent
distributions.

Even though the WSPD-graph has an O(log n · wt(MST )) bound the observed
weights in the experiments are very large. Its behavior is similar to the degree of
the WSPD-graph. For small values of t it shows a linear dependen y on n and
the weight of the minimum spanning tree, see Figure 6.8(a), and for larger values
of t it seems to onverge slowly, see Figure 6.7(a). Just as for the degree, the
WSPD-algorithm performs very well on lustered sets and its weight almost seems
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Weight/wt(MST ) of the generated graphs.
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to onverge to a large onstant times the weight of the minimum spanning tree for
large sets, see Figure 6.9. For example for t = 1:05 the ratio was bounded by 900
and for t = 2 it was bounded by 230. However, to verify the theoreti al bounds
experimentally mu h larger points sets would have to be onsidered.
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(b) Same as in (a) but the results generated
by the WSPD-algorithm is omitted.

Weight/wt(MST ) of the generated graphs.

For the non- lustered sets the weight of the -graph was unexpe tedly small
and the ratio between its weight and the weight of the minimum spanning tree
in reased very slowly, see Figure 6.8(b). For example for t = 1:1 it went from
133 for 100 points to 330 for 13K points. An interesting question that we have
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Weight/wt(MST ) for lustered sets and t = 1:1.

not been able to answer, neither through the experiments nor in theory, is if the
expe ted weight of the -graph for uniform point sets is bounded by a onstant
times the wt(MST )? For lustered sets the weight of the -graph is almost linear
with respe t to the number of lusters and its weight is highly dependent on the
di erent instan es, see Figure 6.9 and Table 6.2.
One would expe t a similar behavior for the ordered -graph but the weight of
the ordered -graph is mu h higher than both the greedy graph and the -graph.
The ratio between the weight of the ordered -graph and the weight of the minimum spanning tree is almost a linear fun tion with respe t to the number of
points up to 10K points before it starts to level out. Note that the number of
edges produ ed by the -graph and the ordered -graph is very similar for all
values on t and n. However, it is easily observed that on average the edges in
the ordered -graph are mu h longer than the edges in the -graph. This follows
immediately from the onstru tion sin e the -graph always adds edges to the
losest point in P , while the ordered -graph only an add edges to the points in
P that have already been pro essed. Moreover the behavior of the weight of the
ordered -graph is unpredi table and seems to be highly dependent on the spe i
instan es, see Figure 6.7(b) and Table 6.2.
The weight of the graphs generated by the (random/ordered) -graph and the
skip-list spanners in rease rapidly on lustered point sets, see Table 6.5.
6.3.5

Spanner diameter

Due to the high time omplexity to ompute the spanner diameter of a graph we
ould only ompute the diameter for graphs with up to 8,000 points. To ompute
the spanner diameter of the graphs we implemented the algorithm suggested in
Chapter 5.
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Note that most of the algorithms that we implemented may produ e graphs
whose spanner diameter is (n). The only known algorithms that produ e graphs
with smaller diameter are the skip-list spanner a variant of WSPD-algorithm with
O(log n) diameter and the random ordered -graph whi h was shown to have
O(log n) diameter with high probability [AMS99, BGM04℄.
As expe ted the greedy graphs had the highest diameter, see Figure 6.10. This
follows from the fa t that the greedy graph has fewer edges than the other graphs
and the greedy approa h favors short edges and avoids adding long edges. The
diameter of a 2-spanner generated by the greedy algorithm (uniform distribution)
is about 17 for a set with 100 points and it rea hes 142 for a set with 8,000 points.
The diameter seems to depend linearly on the size of the input set. Also the
diameter hanges slightly depending on the di erent distributions, for t = 1:1 and
n = 8; 000 the diameter varies between 54 for the normal distribution to 70 for the
gamma distribution.
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Diameter of generated graphs.

The diameter of the (ordered) -graph is mu h smaller than that of the greedy
graph. A 2-spanner generated by the (ordered) -graph has diameter approximately 5 for a set with 100 points and it in reases to 23 (ordered -graph) and
34 (-graph), for a set with 8,000 points. The ordered -graph has generally a
slightly lower diameter as ompared to the -graph. The diameter of the (ordered) -graphs is almost the same for all the distributions ex ept for lustered
distributions for whi h the diameter is roughly half of the diameter of (ordered)
-graphs on non- lustered point sets, see Table 6.6.
Be ause of the tradeo between the maximum degree and the diameter we
expe ted the graph generated by the sink-spanner algorithm to have a larger diameter ompared to the -graph. However, in the experiments the diameters are
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Uniform Normal Gamma Clustered
t=2
Original greedy
142
109
155
164
Approximate greedy
67
51
72
72
-graph
34
28
36
11
O. -graph
23
21
23
11
Random O. -graph
8
8
8
8
Skip-list
8
8
8
8
Sink-spanner
27
25
26
13
WSPD-graph
4
3
4
7
WSPD-graph (Min. diam.)
6
5
6
8
t = 1:1
Original greedy
57
54
70
55
Approximate greedy
7
7
-graph
14
13
16
6
O. -graph
13
12
14
6
Random O. -graph
6
6
6
5
Skip-list
5
5
6
5
Sink-spanner
11
11
13
7
WSPD-graph
5
WSPD-graph (Min. diam.)
5
Table 6.6:

The diameter of the spanners generated by the algorithms on point set with
8,000 points for di erent distributions.

almost the same and sometimes even lower for non- lustered distributions.
Finally, the WSPD-graph has very low diameter and it onverges fast. This
follows from the simple fa t that the WSPD-graph is very dense, whi h intuitively
implies that it will have a small diameter. The diameter of a 2-spanner on a set
with 100 points (uniform distribution) is 3 and it in reases to 4 for a point set with
8,000 points. In the lustered sets, the diameter is slightly higher, between 3 and
8, probably be ause the number of edges in these graphs are smaller ompared to
the graphs for the non- lustered sets. An oddity is that the modi ed WSPD algorithm whi h improves the spanner diameter of the generated graphs has slightly
higher diameter ompared with the standard WSPD-graphs, see Figure 6.10(a) or
Table 6.6.
6.3.6

Maximum and average dilation

One of the spanner properties is the real dilation of the generated graphs. In Figure 6.11 one an observe that there is a large dis repan y between the algorithms.
The original greedy algorithm generate graphs with maximum dilation equal to t,
or very lose to t, for all the tested instan es.
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Maximum dilation of generated graphs.

Sin e the approximate greedy algorithm approximates the greedy spanner the
maximum dilation is slightly smaller than for the greedy. In general we ould see
that the greedy spanner had a maximum dilation that was roughly 30% larger
than the maximum dilation of the approximate greedy spanner.
The WSPD-graph and the (random/ordered) -graphs produ e graphs with
onsiderably smaller dilation, see Table 6.7. For example, for uniformly distributed
point sets using t = 1:5 the (random/ordered) -graphs and the WSPD-graph had
maximum dilation 1.25, while the approximate greedy and the original greedy had
maximum dilation 1.36 and 1.5, respe tively.
n

Org. greedy
Imp. greedy
Apx. greedy
-graph
O. -graph

R. O. -graph

Skip-list
Sink-spanner
WSPD-graph
Table 6.7:

500
1:99
1:99
1:68
1:18
1:37
1:35
1:17
1:19
1:35

1000

2
2
1:68
1:2
1:4
1:38
1:18
1:19
1:39

t=2
2000 4000

2
2
1:68
1:21
1:43
1:42
1:21
1:21
1:44

2
2
1:68
1:23
1:46
1:41
1:21
1:23
1:49

8000

2
2
1:68
1:22
1:47
1:47
1:21
1:23
1:47

500
1:1
1:1
1:07
1:02
1:06
1:06
1:02
1:03
1:04

1000
1:1
1:1
1:07
1:02
1:07
1:06
1:02
1:03
1:04

t = 1:1
2000
1:1
1:1
1:07
1:03
1:07
1:07
1:03
1:03
1:05

4000
1:1
1:1
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1:03
1:07
1:07
1:03
1:03
1:05

8000
1:1
1:1

1:03
1:07
1:07
1:03
1:04
1:05

The maximum dilation of graphs generated by di erent algorithms on uniformly
distributed point sets.

Finally, the -graph, skip-list spanner and sink-spanner had the smallest maximum dilation, approximately 1.13 for t = 1:5. It is interesting to note that even
though the size of the WSPD-graph is mu h greater than the size of the -graph
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the maximum dilation of the WSPD-graph is learly greater than the maximum
dilation of the -graph.
The di eren e between the di erent approa hes is, more or less, the same for
all input instan es, the results for lustered point sets are shown in Figure 6.11(b).
During the experiments we also measured the average dilation. This is a property that has not been onsidered previously. However, it might be of interest to
know that the average dilation in the graphs is usually extremely small. Even for
t = 2 the average dilation for all graphs, ex ept the (approximate) greedy graph,
is less than 1.01. For the greedy graph the average dilation is 1.19 for t = 2 and
1.1 for t = 1:5.
6.3.7

Crossings

The last property we dis uss is the number of rossings in the generated graphs.
Obviously this is highly dependent on the number of edges, therefore it is not
surprising that the greedy graph is superior to the other graphs and it is the only
graph with a reasonable number of rossings. The experiments ould only be
done on sets with up to 2,000 points sin e the number of rossings is bounded by
O(m2 ) where m is the number of edges in the graph. For t = 1:5 and n = 2; 000
the number of rossings in the greedy graph is on average 94. Also the number of
rossings seems to in rease linearly with respe t to the number of points whi h is
surprisingly low. For t = 1:1 the number of rossings for n = 100, 500 and 2,000
is on average 397, 2,750, and 12,411.
We did some initial experiments with the other algorithms but the number of
rossings were very high. For example for t = 1:1 and n = 100 the -graph has
2,437 edges and 300K rossings! Thus if the number of rossings is a priority to
the user then the only option is to use the greedy algorithm.
6.3.8

The hybrid algorithms

During the experiments it rapidly be ame lear that the greedy algorithm produ ed
graphs whose size, weight, maximum degree and number of rossings are superior
to the graphs produ ed from the other approa hes. However the running time
of the greedy algorithm is O(m · n log n), where m is the number of edges in the
original graph. Sin e the input is a set of n points we have to onsider the omplete
graph, thus m = (n2). A way to improve the running time while, hopefully, still
obtaining high-quality1graphs
is to rst ompute a t -spanner G of the input set
and then ompute a (t − )-spanner of G using the greedy pruning algorithm with
0 < < 1. The dilation of the resulting graph is bounded by t · t1− = t.
The t -spanner an be onstru ted using (ordered) -graphs or WSPD-graphs,
ensuring that the number of edges is O(n), and onsequently the total running
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time would de rease to O(n2 log n).
A se ond reason why we onsider hybrid algorithms is the fa t that the (ordered) -graphs and the WSPD-graph a tually have mu h smaller dilation than
the spe i ed t-value. For example for t = 2 the greedy graph has dilation lose to 2
while the ordered -graph and the WSPD-graph has dilation 1.4 and the -graph
has dilation 1.2. For t = 1:1 the -graph has dilation 1.02, the ordered -graph
has dilation 1.06 and the WSPD-graph has dilation 1.04, see Figure 6.11. By rst
produ ing the (ordered) -graph or the WSPD-graph we use the fa t that they
an be onstru ted fast and the number of edges remaining is linear. Sin e their
dilation in pra ti e is very small it leaves a lot of freedom for the greedy algorithm
to produ e a t-spanner with good properties.
This approa h has another advantage whi h is that the parameter an be
adjusted to t the appli ation. If is hosen to be lose to zero then the resulting
graph is very similar to the greedy graph but the gain in running time is small.
If is hosen lose to 1 then the algorithm is faster but the quality of the graph is
worse. We test three hybrid algorithms, -graph algorithm plus greedy pruning
(Hybrid1), ordered -graph algorithm plus greedy pruning (Hybrid2) and WSPD
algorithm plus greedy pruning (Hybrid3). The test are performed using three
values of , 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. To optimize the omplexity of the hybrid algorithms
we used the improved greedy algorithm (see Algorithm 6.2.2) for the pruning step.
Note that the di eren e between the graphs generated by the (ordered) -graph
algorithms and the WSPD algorithm is very big but the pruning step redu es the
gap between them. Thus the graphs generated by the hybrid algorithms have
almost the same properties no matter whi h algorithms we use as a rst step, see
Table 6.8. Therefore, for the rest of this se tion, we only onsider the Hybrid1
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The performan e of the hybrid algorithms for di erent values of .
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n = 8000

Uni.

Size

Clus.

11K 11K

Degree

5.2

5.2

Weight

2

1.8

Diameter

142

164

Max. dilation

2

2

Running time
in se onds 197

168

(Imp. greedy)

Table 6.8:

of

t=2
Hybrid1

Greedy

0:1
0:5
0:9
0:1
0:5
0:9
0:1
0:5
0:9
0:1
0:5
0:9
0:1
0:5
0:9
0:1
0:5
0:9

Uni.

12K
17K
41K
5.6
8.2
19.2
2.1
3.5
12.7
135
100
53
1.9
1.5
1.3
108
140
428

Clus.

11K
15K
33K
5
7.8
18.4
1.9
3
10.7
143
84
26
1.9
1.4
1.28
109
95
223

Hybrid2

Uni.

Clus.

17K 15K
38K 32K
8.2 7.8
17.2 16.8
3.5
12

3
11

101
53

79
27

1.57 1.55
1.43 1.42
148
404

133
262

Hybrid3

Uni.

12K
17K
43K
5.6
8
18.8
2.1
3.5
14.3
135
99
46
1.9
1.55
1.39
208
174
522

Clus.

11K
15K
35K
5.8
8.2
18.6
1.9
3
11.5
100
56
21
1.9
1.53
1.44
53
61
121

The properties and running time of the hybrid algorithms. Note how the value
in uen es the properties and running time of the hybrid algorithms.

×102

algorithm.
One should note that for = 0:1, the hybrid algorithms generate graphs whi h
are very lose to the greedy graph, see Table 6.8. The larger value we hoose the
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Figure 6.13:

Comparing the onstru tion time of the initial graph with the pruning time
(Uniform distribution and t = 2 and n = 8000).
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larger is the di eren e between the greedy graph and the graph generated by the
hybrid algorithms. For example for t = 2 and = 0:9, the generated graph is even
worse than the approximate greedy-graph. However for small t-values, the hybrid
algorithm generates a graph with smaller size than the approximate greedy-graph.
The hybrid algorithms are in general not very sensitive to the distribution of
the input points. The running times for the hybrid algorithms are dependent on
the value of . For small values the dependen y is almost linear on the number
of points and for large values the dependen y on n in reases, see Figure 6.12.
This is be ause the largest fra tion of the time is needed for the pruning step
whi h in reases when we have small t values. By in reasing , less time is needed
to build the initial graph while more time is needed for the pruning pro ess, see
Figure 6.13. However, the added time spent on pruning results in a better quality
network, i.e. small size, low degree and low weight.
6.3.9

Number of shortest path queries

40

# Shortest Path Queries

Imp. greedy
Hybrid1
Hybrid2
Hybrid3

45

# Shortest Path Queries

×104

×103

In Se tion 6.2.1 we onje tured that the improved greedy algorithm only performs
a linear number of shortest path queries. As an be seen in Figure 6.14, the
experiments strongly support the onje ture. The number of performed shortest
paths queries is even smaller than the number of shortest paths queries performed
by the hybrid algorithms. This is important sin e the hybrid algorithm only
performs O(n) shortest paths queries, one for ea h edge in the initial graph. By
de reasing t, the number of shortest path queries in reases but it still shows a
linear dependen y on n, and the dependen y on t is small.
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The number of shortest paths queries performed by the improved greedy
algorithm and hybrid algorithms.
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n = 8000

Uniform Normal Gamma Clustered
t=2
Improved greedy
26K
31K
32K
52K
= 0:1 26K
26K
26K
42K
Hybrid1 = 0:5 29K
29K
29K
38K
= 0:9 48K
49K
48K
54K
= 0:1
Hybrid2 = 0:5 29K
29K
29K
37K
= 0:9 45K
45K
44K
52K
= 0:1 27K
31K
29K
Hybrid3 = 0:5 31K
32K
30K
= 0:9 52K
52K
45K
t = 1:1
Improved greedy
51K
54K
55K
97K
= 0:1 26K
53K
52K
86K
Hybrid1 = 0:5 65K
66K
65K
104K
= 0:9 127K
130K
125K
171K
= 0:1
Hybrid2 = 0:5
= 0:9
= 0:1
Hybrid3 = 0:5
= 0:9 130K
130K
95K
Table 6.9:

The number of the shortest path queries performed by the improved greedy
algorithm and hybrid algorithms.

The number of shortest paths queries in reases slightly for lustered point sets
but it is still linear, see Figure 6.15(b). This is somewhat surprising sin e the
size of the greedy graph is smaller for lustered point sets than for non- lustered
point sets.
For example, to onstru t a 2-spanner on a set of 8K uniformly distributed
points, the improved greedy algorithm performed approximately 26K shortest path
queries while the original algorithm performs roughly 32 million queries. For lustered point sets with the same size the number of shortest path queries in reases
to 52K, see Table 6.9.
To see the reason for this, we partition the shortest path queries performed
by the improved greedy algorithm into two sets. The rst set ontains all the
queries whi h results in adding an edge to the graph. The se ond set ontains the
remaining queries. That is, these queries o ur when the value in the weight matrix
(see Algorithm 6.2.2) is not properly updated. Instead a query is performed, but
sin e no edge is added the graph already ontains a t-path. This means that if the
entries in the weight matrix is far from the real shortest paths then the size of the
se ond shortest path query set in reases.
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Comparing the number of shortest paths queries performed by the improved
greedy algorithm.

The size of the greedy-graph, and therefore the number of shortest paths queries
in the rst set, is almost the same for lustered and non- lustered point sets. So
the di eren e in the number of queries between lustered and non- lustered point
sets omes from the se ond set of queries.
In lustered point sets, when an edge onne ts two points in the same luster,
it hanges the path lengths between points whi h lie within the same luster. But
when it omes to an edge whi h onne t two lusters, espe ially when the lusters
are not onne ted, it a e ts the shortest path lengths of a mu h wider range. This
means, in the lustered point sets the size of the se ond shortest path query set is
mu h larger than in the non- lustered ase.
Another interesting observation omes from omparing the size of the greedy
graphs with the number of shortest path queries performed by the improved greedy
algorithm. For non- lustered point sets with 8K points and for t = 2 the number
of shortest paths queries is at most a fa tor 3 times the number of edges and in
the lustered points sets, this in reases to 5, see Table 6.3 and Table 6.9. By
adding an edge to the graph, we a tually update the graph and it might hange
the length of many shortest paths but the experiments show that on average the
improved greedy algorithm performs roughly 5 shortest path queries per edge
whi h is surprisingly small.
6.3.10

Running time

In this se tion we study the running times of the implemented algorithms. We
rst onsider their behavior on uniformly distributed sets, and then we point out
the di eren es for di erent distributions.
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Uniform distribution

The running times of all the implemented algorithms (ex ept the original greedy
algorithm) for t = 2 and t = 1:1 are depi ted in Figure 6.16.
We start with the greedy approa hes. As the theoreti al bounds suggest, the
original greedy algorithm has the highest time omplexity of all the implemented
algorithms and it learly shows in the experiments, see Table 6.10. As an example,
onstru ting a greedy 2-spanner on a set of 4K uniformly distributed points, the
original greedy algorithm required 12K se onds while the improved algorithm only
needed roughly 34 se onds.
Using the improved algorithm we are able to onstru t greedy graphs for mu h
larger points sets. For instan e for a set of 10K points we an onstru t a 2-spanner
greedy graph in about 300 se onds.
Based on the experiments, the running time of the improved greedy algorithm
is omparable to the running times of the hybrid algorithms using = 0:5 for t = 2
and the algorithm performs even better for smaller values of t, see Figure 6.12 for
n = 4000
n = 8000
Nor. Gam. Clus. Uni. Nor. Gam. Clus.
t=2
Org. greedy 12273 12755 11844 9205
Imp. greedy 34
39
38
28
197 237 214 168
Apx. greedy 26
26
24
12
93
93
84
52
-graph
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.9 0.6 0.7
0.6
O. -graph 3.4
3.4
3
7
13
7
7
19
R. O. -graph 1.8
1.8
1.8
3
4.6 4.7 4.6
8
WSPD-graph 2.7
3.7
3
0.6
11
10
12
1.6
Skip-list
1.2
1.2
1.1
1
2.9 2.6 2.8
2.4
Sink-spanner 0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6
1.4 1.4 1.4
1.2
t = 1:1
Org. greedy 42198 45334 41810 29361
Imp. greedy 103
115
110
111
524 570 519 585
Apx. greedy 515
592
398
28
1513 1717 1271 128
-graph
2.3
2.4
2.2
1.6
5.4 5.7 5.2
3.9
O. -graph
23
22.5
22
42
63
73
64
136
R. O. -graph 10.6
11
10.8
16
27.6 28.5 27.3 42
WSPD-graph 20
23
21
1
53
66
58
5
Skip-list
12
13
11
8
28
30
26
20
Sink-spanner 9.5
9.4
8
3.7 19.6 21 19.7 10

Uni.

Table 6.10:

The running times are shown in se onds for the algorithms with di erent
distributions.
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Figure 6.16: Comparing the running times of the implemented algorithms for uniformly
distributed point sets. Note the di eren e between the approximate greedy algorithm and
the improved greedy algorithm for the two values of t.

a omparison. Thus, if high quality networks are a priority the improved greedy
algorithm is probably the best hoi e, espe ially for small values of t. Note that
the improved greedy algorithm generates the same graph as the original greedy
algorithm.
The remaining algorithms all have time omplexity O(n log2 n), or even
O(n log n). However, the di eren e in their a tual running times is quite substantial and for some a bit surprising. The -graph algorithm is superior to the
others with respe t to the running time. For sets ontaining 10K points and for
t between 1.5 and 2 the -graph was onstru ted in less than two se onds. For
t = 1:1 the running time in reased to approximately 6 se onds, whi h is to be
expe ted sin e its running time is highly dependent on the value of 1=(t − 1)2. The
fastest algorithms after the -graph onstru tion were the sink-spanner algorithm,
the skip-list spanner algorithm and the random ordered -graph algorithm whi h
basi ally are all modi ed -graph algorithms. Again for 10K points they required
a ouple of se onds for t = 2 and approximately half a minute for t = 1:1. These
algorithms almost show a linear time behavior in our experiments, see Figure 6.17.
For uniformly distributed point sets the running times of the ordered -graph
algorithm and the WSPD algorithm learly show a superlinear behavior but they
are still fast enough to handle 8K points with t = 1:1 in roughly one minute. For
smaller values of t and larger point sets the ordered -graph algorithm2ran into
memory problems. The simpli ed version that we implemented uses (  n log n)
spa e (instead of ( 2 n) spa e) and for small values of t and large values of n this
fun tion grows rapidly.
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The running time for the O(n log n)-time algorithms in the experiments for
Uniform distributions.

The approximate greedy algorithm works well for large values of t, however,
when t de reases the running time deteriorates rapidly. It is omparable to the
running time of the improved greedy algorithm for t = 2 and even slower for
t = 1:1, see Figure 6.16. Thus, even if the theoreti al bound on the running time
of the implemented algorithm is O(n log2 n) it seems that the onstant hidden in
the O-notation is so large that for points sets up to 13K points the a tual running
time is mu h worse than what we would expe t. Re2 all that the onje tured
running time of the improved greedy algorithm is O(n log n).
Other distributions

Most of the algorithms perform slightly better on the lustered point sets, ex ept
the WSPD-algorithm and the approximate greedy algorithm whi h both show a
onsiderable improvement. For example, to onstru t a 2-spanner on a uniformly
distributed set whi h ontains 8K points, the WSPD algorithm needs roughly 11
se onds while the orresponding running time for the lustered set is about 1.6
se onds. For t = 1:1 the improvement is even bigger; 53 se onds ompared to 2.5
se onds, see Figure 6.18(a). The WSPD algorithm was expe ted to perform slightly
better for lustered sets sin e it uses a lustering approa h, but the improvement
was greater than predi ted. Espe ially for small values of t the algorithm performs
better, it is even omparable to the -graph algorithm for the lustered set with
10K points and t = 1:1.
As you an see in Figure 6.18(b), a similar observation an be made for the
approximate greedy algorithm where the orresponding running times for t = 1:1
and n = 8K are 1500 se onds and 128 se onds. As for the WSPD-approa h the
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Figure 6.18:
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approximate greedy algorithm also uses a lustering approa h however the main
gain omes from
the fa t that the algorithm does not pro ess any edges in the
initial graph G ′ of length at most D=n (they are just added to the partial spanner
graph), where D is the diameter of the point set. In the lustered ase there will
be many su h edges and thus only \long" edges have to be pro essed.
An interesting observation that an be seen in Figure 6.15(b) is that the number
of shortest path queries performed by the improved greedy algorithm on uniformly
distributed sets is onsiderably smaller than for the lustered points set, while the
running time is almost the same or even larger for large t's and for uniformly
distributed sets, see Figure 6.19 and Table 6.10. Consider the ase when the
input ontains 10K points. The number of shortest path queries performed on
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Figure 6.19:

The running time of the improved greedy algorithm for t = 2 and with
di erent distributions.
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the uniform set is approximately 33K while it is about 57K for the lustered set.
The number of lusters is 100, with 100 points per luster. From the experiments
it follows that the number of shortest-path queries performed between two points
within the same luster of uniformly distributed points is approximately 300. Sin e
there are 100 lusters the number of shortest path queries needed for the \intraluster" edges in the lustered set is approximately 30K. These queries are all
performed on very small graphs and are therefore pro essed extremely fast. Next
approximately 27K \inter- luster" queries are performed. We believe that the
smaller number of \inter- luster" queries together with the fa t that the 2-spanner
of the lustered set is slightly smaller than for the uniform set explains why the
running times for the two di erent distributions are almost identi al.

6.4 Con luding remarks
In short the on lusions from the experiments are as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

•

The greedy graph has surprisingly good quality when it omes to the number
of edges, the weight, the degree and the number of rossings. The diameter
of the greedy graph is onsiderably higher than the diameter of the other
graphs.
The improved greedy algorithm worked mu h better than expe ted and it
would be very interesting if one ould prove that the improved greedy algorithm has an expe ted running time of O(n2 log n).
The WSPD-algorithm produ es graphs with unexpe tedly poor quality for
non- lustered sets. For lustered sets the results are mu h better; the weight
and degree of the WSPD-graph are onsiderably smaller than the weight and
degree of the (ordered) -graphs. The weight and the degree of the WSPDgraphs seem to onverge for very large data sets. However, to answer this
onje ture we need to perform tests on mu h larger sets.
The approximate greedy algorithm performs worse than expe ted in most
ases, even though the theoreti al bounds are very good.
The -graph onstru tion algorithm is the fastest algorithm, however if it
is important to obtain a high quality network then the improved greedy
algorithms seems to be the most suitable hoi e.
We also tested three hybrid algorithms ea h one being a ombination of a fast,
but with low quality, algorithm and greedy pruning. The graphs generated
by these three hybrid algorithms have roughly the same properties as the
greedy graph. We also have a parameter for these algorithms whi h we an
adjust based on the appli ation. The higher we hoose the higher di eren e
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between the greedy graph and the graph generated by hybrid algorithms but
lower time to onstru t the spanner.
The main question that remains to be answered experimentally is the dependen y on the number of dimensions, i.e. how the algorithms and the quality of
the produ ed graphs depends on the number of dimensions. Also it is interesting
to improve the running time of the improved greedy algorithm. We an obtain an
improvement by using algorithms whi h perform shortest path queries faster. So
one parameter whi h ould be used to measure the eÆ ien y of all the algorithms
is the number of shortest path queries performed by an algorithm.
The experiments show that the weight of the -graph is very small for nonlustered sets. Proving, or disproving, that the expe ted weight of the -graph is
small for uniform distributions is an interesting and hallenging open question.
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Chapter 7

Con lusions

In this thesis we on entrated on geometri spanner networks. The area attra ted a
lot of attention in past few years [Epp00, GK07, NS07, Smi00℄ and nds appli ation
in several bran hes like roboti s, network topology design, metri spa e sear hing
and bioinformati s. Below we brie y dis uss the most important results from the
thesis and the most interesting open problems that remain.
One of the major issues in designing a network is reliability. Reliability is
on erned with the fa t that in many appli ations the nodes and/or links in a
network may fail. A network is reliable, or fault-tolerant, when it retains its good
properties even after some nodes or links fail. With respe t to spanners this means
there should still be a short path between any two nodes in what remains of the
spanner after the fault. The problem of designing k-vertex (or: k-edge) faulttolerant geometri spanners, faults that an destroy an arbitrary olle tion of k
verti es or edges, was studied before [CZ03, LNS98, LNS02, Luk99℄. For geometri
spanners, however, it is natural to onsider faults that destroy all verti es and edges
interse ting some geometri fault region. This is relevant, for instan e, when the
spanner models a road network and a natural (or other) disaster makes all the
roads in some region ina essible.
In Chapter 2 we introdu ed region-fault tolerant spanners and we proved that
any planar point set admits a sparse t-spanner, of near-linear size, whi h is fault
tolerant under any onvex region fault; for several spe ial ases or by adding Steiner
points we ould improve the size to linear. The main problem whi h remains open
is whether one an improve the spanner size for arbitrary point sets to linear. We
also onsidered fault-tolerant geodesi t-spanners: this is a variant where, for any
disk D, the distan e between any two points outside D in the remaining graph is
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at most t times the geodesi distan e between them in R2 \ D. We proved that
for any point set we an add Steiner points to obtain a fault-tolerant geodesi
t-spanner of linear size. It would be interesting to generalize the problem to the
ase when we have urves as the edges in a network instead of lines. It would also
be interesting to have a fast algorithm whi h he ks whether a given network is
fault tolerant under any onvex region fault or not. Using a simple tri k we obtain
an algorithm whi h in O(n5 ) time using O(n2 ) spa e an nd the answer for a
network with n verti es.
Given a geometri network, natural questions to ask are how we an improve
the quality of the network by adding one or more edges. Similarly, one an ask
how we an remove an edge from the network su h that the quality of the network
does not de rease too mu h. In the ase of extending the network, we studied the
problem of nding the additional edge while maximizing the improvement, whi h
in our ase means minimizing the dilation of the resulting graph. Chapters 3
addressed the problem of optimal edge augmentation of a given geometri network.
The main results are an exa t algorithm and several approximation algorithms.
The main approximation algorithm nds a (2 + ")-approximation of the optimal
edge. A hallenging open problem is to improve the approximation fa tor of the
approximation algorithms to 1 + " with the same time omplexity. Also, is it
possible to nd an exa t algorithm whi h solves the problem in o(n4) time using
linear spa e?
In Chapter 4 we onsidered the problem of nding/de iding an optimal edge
deletion in a simple ase. We showed that given a polygonal y le in the plane,
in near-linear expe ted time we an ompute the edge of the y le whose removal
results in a polygonal path of smallest possible dilation. It is also shown that
the edge whose removal gives a polygonal path of largest possible dilation an
be omputed in near-linear time; when the y le is onvex then we an nd the
edge in linear time. Generalizing the results to more general Eu lidean graphs is
a hallenging open problem.
The spanner diameter of a t-spanner is the smallest integer D su h that for
any pair of verti es, there is a t-path in the graph between them ontaining at
most D edges. As far as we know there is no known algorithm to ompute the
spanner diameter of a t-spanner. In Chapter 5 we presented several algorithms,
using a dynami programming approa h, for omputing the spanner diameter of
a given t-spanner. The fastest algorithm omputes the spanner diameter of a
t-spanner with n verti es and m edges in O(D · mn) time using O(m + n) spa e,
where D is the spanner diameter of the input network. The algorithms are purely
ombinatorial and do not take advantage of the fa t that the graphs are embedded
in Eu lidean spa e. An interesting problem is to improve the omplexity bounds
in the geometri ase.
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The empiri al study of algorithms is a rapidly growing resear h area. Implementing and doing experiments on algorithms shows their eÆ ien y in pra ti e
and brings the algorithms to the pra ti al stage. In Chapter 6, we ompared the
most well-known geometri t-spanner algorithms (in 2-dimension) experimentally.
The experiments ompared the quality of the generated graphs, like size, weight,
maximum degree and diameter as well as the running time. We showed that the
greedy algorithm generates graphs with surprisingly good quality when it omes
to the number of edges, the weight, the degree and the number of rossings. However, the greedy algorithm is very slow; we gave several speedup strategies for the
greedy algorithm. The -graph algorithm is the fastest algorithm for onstru ting
t-spanners. The major open problem is to investigate the e e t of the number of
dimensions on the quality of the graphs and the running time of the algorithms.
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Summary

A Theoreti al and Experimental Study of
Geometri Networks
A geometri network on a set V of points in d-dimensional Eu lidean spa e is a
weighted undire ted graph G(V; E ) with vertex set V su h that the weight of an
edge is the Eu lidean distan e between its endpoints. We say that the geometri
network G(V; E ) is a t-spanner of V , for a t > 1, if for ea h pair of points u and v in
V there exist a path in G between u and v of length at most t times the Eu lidean
distan e between u and v. The dilation, or stret h fa tor, of a geometri graph G
is the minimum t for whi h G is a t-spanner. We an easily extend the de nition
of a t-spanner of a point set to a t-spanner of a weighted graph. A graph G′ (V; E ′)
on the same vertex set but with edge set E ′ ⊆ E is a t-spanner of G(V; E ) if for
ea h pair of verti es u; v ∈ V there exist a path in G′ between u and v of length
at most t times the length of the shortest path between u and v in G.
This thesis ontains theoreti al and experimental results on geometri networks. In the theoreti al part, we introdu e the on ept of region-fault tolerant
spanners for planar point sets, and prove the existen e of region-fault tolerant
spanners of small size. For a geometri graph G on a point set V and a region
F , we de ne G⊖F to be what remains of G after the verti es and edges of G
interse ting F have been removed. A C -fault tolerant t-spanner is a geometri
graph G on V su h that for any onvex region F , the graph G⊖F is a t-spanner
for G (V )⊖F , where G (V ) is the omplete geometri graph on V . We prove that
every set V of n points admits a C -fault tolerant (1 + ")-spanner of size O(n log n),
for any onstant " > 0. If adding Steiner points is allowed then the size of the
spanner an be redu ed to O(n), and for several spe ial ases we show how to
obtain region-fault tolerant spanners of O(n) size without using Steiner points.
We also onsider fault-tolerant geodesi t-spanners ; this is a variant where, for any
disk D, the distan e in G⊖D between any two points u; v ∈ V \ D is at most t
times the geodesi distan e between u and v in R2 \ D. We prove that for any
point set V we an add O(n) Steiner points to obtain a fault-tolerant geodesi
(1 + ")-spanner of size O(n).
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Summary

We also in lude some results on optimal edge augmentation and optimal edge
deletion on geometri networks. The goal is to add/remove an edge to/from a
graph su h that the dilation of the resulting graph is minimized. In edge augmentation ase, we present one exa t algorithm and several approximation algorithms.
The best approximation algorithm omputes a (2 + ")-approximation of the optimal solution in O(nm + n2 log n) time using O(n2 ) spa e, where n is the number
of verti es and m is the number of edges in the input network.
For the spe ial ase, when the dilation of the input network is onstant, we an
improve the approximation fa tor to 1 + " and the running time to O(n2 ). For
the problem of dilation optimal edge deletion, we solve the problem in a restri ted
ase, when the network is a simple y le. A randomized algorithm is presented
whi h, given a y le on a set of n points, omputes in O(n log3 n) expe ted time,
the edge of the y le whose removal results in a polygonal path of smallest possible
dilation. It is also shown that the edge whose removal gives a polygonal path of
largest possible dilation an be omputed in O(n log n) time. If the input y le
is a onvex polygon, the latter problem an be solved in O(n) time. Finally, it is
shown that given a y le C , for ea h edge e of C , a (1 − ")-approximation to the
dilation of the path C \ {e} an be omputed in O(n log n) total time.
Computing the spanner diameter of a t-spanner is another problem whi h is
addressed in this thesis. We present an algorithm whi h omputes spanner diameter of a t-spanner with n verti es and m edges in O(D · mn) time using O(m + n)
spa e, where D is the spanner diameter of the input network.
Finally, we experimentally study the performan e and quality of the most ommon t-spanner algorithms for points in the Eu lidean plane. The experiments are
dis ussed and ompared to the theoreti al results and in several ases we suggest
modi ations that are implemented and evaluated. The quality measurements
that we onsider are the number of edges, the weight, the maximum degree, the
spanner diameter and the number of rossings. We ompare the running time of
the algorithms and suggest some improvements. This is the rst time an extensive
omparison has been made between the onstru tion algorithms of t-spanners.
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که تحت هر خرابی ناحیهای به شکل محدب ،پایاست .در برخی حاالت خاص یا با اضافه کردن ) O(nنقطه
اشتاینر ) (۶میتوان تعداد یالها را به ) O(nکاهش داد.
همچنین نتایجی در زمینه افزایش /کاهش بهینه ) (۷یال در شبکههای هندسی ارائه میشود .هدف نهایی
در این زمینه آن است که یک یال به شبکه اضافه یا یک یال از شبکه حذف شود به نحوی که تأخیر در
شبکه حاصل کمینه شود .در حالت افزایشِ بهینه یال ،یک الگوریتم دقیق و چند الگوریتم تقریبی برای
محاسبه یال بهینه ارائه شده است .سریعترین الگوریتم تقریبی ،یک )" -(۲ +تقریب برای یال بهینه در
زمان ) O(mn + n۲ log nبا استفاده از )  O(n۲فضای حافظه محاسبه میکند ،که در آن  nتعداد رئوس و
 mتعداد یالهای شبکه است .در حالتی که تأخیر در شبکه ورودی ثابت باشد میتوان ضریب تقریب را به
"  ۱ +و زمان اجرا را به )  O(n۲کاهش داد.
در حالتِ کاهش بهینه یال مسأله در حالتی که گراف ورودی یک دور ) (۸در صفحه باشد بررسی شده
است .یک الگوریتم تصادفی ارائه شده است که برای یک دور با  nرأس در صفحه ،یالی را که حذف آن
کمترین افزایش در تاخیر مسیر حاصل ایجاد میکند را در زمان ) O(n log۳ nمحاسبه میکند.
محاسبه قطر ) (۹یک -tپوشش مسأله دیگری است که در این پایاننامه به آن پرداخته شده است .نتیجه
اصلی در این قسمت الگوریتمی است که قطر یک -tپوشش با  nرأس و  mیال را در زمان ) O(D · mnبا
استفاده از ) O(m + nفضای حافظه محاسبه میکند که در آن  Dقطرِ شبکه مورد نظر است.
در نهایت ،آزمایشاتی روی الگوریتمهای مطرح برای ساختن -tپوششها انجام شدهاست و شبکههای
تولید شده توسط این الگوریتمها و زمان اجرای این الگوریتمها با هم مقایسه شدهاست .طبق بررسی انجام
شده ،این اولین بررسی تجربی با این وسعت روی الگوریتمهای سازنده -tپوشش است.

)Steiner point(۶
)optimal edge augmentation/deletion(۷
)cycle(۸
)diameter(۹

یک مطالعه نظری و تجربی روی شبکههای هندسی
محمّد فرشی
چکیده
یک شبکه هندسی ) (۱روی یک مجموعه  Vاز نقاط در فضای -dبعدی حقیقی )  (Rdعبارت است از یک
گرافِ وزندارِ غیر جهتدار روی مجموعه رئوس  Vکه وزن هر یال )  (u; vدر گراف با فاصله اقلیدسی بین u
و  ،vیا | ،|uvبرابر است .شبکه هندسی )  G(V ; Eرا یک -tپوشش ) (۲برای مجموعه  Vمینامند ،به ازای یک
 ،t > ۱اگر به ازای هر دو رأس  uو  vدر  ،dG (u; v) ≤ t · |uv| ،Vکه ) dG (u; vطول کوتاهترین مسیر
بین  uو  vدر گراف  Gاست .کوچکترین  tکه به ازای آن شبکه  Gیک -tپوشش است را تأخیر ) (۳یا ضریب
کشش ) (۴شبکه  Gمینامند .تعریف ِ -tپوشش برای یک مجموعه نقاط را به راحتی میتوان به -tپوشش
برای یک گراف ِ وزندار تعمیم داد .گراف )  G′ (V ; E ′را یک -tپوشش برای گراف ) ،E ′ ⊆ E ،G(V ; E
مینامند اگر به ازای هر زوج از رئوس  uو  vدر .dG′ (u; v) ≤ t · dG (u; v) ،V
این پایاننامه شامل یک سری نتایج نظری و تجربی روی پوششهای هندسی است .در قسمت نظری،
مفهوم پوششهای پایا تحت خرابیهای ناحیهای ) (۵برای مجموعه نقاط روی صفحه تعریف میشود و ثابت
میشود برای هر مجموعه از نقاط ،پوششهای پایا تحت خرابیهای ناحیهای محدب با تعداد یالهای کم
موجود است .برای گراف  Gروی مجموعه نقاط  Vاز صفحه و یک ناحیه  Fاز صفحه ،فرض کنید G ⊖ F
گرافی باشد که از حذف تمام رئوس و یالهای  Gکه در ناحیه  Fقرار میگیرند بدست میآید .گراف G
را یک -tپوشش پایا تحت خرابیهای محدب مینامند اگر به ازای هر ناحیه محدب  ،Fگراف ِ G ⊖ F
یک -tپوشش برای  Gc (V ) ⊖ Fباشد که )  Gc (Vگراف کامل روی  Vاست .نتیجه اصلی در این قسمت
الگوریتمی است که برای هر مجموعه متشکل از  nنقطه از صفحه ،پوششی با ) O(n log nیال ایجاد میکند
)(۱

geometric network

)t-spanner(۲

)(۳

dilation

)(۴

stretch factor

)(۵

region fault tolerant spanners

